
HARASTA, Syria: Several thousand Syrian rebels and
civilians began leaving a ravaged pocket of Eastern
Ghouta yesterday, in fresh evacuations that further
emptied the former rebel bastion. Five weeks since the
Syrian regime launched an all-out assault on Ghouta, it
holds more than 90 percent of the onetime opposition
stronghold on the edge of Damascus. To help it capture
the rest, key backer Russia has held talks with various
rebel groups to negotiate withdrawals from the three
remaining pockets.

One area was emptied in recent days under such a deal
and evacuations began late Saturday for a second part,
held by the Islamist Faylaq al-Rahman rebel faction. That
agreement is set to see some 7,000 rebels and civilians
bussed from the towns of Arbin and Zamalka and the dis-
trict of Jobar to the rebel-dominated province of Idlib in
northwestern Syria. Around 980 of them quit Ghouta late
Saturday, travelling overnight on buses and ambulances to
northwest Syria.

Evacuations resumed yesterday, with more than 3,700
fighters, relatives, and other civilians boarding dozens of
buses to leave Ghouta, state news agency SANA said. The
vehicles snaked their way through Ghouta neighborhoods
that had been reduced to ruins, as residents who chose to
stay waved silently from the rubble to their departing
neighbors. An AFP correspondent saw some buses exiting
rebel territory and driving onto the nearby highway yes-
terday afternoon, but they were delayed there for several
hours as they waited for the full convoy to gather. By
nightfall, buses were still paused at the highway. 

Some civilians stepped out to smoke cigarettes and
were given biscuits to eat. “I fled the bombs. I decided to
leave to save the lives of my wife and children,” said Abu
Mohammad, a 27-year-old fighter. Residents of Arbin,
Zamalka, and Jobar had been bidding tearful farewells to
their hometowns all morning, dragging shabby suitcases
past bombed-out buildings. Hamza Abbas, an opposition
activist in Zamalka, told AFP he was planning to board the
buses too. “People are very sad about leaving their homes,
their land, their childhood memories and the place where
they spent the best days of their childhood,” he said.

“They have no money, no houses, no furniture or even
clothes to take with them because of this bombardment.”

As part of Faylaq al-Rahman’s deal with Moscow,
residents had been offered the option to stay in Ghouta
as it fell to the regime, but Abbas declined. “I decided
to leave Ghouta because how am I supposed to live
alongside someone who killed my family, my siblings,
my friends? With someone who destroyed me, my life,
and my future?” Since it began on Feb 18, the Ghouta
assault has left more than 1,600 civilians dead, according
to the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights. — AFP 
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One in three illegals avail 
of amnesty in two months

By Ben Garcia and Nawara Fattahova

KUWAIT: Nearly one in every three illegal
residents in Kuwait has availed of a govern-
ment-backed amnesty. A total of nearly 47,000
illegal residents have either left the country or
legalized their status since the amnesty period
began on Jan 29, 2018, according to interior
ministry officials. Although specific numbers of
each nationality are not made public, the interi-
or ministry has confirmed that the top five
nationalities with residency violators include (in
order of the number of violators): India,
Philippines, Egypt, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh. 

The Philippines Embassy yesterday con-
firmed that around 4,000 Filipinos had left the
country under the amnesty program and that
approximately 6,000 Filipinos remain illegally
in Kuwait. “We would like to appeal to illegal
Filipinos to leave and take advantage of this
amnesty program,” Philippine Ambassador to
Kuwait Renato Villa said. “In the past few days,
very few Filipinos have applied for the
amnesty. We hope that they take this seriously
and we want them to leave via the amnesty
program,” he said.

The Philippine Embassy in Kuwait has set a
deadline of April 12 for accepting amnesty
applications, noting that it needs at least 10

days to complete all necessary paperwork and
procedures. “Those who are still working
because they want to make money must decide
now - come forward and be ready. Anyway,
you are not going to spend money on plane
tickets, as the Philippine government is paying
the tickets of all amnesty takers. I appeal again
- come forward, leave the country via the
amnesty program and return to your family,”
Villa urged. 

The interior ministry has warned that a
crackdown will follow after the amnesty period
and those who are caught will be deported and
blacklisted. The director of the residency
department at the interior ministry said the
number of expats who benefited from the
amnesty reached 46,737 as of March 22, 2018,
of whom 30,052 left the country without pay-
ing fines, while the rest corrected their status.
Those who availed of the amnesty are allowed
to come back to Kuwait. The deadline for the
amnesty period set by the ministry is fast
approaching - April 22, 2018. Some embassies
however are struggling to convince their
nationals to go home. 

Kuwait is working to reduce the country’s
expatriate population - including both illegal
and legal residents - and has adopted increas-
ingly stricter measures to clamp down on

issues like illicit visa trading, human trafficking
and illegals living in Kuwait. It has also imple-
mented policies like additional certification
requirements for engineers in order to renew
their work permits. Kuwait has a population of
more than 4 million, with foreigners accounting
to nearly 70 percent.

4,000 Filipinos leave during grace period • Amnesty expires April 22

Renato Villa

By B Izzak

KUWAIT: The National Assembly’s
financial and economic affairs commit-
tee yesterday appeared headed to
approve proposals to impose taxes on
money transfers by expatriates despite
financial and constitutional objections.
Head of the committee MP Salah
Khorshid said the panel decided to
postpone the voting on the issue until
a future meeting, after members agree
on one of the four proposals that have
reached the panel.

Khorshid rejected claims that
imposing taxes on expatriates’ remit-
tances would tarnish Kuwait’s image
abroad and may involve constitutional

suspicions, as it discriminates between
citizens and foreigners. Justifying a
possible decision to tax expats,
Khorshid said some Gulf states impose
similar taxes on expatriates’ transfers,
without naming any state. In fact, none
of the five Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) member states - Bahrain, Oman,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia and United Arab
Emirates - impose such taxes.

Continued on Page 11

Panel in favor 
of taxing expat 
money transfers

Salah Khorshid

MUMBAI: Allegations that Indian Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s official mobile appli-
cation was sending personal user data to a
third party without their consent caused a furor
on social media in India and drew criticism
from the leader of the main opposition party
yesterday. Modi’s ruling Bharatiya Janata Party
denied the allegations and said the data was
being used only for analytics to offer all users
the “most contextual content”.

A security researcher, who has previously
highlighted some vulnerabilities in India’s
national identity card project and who tweets
under the pseudonym Elliot Alderson, posted a
series of tweets on Saturday stating the app
was sending personal user data to a third-party
domain that was traced to an American compa-

ny. The tweets, which come at a time of height-
ened sensitivity around the alleged misuse of
personal data amid the unfolding Facebook-
Cambridge Analytica controversy, triggered a
stir in India on social media. 

“Hi! My name is Narendra Modi. I am India’s
Prime Minister. When you sign up for my offi-
cial App, I give all your data to my friends in
American companies,” wrote opposition
Congress Party Chief Rahul Gandhi in a Twitter
message yesterday. The BJP quickly responded
on Twitter, saying Gandhi was trying to divert
attention. The BJP has accused the Congress of
engaging Cambridge Analytica in India, a
charge the opposition party has denied.

Alderson, who initially pointed out that the
Narendra Modi app was sharing data with a
third party without the consent of users, earlier
yesterday posted a new tweet saying the app
had “quietly” updated its privacy policy after
his previous tweets. Reuters could not inde-
pendently verify Alderson’s claim. Prime
Minister Modi has not commented on the issue.
BJP said the app - which has seen about 5 mil-
lion downloads on the Google Android Play

Store - allows users access even in a guest
mode that does not require them to grant any
permissions. “The permissions required are all
... cause-specific,” the BJP tweeted.

Facebook chief Mark Zuckerberg took out
full-page ads in nine major British and US
newspapers yesterday to apologize for the
huge data privacy scandal. “We have a respon-
sibility to protect your information. If we can’t
we don’t deserve it,” he said. The ads ran in
prominent positions in six British nationals,
including the best-selling Mail on Sunday, The
Sunday Times and The Observer - which
helped break the story - as well as the New
York Times, Washington Post and the Wall
Street Journal. There was no mention of the
British firm accused of using the data,
Cambridge Analytica, which worked on US
President Donald Trump’s 2016 campaign. 

Meanwhile, tech news site ZDNet said yes-
terday it stood by its report that identified a
security vulnerability in data-linked to Aadhaar
- India’s national identity card project, after a
semi-government agency that manages

Continued on Page 11

Furor over Modi 
app amid Aadhaar
‘security lapse’

RIPON, England: A man reads a full-page advertisement taken out by Facebook
chief Mark Zuckerberg to apologize for the large-scale leak of personal data on the
back page of a newspaper yesterday. — AFP

Tearful Syrians in 
rebel enclave begin 
new evacuation

ARBIN, Syria: Civilians evacuate from this town in the Eastern Ghouta region following a deal with the regime
yesterday. — AFP 

BARCELONA: A protester holds a mask of Catalonia’s for-
mer president Carles Puigdemont during a demonstration
yesterday after he was arrested by German police.  — AFP 

BERLIN: German police yesterday arrested
Catalonia’s former president Carles Puigdemont as he
crossed the border with Denmark by car, after Spain’s
Supreme Court vowed to prosecute key separatists
over their breakaway bid. The arrest puts the fate of
Puigdemont in the hands of German courts, which
would have to decide whether to hand him over to
Spanish authorities to face charges of “rebellion and
misuse of public funds”. Puigdemont “was arrested

Continued on Page 11

German police 
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King Salman assures Amir on
strong Saudi-Kuwaiti relations

Sheikh Sabah receives letter from Guinea-Bissau’s president 

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah reads a letter from Saudi King
Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, delivered by Saudi Ambassador to Kuwait Dr Abdulaziz Al-Fayez. —KUNA

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets with the visiting Sheikh Ibrahim bin
Hamad Al Khalifa, in presence of His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah.

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah received yesterday at Seif
palace a written letter on bilateral relations from the
Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud. The letter,
handed to His Highness the Amir by Saudi Ambassador
to Kuwait Dr Abdulaziz Al-Fayez, focused on bolstering
relations and issues of mutual interest.

His Highness the Amir also received at Bayan Palace
His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad
Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and His Highness the Prime Minister
Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah. His
Highness has received Acting National Assembly
Speaker Dr Awda Al-Ruwaie, First Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of Defense Sheikh Nasser Sabah
Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah. Furthermore, His Highness hosted,
with the attendance of His Highness the Crown Prince,
the visiting Sheikh Ibrahim bin Hamad Al Khalifa.

His Highness also received Oil Minister and Minister
of Electricity and Water Bakheet Al-Rashidi, Kuwait
Petroleum Corporation’s (KPC) Chief Executive Officer
Nizar Al-Adsani and KPC members, where they briefed
His Highness with ‘Sedra 500’ solar plant renewable
energy project.

His Highness the Amir praised workers on this project,

which is a great step in renewable energy and wished
them further progress and success. The meetings were
also attended by Deputy Minister of Amiri Diwan Affairs
Sheikh Ali Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah.

Meanwhile, His Highness the Crown Prince received
His Highness Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak, Ruwaie, Sheikh
Nasser Sabah Al-Ahmad, and Deputy Prime Minister
and Minister of Foreign Affairs Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled
Al-Hamad Al-Sabah. He also hosted Deputy Premier and
Minister of Interior Sheikh Khaled Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah
and Deputy Premier and Minister of State for Cabinet
Affairs Anas Al-Saleh.

Separately, His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah received a letter yesterday
from President of Guinea-Bissau Jose Mario Vaz concern-
ing bilateral ties and means of enhancing them in various
fields. The letter was handed to Minister of Amiri Diwan
Affairs Sheikh Ali Jarrah Al-Sabah from the president’s
special envoy. In other news, Kuwait University (KU) will
hold its annual graduation ceremony for the academic year
2016-2017 today under the patronage and attendance of
His Highness the Crown Prince. The ceremony will be held
at 06:30 pm at Shuwaikh Campus stadium, the Amiri Diwan
said in a press statement yesterday. —KUNA

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets with Oil Minister and Minister of
Electricity and Water Bakheet Al-Rashidi, Kuwait Petroleum Corporation’s (KPC) Chief Executive Officer Nizar
Al-Adsani and KPC members.

KUWAIT: Minister of Social Affairs and Labor and State Minister for Economic Affairs Hind Al-Sabeeh meets
with Chairman of the International Confederation of Arab Trade Unions (ICATU) Ghassan Ghosn and Kuwait
Trade Union Federation (KTUF) officials. — KUNA

DODOMA: Tanzania’s Minister of Finance and Planning Philip Mpango meets with Kuwait’s Ambassador to
Tanzania Jasim Al-Najem. — KUNA

KUWAIT: Kuwait remains committed to the international
criteria on freedom of trade union action, and respect of
the world’s relevant conventions and charters, said Minister
of Social Affairs and Labor and State Minister for
Economic Affairs Hind Al-Sabeeh yesterday. Sabeeh made

stress during a meeting with Chairman of the International
Confederation of Arab Trade Unions (ICATU) Ghassan
Ghosn, head of the Kuwait Trade Union Federation (KTUF)
Mohammad Al-Hudhaina, and senior KTUF officials.  The
minister lauded efforts by KTUF which she described as a
“major partner in building the nation and advocating its
causes, people and labor.” She also emphasized the dire
need to work as one team for achieving the aspired goals.

The ICATU chief meanwhile appreciated Sabeeh’s
efforts for bolstering the culture of dialogue among the
Kuwaiti trade unions, as well as backing cooperation on
the Arab scene. By the same token, Hudhaina commended
the government support to trade unions, referring to
relentless endeavors by KTUF to restore Kuwait’s post in
the ICATU. — KUNA

Kuwait committed to
int’l criteria on trade
union action: Minister

DODOMA: Kuwait’s support has been instrumental in ush-
ering in an epoch of development in Tanzania, the eastern
African nation’s Minister of Finance and Planning Philip
Mpango said yesterday. The Tanzanian minister made the
remarks in a meeting with Kuwait’s Ambassador to

Tanzania Jasim Al-Najem, where he highlighted his coun-
try’s ever-growing ties with Kuwait, according to a state-
ment by the Gulf state’s embassy. He went on to reveal that
a delegation from the Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic
Development (KFAED) is presently in Tanzania to examine
the progress of development projects in the west of the
country.

Meanwhile, the Kuwaiti envoy said he was proud of his
country’s efforts to support underdeveloped nations,
pointing out that KFAED would continue to fund infra-
structure projects in the impoverished nation. He added
that the dilapidated infrastructure in the country has
impeded the movement of people and goods, making such
projects all the more necessary. —KUNA

Tanzanian minister
grateful for
Kuwait’s support
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Employers should share returning
maids’ plane ticket costs: Unionist

Head of recruiters’ union meets with human rights panel’s chief
By A Saleh and Meshaal Al-Enezi

KUWAIT: Local recruitment officers are asking that
employers share the price for a domestic helper’s plane
ticket in case he or she returns back to their home
country before the end of their contract. This condition
was discussed during a meeting between the head of
the domestic labor offices’ union Khaled Al-Dakhnan
with head of the parliament’s human rights committee
MP Adel Al-Damkhi. Dakhnan stressed in a statement
following the meeting the importance of amending
some laws to reduce technical problems related to the
domestic helpers’ sector in Kuwait. Among the topics
discussed during the meeting was a proposal to amend
a law which gives the government-owned Durra
Domestic Help Company exclusive authority to rehire
domestic helpers, while denies private recruiters from
providing similar services. The meeting also discussed
adjusting the condition of renewing domestic helper
office licenses, Dakhnan said.

Gang of thieves busted
Well-informed security sources said four gang mem-

bers were arrested for committing multiple house bur-
glaries in Salmiya and Maidan Hawally, sources said.
Most burglaries were committed during morning hours,
when the burglars were sure that apartment residents
were out at work. The gang mainly focused on stealing
cash and jewelry, said the sources who spoke on the
condition of anonymity.  

The sources explained that the gang comprises of 15
Georgians, of whom only four have so far been arrest-
ed. The sources stressed that the gang members do not
know each other, which suggests that they are part of
an organized international mafia. The sources added the

suspects are in Kuwait on visas issued by individuals
and some companies. 

In addition, the sources said that the police have so
far received 30 burglary reports including two in
Farwaniya, two in the capital and 26 in Salmiya and
Maidan Hawally, where the suspects used sophisticated
methods to open doors. Finally, the sources stressed
that coordination is in
progress between police
detectives and airport author-
ities to stop the departure of
any Georgian without check-
ing his criminal record. 

Clash with parliament
MP Khalid Al-Otaibi

claimed the government is
seeking a clash with the par-
liament through the reshuf-
fling of portfolios between ministers. He added that
instead of each minister facing the responsibilities and
results of his decisions, “we get surprised by the escape
plans of the government to protect its ministers”. Otaibi
wondered about the reward and punishment principle,
saying: “We only read about it in government state-
ments at the start of the current parliament and after
the government’s formation.”

Otaibi rejected that there are ministries with heavy
burdens, adding that the burden depends on the minis-
ter, who knows the nature of his ministry when he takes
over. He said political history shows that there were
statesmen who became ministers during tough times
and were able to overcome problems and issues by
good management and decisions, and did not run away
from political responsibility. Otaibi said the government

thinks that it avoids political problems between MPs
and ministers and brings about more cooperation, but
the truth is that it pushes for more political crises
between the two authorities.

Co-ops Kuwaitization
MP Nasser Al-Doussary stressed that Kuwaitizing

the co-operative societies’
sector has become a priority.
He added that he had made a
proposal in this regard to pri-
oritize employing citizens in
various co-ops and called to
employ retirees to benefit
from their experience.
Separately, the General
Secretariat for Planning and
Development announced that
it had suspended the partici-

pation of expat employees in any of the teams and
committee it formed since September, in line with Civil
Service Commission (CSC) regulations. The secretariat
follows the state’s strategy in replacing expats with citi-
zens, rationalization and cutting expenses, sources said.
Separately, Head of the parliament’s health affairs com-
mittee MP Humoud Al-Khodair said the committee
approved amending the oil sector’s end of service
indemnity so that it includes all employees hired since
2010. Khodair said 3,150 citizens working in the oil
sector will benefit from the amendment. 

Development projects 
The Ministry of Public Works (MPW) has so far

spent KD 75 million out of a total budget of KD 87 mil-
lion allocated for this year’s development plan projects,

planning department’s manager Iman Al-Omar said,
noting that 86 percent of the budget was spent. Omar
added that the new fiscal year plan (2018-2019) has
been already set, including several projects, of which
two are already under construction - Kuwait airport’s
terminal 2 and the Mubarak Port in Boubyan Island.
Omar said that the new plan also includes two projects
for the Ministry of Health (MoH) - the new maternity
hospital in Al-Sabah medical zone with a capacity of
780 beds, in addition to a new 792-bed hospital for
children below 18. She added that the plan also includes
projects to develop the seafront, develop South Mutlaa
treatment plant, using wind and solar power in generat-
ing electricity and saving 50 percent of the electricity
needed to operate the plant. 

Public Prosecution
The Public Authority for Food and Nutrition referred

41 violations to the public prosecution based on law
112/2013. Director Essa Al-Kandari said the violations
included 15 grave ones that were referred on Feb 13,
while 26 were not as grave and were referred on March
6. Kandari said the fines vary between KD 100 and KD
100,000, in addition to up to six years in jail and clo-
sure of the facility.

Private sector
Member of the parliament’s financial and econom-

ic affairs committee Saleh Ashour said the govern-
ment plans to hand over 75 gas stat ions, Al-
Shadadiya university, Jaber Hospital and some elec-
tricity and water plants to be run by the private sec-
tor. Ashour warned making the private sector run
state-funded projects is wrong and that the govern-
ment will be held responsible. 

By Hanan Al-Saadoun and Agencies

KUWAIT: An Arab man was injured
after he jumped from a third floor apart-
ment, while two others suffered from
smoke inhalation as fire broke out in
their residence. Firemen from the
Hawally and Salmiya fire stations
responded to a call and headed to the
building where they discovered that
three apartments on the third floor were
engulfed in flames. The trapped persons
were rescued and the fire was put out.

Suspicious pills
An Iraqi man was arrested and sent to

criminal detectives after police found
pills with him which he claimed were to
treat sexual dysfunction. They also found
a bag containing suspected sorcery
material. The arrest was made in Jabriya
as the suspect was walking aimlessly,
and attempted to escape when he saw
police. Separately, Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh
police arrested two Asian men with pos-
session of 48 illicit pills and opium pop-
pies and sent them to the Drugs Control
General Department (DCGD). Police
approached the two who were sitting on
the ground at a public place. They got
up and started running before police
caught them. Police found Tramadol,
Laryca and Captagon pills with them, in
addition to water bottle covers contain-

ing drugs and lighters without caps, indi-
cating the gas was being inhaled. In
another case, a bedoon man and a
Kuwaiti woman were arrested as they
were abusing hashish on the beach.
People around them became suspicious
and called the police. The girl attempted
to hide something in her bag, which was
found to be a piece of hashish and ciga-
rette rolling paper. The couple were sent
to the DCGD. Meanwhile, a citizen was
found dancing in public in Mahboula and
was arrested with Xanax pills. He was
found wanted to serve jail sentences in
six cases, in addition to money-related
cases. He was sent to concerned authori-
ties for further legal action.

Thieves’ market
Farwaniya police arrested 21 Asian

vendors at the notorious ‘thieves’ market’
in Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh. The suspects used
blackmail to intimidate vendors and
imposed ‘royalties’ on them. They were
discovered to be in violation of residen-
cy law and sent to concerned authorities.

Int’l organized
crime 

gangsters
arrested

Man jumps
from burning
apartment

KUWAIT: Firefighters are seen
inside an apartment where a fire
was reported recently.

KUWAIT: Deputy Prime Minister and
Interior Minister Sheikh Khaled Al-
Jarrah Al-Sabah received yesterday
Pakistan’s Ambassador to Kuwait

Ghulam Dastgir. The Kuwaiti interior
chief’s discussions with the Pakistani
envoy centered on matters of mutual
concern, chiefly, security issues, read a
statement by the Kuwaiti interior min-
istry. During the encounter, Sheikh
Khaled Al-Jarrah pointed out that both
nations see eye to eye on a number of
issues, which is a testament to the fel-
lowship the countries enjoy. Meanwhile,
Dastgir said that his country is looking
forward to taking its ties with Kuwait to
new levels. — KUNA

Interior minister,
Pakistani envoy
discuss ties 

KUWAIT: Deputy Prime Minister and Interior Minister Sheikh Khaled Al-
Jarrah Al-Sabah meets with Pakistan’s Ambassador to Kuwait Ghulam
Dastgir. — KUNA
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Photo of the Day

KUWAIT: Reflection of clouds and the National Assembly’s building on the Arabian Gulf’s waters near Shuwaikh Beach. —KUNA photo

KUWAIT: Zain, the leading telecommunications compa-
ny in Kuwait, recently organized the 16th umrah trip for
employees and their families to visit the Sacred House in
Makkah. This annually held trip aims at enriching bond-
ing and closeness between Zain employees out of the
office atmosphere.

Zain organizes this
spiritual trip on an annual
basis to reflect its keen-
ness in supporting and
enhancing the spiritual
aspects of i ts human
resources. The trip saw a
large number of Zain
employees and their fami-
l ies visit ing the Sacred
House in Makkah, and it
came in line with the com-
pany’s continuous efforts
to enrich communication
with its own staff in one family atmosphere.

The travelers were accompanied by Sheikh Fahad
Al-Kandari, who was present throughout the trip to
share his experiences through lectures and seminars
about the rituals of umrah, Islamic history, and more.
Kandari’s participation added value to the trip, enrich-

ing the informative aspect of it within the traveling
employees. 

Zain was keen to diversify the program of the trip, as
it was not only restricted to the religious aspect. Many
activities were organized that included a visit to the

home of Sheikh Saleh
Al-Shaibi, senior bearer
of the Kaaba Key, where
the travelers had the
privilege of looking at
the Kaaba Key up-close
and ask about the annu-
al process of cleaning
the Kaaba and other
related subjects. 

Zain considers its
employees the main pil-
lar of its overall success,
and thus caters to the
many different aspects

of their lives. This annual initiative comes as part of
Zain’s commitment towards its human resources, espe-
cially after the positive feedback it received previously
from previous umrah trips. Zain will always put the
development of the cultural and spiritual aspects of its
employees at the forefront of its priorities. 

Zain organizes 16th annual 
umrah trip for employees

Featuring a large number of employees and their families 

Enhance 
bonding

between staff

KUWAIT: Kuwait Dive Team members removed four tons
of abandoned fishing nets and environmentally harmful
objects from Umm Al-Namel island. The divers concluded
the fourth phase of cleaning up waste at the island, which

is one of Kuwait’s national reserves located in the south of
Kuwait Bay.  The divers waited for the high tide to begin
the mission for lifting the discarded nets, plastic and
wooden objects littering the island’s surrounding, Team
Leader Waleed Al-Fadhel said.  The island condition has
noticeably improved since authorities banned fishing in the
bay and camping on it, he said, affirming that it is restoring
the natural wild life. Umm Al-Namel is Kuwait’s fourth
largest island after Boubyan, Failaka and Warba with a
space reaching 568,000 square meters. It is a favorite
environment for various species of crabs and shrimps as
well as migrating birds. The Kuwait Dive Team is affiliated
to the Environmental Voluntary Foundation. — KUNA

Divers remove
waste from Umm
Al-Namel Island

KUWAIT: A Kuwait Dive Team boat loaded with waste approaches the shore at Umm Al-Namel Island.

Ahli United Bank
organizes beach
cleanup drive
KUWAIT: Ahli United Bank (AUB) organized a beach
cleanup drive at Kuwait’s Free Trade Zone, as part of the
bank’s annual environmental conservation program
which aims at preserving Kuwait’s beach front. A large
number of the bank’s staff and their families took part in
the campaign, showing a commitment towards the envi-
ronment, and the need for a clean and healthy environ-
ment in Kuwait.

Commenting on this awareness campaign, Sahar
Dashti, Assistant General Manager- Complaints and
Customer Protection at AUB said in a press release,
“This initiative aims to highlight the importance of keep-

ing our beach fronts clean so they can be enjoyed by cit-
izens and visitors alike. It also has a wider aim in sending
a broader message to society that we must preserve and
protect our environment now and for future generations.
The disposal of plastic, for example, has taken on a new
urgency as we see our land, rivers, seas and oceans all
polluted. We can all help and, recently, AUB has entered
into a new partnership with Omniya regarding the recy-
cling of our plastic waste and which includes having a
large plastic waste disposal center outside the bank’s
head office building.”

Dashti added that AUB will continue to organize envi-
ronmentally friendly initiatives, as part of its social
responsibility program, which does not only focus on
investing in and preserving the environment, but includes
a diversified range of social responsibility development
programs involving a team of bank staff volunteers. There
will be more awareness and social activity programs this
year as the bank has approved a comprehensive social
responsibility program for 2018 focusing on youth and
the environment.



Deputy FM
heads to
Bulgaria,
Switzerland

KUWAIT: Kuwait’s Deputy
Foreign Minister Khaled Al-
Jarallah departed the coun-
try yesterday, heading to
Bulgaria and Switzerland,
where he is set to hold talks
with officials from both
nations. In Bulgaria, which
currently holds the
Presidency of the Council
of the European Union,
Jarallah will take part in the
first round of bilateral polit-
ical discussions, before he
heads to Switzerland for the
fourth round of talks. The
Kuwaiti deputy foreign
minister is accompanied by
a delegation comprising
Assistant Foreign Minister
for European Affairs
Ambassador Waleed Al-
Khbaizi and Ambassador
Ayham Al-Omar, the
Assistant Foreign Minsiter
for the Affairs of the
Deputy Foreign Minister’s
Office. — KUNA

GENEVA: At the time when several countries
neglected the tragedy of the Syrian refugees,
Kuwait, upon directives by His Highness the Amir
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah,
assumed the responsibility of the file and raised
the alarm about it, said National Assembly
Speaker Marzouq Ali Al-Ghanem. He made that
statement yesterday at the 138th Inter-
Parliamentary Union (IPU) Assembly in Geneva,
Switzerland.

He also stressed that the Palestinian cause
would not be
imprescriptible,
and that the “ene-
my that defeated
them must remem-
ber the logic of
history and its
movement.” Many
countries, with
deep legacy of
democracy and
rights, took long
years to pay
attention to the
refugees’ tragedy
that erupted in 2011, Ghanem said, referring to
Kuwait’s initial stance on the issue since the very
outset, embodied in a policy of humanitarian
intervention. The Kuwaiti stance was prompted
by the policy set by His Highness the Amir, of “no
political, military or intelligence involvement in
the tragic file,” the chief parliamentarian stressed.

Pledging Conferences
Ghanem referred to the First, Second and

Third International Humanitarian Pledging
Conferences for Syria, which Kuwait hosted in
2013, 2014 and 2015, and the Kuwaiti-Swedish
draft resolution at the UNSC on a ceasefire in
Syria’s Eastern Ghouta, saying Kuwait has
always raised the alarm about the “painful” issue.
He said that despite the efforts by various par-
ties, in particular the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), “It is my

duty to say that what has been done is inade-
quate to guarantee no rise in the number of
refugees inadequate to assist (Syria’s) neighbor-
ing countries to shoulder the burden of the file.”
Then Ghanem moved to the Palestinian refugees’
dilemma that has persisted over 70 years, amid
negligence and marginalization of the calamity.
The Palestinian file has been aggravating since
the Zionists’ usurpation of Palestinian territories
in 1948, amid arrogance and intransigence on the
side of the usurper, he said.

Over the years,
Palestinians have
been exposed to
massacres and
forced migration,
he said noting that
Palestinians form
up to 5.5 million of
the world’s 22 mil-
lion refugees.
Ghanem concluded
his statement
warning “the
usurper” that
Arabs and

Palestinians will not turn into an “Anthropology
lesson” and that “what you believe is a dream will
turn to a nightmare.”

Sustainable development
Meanwhile, Kuwaiti MP Al-Humaidi Al-

Subaiee said that sustainable development is
unattainable worldwide without peace.
Addressing a session by the first permanent com-
mission tasked with global peace and security-
affiliated to the IPU - he said the issue of devel-
opment cannot be raised in the shadow of lack of
peace. He called on the international community
to seek to secure security and food to nations
stricken with crises.

The IPU must play a part to ensure literal
implementation of UN resolutions, he said, also
objecting to states’ intervention in other coun-
tries’ affairs for certain political and strategic

goals. He also urged wealthy nations to help poor
peoples to boost their development.

Alternative energy
In the meantime, the commission for sustain-

able development, financing and commerce, affili-
ated with the IPU resumed debates on a draft
resolution regarding alternative energy.  Dr Khalil
Abul, member of the Kuwaiti parliamentary cau-
cus, said in a statement that the member states
presented proposals for inclusion in the planned
resolution.  Kuwait, in its forwarded paper, urged
the other participating lawmakers to seek to per-
suade their governments, through sovereign
funds, to invest in alternative energy’s companies
and enterprises. Abul added that he suggested to
the fellow legislators that their government allo-
cate part of the armament and defense budgets
for sustainable development particularly with
respect of developing the alternative energy.
Abul is part of a Kuwaiti parliamentary delega-
tion, headed by Ghanem, that arrived in Geneva
on Wednesday to partake in the IPU 138th con-
ference, due to proceed till March 28. — KUNA
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Kuwait’s adoption of Syrian refugees’
file based on Amir’s policy: Speaker

No sustainable development in absence of peace: Kuwait MP 

Committee
debates 

alternative
energy

GENEVA: National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Ali
Al-Ghanem speaks at the 138th Inter-
Parliamentary Union (IPU) Assembly in Geneva,
Switzerland, yesterday. — KUNA

All facilitations
to serve Kuwaiti
students: Ambassador
DUBLIN: Dean of the Arab and foreign corps in the United
Kingdom and Ireland, Ambassador of Kuwait Khaled Al-
Duwaisan, said yesterday that the embassy and its offices are
always available to serve Kuwaitis studying with the British Isles.
This came in Al-Duwaisan statement during his visit to Cultural
Office-Ireland, where the head of the office Dr Abdurrahman Al-
Othman updated him on the work progress there. Kuwaitis stu-
dents in Ireland are distinguished in their academic achievement
and are fine representatives of their country, the ambassador said.

Othman said meanwhile that the office managed to get addi-
tional seats in human medicine in a number of Irish universities
by more than 30 percent from last year. The number of students
registered in the Cultural Office for 2017-2018 is about 750 in
various majors, he pointed out. The Cultural Office in Dublin has
succeeded in restoring relations with the University College Cork
through registration of scholarship students after a five-year
interruption, he added.

Othman said that the office signed three MoUs with Trinity
College in Dublin in May last year for one academic year. He
explained that the memos include the allocation of seats in human
medicine, dentistry and pharmacy for ministry students and other
majors such as engineering, and will be extended for the next
three years.

Furthermore, Othman pointed out that Dean of Trinity
College, Professor Patrick Geoghegan, and accompanying dele-
gation visited Kuwait last October, where he met with a number
of off icials at the Ministry of Higher Education, Kuwait
University and the Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of
Sciences.  The Trinity College is one of the oldest universities in
the world. Founded in 1592, based in Ireland and recognized
internationally as the first University of Ireland. It is ranked the
14th in the top 200 European universit ies by QS World
University Rankings for 2010. — KUNA

Info minister meets
British ambassador
KUWAIT: Kuwait’s Minister of Information Mohammad
Al-Jabri held talks yesterday with the British
Ambassador to Kuwait Michael Davenport, focusing on
strategies to develop closer ties. The Kuwaiti ministry of
information will be participating in an impending cele-
bration marking 120 years of the Gulf state’s relations
with Britain, Jabri said in a statement. He added that the
gala, slated for January of 2019, is a testament to the
camaraderie shared between the two nations. — KUNA

KUWAIT: Minister of Information Mohammad Al-Jabri
meets with the British Ambassador to Kuwait Michael
Davenport. — KUNA

Khaled Al-Jarallah
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VATICAN CITY: Pope Francis poses for a selfie at the end of the Palm Sunday mass in St Peter’s square at the Vatican yesterday. Palm Sunday is the final Sunday of Lent, the beginning of the Holy Week, and commemorates the triumphant
arrival of Jesus Christ in Jerusalem, days before he was crucified. —AFP

VATICAN CITY: Pope Francis, starting Holy Week services
leading to Easter, urged young people yesterday to keep
shouting and not allow the older generations to silence their
voices or anesthetize their idealism. Francis spoke a day after
hundreds of thousands of young Americans and their sup-
porters answered a call to action from survivors of last
month’s Florida high school massacre and rallied across the
United States to demand tighter gun laws.

He did not mention the demonstrations. Catholic News
Service (CNS) said Gabriella Zuniga, 16, and her sister
Valentina, 15, both students from Stoneman Douglas High
School in Florida, where 17 people were killed in February,
attended the service with their parents. CNS posted a photo
of the two holding up signs in St.  Peter’s Square, with one
reading, “Protect Our Children, Not Our Guns.” The 81-year-
old Francis led a long and solemn Palm Sunday service before
tens of thousands in the square, many of them young people
there for the Catholic Church’s World Day of Youth. Carrying
a woven palm branch known as a “palmurello,” Francis led a
procession in front of the largest church in Christendom to
commemorate the day the Bible says Jesus rode into
Jerusalem and was hailed as a saviour, only to be crucified
five days later.

‘You have it in you to shout’
Drawing on biblical parallels, Francis urged the young peo-

ple in the crowd not to let themselves be manipulated. “The
temptation to silence young people has always existed,”

Francis said in the homily of a Mass. “There are many ways to
silence young people and make them invisible. Many ways to
anesthetize them, to make them keep quiet, ask nothing, ques-

tion nothing. There are many ways to sedate them, to keep
them from getting involved, to make their dreams flat and drea-
ry, petty and plaintive,” he said. “Dear young people, you have
it in you to shout,” he told young people, urging them to be like
the people who welcomed Jesus with palms rather than those
who shouted for his crucifixion only days later. “It is up to you
not to keep quiet. Even if others keep quiet, if we older people
and leaders, some corrupt, keep quiet, if the whole world keeps
quiet and loses its joy, I ask you:

Will you cry out?”
The young people in the crowd shouted, “Yes!” While

Francis did not mention Saturday’s marches in the United States,
he has often condemned weapons manufacturing and mass
shootings. Palm Sunday marked the start of a hectic week of
activities for the pope. On Holy Thursday he is due to preside at
two services, including one in which he will wash the feet of 12
inmates in a Rome jail to commemorate Jesus’ gesture of humili-
ty towards his apostles the night before he died. On Good
Friday, he is due to lead a Via Crucis (Way of the Cross) proces-
sion at Rome’s Colosseum. On Saturday night he leads a Easter
vigil service and on Easter Sunday he delivers his twice-yearly
“Urbi et Orbi” (to the city and the world) message. —Reuters

Pope urges young people not to remain silent
Keep shouting, don’t become anesthetized, pope tells the youth

Bahrain hunts 
social media 
dissidents
DUBAI: Bahraini authorities yesterday announced they
would be taking “severe measures” to track down dissi-
dents who use social media, as the Gulf monarchy tightens
its grip on political opposition.  Social networking sites,
notably Twitter, are a major platform for rights activists in
the tiny kingdom, which according to Amnesty
International has stripped hundreds of dissidents of citi-
zenship in cases that have failed to meet the standards of a
fair trial. Interior Minister Sheikh Rashid bin Abdullah al-
Khalifa said the government was adopting “severe meas-
ures to deal with unprecedented chaos by disruptive social
media accounts”, in a statement published by the official
Bahrain News Agency. The minister did not identify any
account but said some had been flagged by the authorities
for “spreading malicious rumours that strike at the heart of
the social fabric and civil peace”. “We are not far from
tracking down those behind this, and taking legal action
against them,” Khalifa said, adding that if necessary new
legislation could be passed.

Authorities in Sunni-ruled Bahrain, a tiny Shiite-majori-
ty kingdom strategically located between rival Saudi
Arabia and Iran, have jailed dozens of activists and dis-
banded both religious and secular opposition groups since
pro-democracy protests broke out in 2011. The govern-
ment has accused Iranian authorities of backing the
protest movement in a bid to overthrow it. Tehran denies
involvement. Bahraini activist Nabeel Rajab, a leading fig-
ure in the protests, has been behind bars since 2015 for
tweets critical of the Saudi-led intervention in Yemen. 

Over the weekend, Bahraini opposition activists who live
in exile also took to Twitter to raise awareness over hunger
strikes by female relatives, accusing authorities of stripping
one woman naked after a family visit.  A key US ally and
home to the US Navy’s Fifth Fleet, the kingdom is also
home to a British military base that is under construction.
US President Donald Trump has eased restrictions on arms
sales to Bahrain since taking office in January last year. 

Exiled rights activist 
Meanwhile, Sayed Ahmed AlWadaei, a prominent

Bahraini rights campaigner exiled in Britain, said a Bahraini
court had sentenced his wife to two months in jail in absentia
this week and that his mother-in-law had begun a hunger
strike in jail. AlWadaei, director of the Bahrain Institute for
Rights and Democracy (BIRD) and one of the most outspo-
ken critics of the Gulf island kingdom, alleges the govern-
ment’s treatment of his family was aimed at silencing his
activism.  “Their escalation against both of my family mem-
bers was no coincidence,” AlWadaei, who has lived in exile
since 2012 said. Asked if Bahraini authorities were trying to
muzzle him, he replied, “Of course. My wife was beaten, mis-
treated and threatened that they are going after our family
to punish me.  Now all their threats were executed.”

Bahraini authorities did not immediately respond to
Reuters requests for comment. A close US and British
ally, Sunni Muslim-ruled Bahrain has cracked down on
the opposition, hailing mostly from the Shiite Muslim
majority, since it crushed pro-democracy demonstrations
they led in 2011. —Agencies

Police, politicians 
back anti-Muslim 
riots in Sri Lanka 
KANDY: Police and politicians backed by the country’s former
strongman president Mahinda Rajapaksa joined anti-Muslim
riots that rocked Sri Lanka’s Kandy district this month, accord-
ing to witnesses, officials and CCTV footage reviewed by
Reuters. Scores of Muslim mosques, homes and businesses
were destroyed as mobs ran amok for three days in Kandy, the
central highlands district previously known for its diversity and
tolerance. The government declared a state of emergency and
blocked social media platforms for a week to control the unrest.

The role of police and some local Buddhist politicians sug-
gests the Sri Lankan government lost control of elements of its
security forces, and that the violence was more than a sponta-
neous outbreak fuelled by fringe Buddhist extremists and
hate-speech spread on social media. Rajapaksa has denied
that he or other leaders of his party were involved. Police said
the allegations against officers and politicians were being
investigated.

Victims and witnesses, whose accounts were partly backed
by CCTV footage seen by Reuters, described members of an
elite paramilitary police unit, the Special Task Force (STF),
assaulting Muslim cleric and leaders. Local STF commanders
declined to comment. “They came to attack,” said A.H Ramees,
a cleric at a mosque where worshippers say they were beaten
by police who were supposed to be protecting them. “They
were shouting. There was filthy language. They said all the
problems were because of us, that we were like terrorists.”

Ruwan Gunasekera, a spokesman for the national police
force, including the STF, said a special investigation unit was
“probing the deficiencies of the police in the incident”. A
second unit was examining the role of political actors, he
said. The riots were the latest example of rising Buddhist
nationalism and anti-Muslim sentiment in the region and
have unnerved Sri Lanka’s multi-ethnic coalition govern-
ment, which ousted Rajapaksa in an election in 2015,
according to analysts and two sources familiar with the gov-
ernment’s deliberations. Buddhists make up about 70 per-
cent of Sri Lanka’s 21 million people. Tamils, most of whom

are Hindu, account for 13 percent while Muslims make up
about 9 percent of the population.

Sri Lanka’s Law and Order Minister Ranjith Madduma
Bandara has said the violence in Kandy was “well organized”
and pointed the finger at members of Sri Lanka Podujana
Peramuna (SLPP), a political party backed by Rajapaksa that
scored a huge victory in local elections last month. At a press
conference flanked by senior leaders earlier this month,
Rajapaksa said the accusations were politically motivated. In
fact, the government fomented the violence to “get the Muslim
vote” and to distract from its inadequacies, he said.

Trigger for violence
The violence in Kandy was triggered by an attack on a

Buddhist truck driver, HG Kumarasinghe, by four Muslim men
after a traffic dispute on Feb 22. As Kumarasinghe lay in a
coma, calls for retribution and anti-Islam polemics flooded
social media and the government ordered the deployment of
1,000 members of the STF. Rioting erupted after his funeral 11
days later. An excerpt of CCTV footage from the first day of
attacks reviewed by Reuters showed police letting a large
group of men through the cordon protecting the Noor
Jummah mosque in Digana, a Kandy township. The men rush
into a multi-story building opposite the mosque. A local SLPP
politician, Samantha Perera, can be seen pointing at the higher
floors of the building.

Perera confirmed he was the person shown in the footage.
He said he was trying to calm the rioters and only found out
later the mosque had been attacked. “I am a good Buddhist. I
am not instigating violence against anybody,” he said. Cabinet
spokesman Rajitha Senaratne said Perera was under investiga-
tion for “attacking Muslim-owned shops and mosques with
stones”. At least three other SLPP politicians, including a
national politician, were being investigated and another SLPP
councilor has been arrested for setting fire to a mosque, he
said. All deny any involvement in the violence. “There’s a politi-
cal motive to discredit me, Mahinda Rajapaksa and the party,”
Perera said. 

‘Monster beyond control’
Anti-Muslim sentiment has surged in Sri Lanka since 2009,

when a long civil war against Tamil insurgents was brutally
ended by Rajapaksa amid charges by a United Nations panel
of experts of human rights violations, including extrajudicial
killings by the military and STF. As in Myanmar, from where

700,000 Rohingya Muslims have fled an army crackdown in
recent months, Buddhist hardliners in Sri Lanka have argued
that Islam is a threat to the Buddhist way of life.

Though the level of violence is not comparable, the Sri
Lankan Secretariat for Muslims, a civil society group, logged
more than 600 attacks and threats to Muslims in the past five
years, according to director Hilmy Ahamed, who added the
rate of anti-Muslim violence had accelerated in the recent
years. “The fear that Muslims are going to take over, are going
to deprive you of your welfare, is so widespread,” he said.
Veteran political analyst Jayadeva Uyangoda said Buddhist
chauvinism in Sri Lanka was a “monster beyond control”, as
local activists draw inspiration from the Buddhist extremists in
Myanmar and Hindu radicals in India hostile to Muslims.

Can you believe it?
About 10 minutes after the incident near the Noor Jummah

mosque shown in the CCTV footage, the mob returned via a
back road, out of the line of sight of the mosque’s exterior
cameras, and threw a petrol bomb into the mosque’s first floor
office, according to witnesses Mohamed Niyaskhan, who said
he was beaten and left bloodied, and the mosque secretary
MIM Shukry. The men burned Korans during 45 minutes of
looting and destruction, they said. 

Niyaskhan said earlier that day he had prepared food and
drinks for STF members protecting the mosque, but they had
left shortly before the attack. “No STF, no police were there,”
he said. “They had gone around the corner. Can you believe
it?” Later that day, eight to 10 members of the STF rushed the
Hijrapura mosque, also in Digana, according to clerics and
worshippers. The police assaulted worshippers with batons,
according to Ramees, the cleric. CCTV footage shows police
in riot gear striking Ramees and another cleric, MSM Nizam,
four times with batons. 

A local Buddhist monk, Gerendigala Chanda Wimala, told
Reuters he saw the men being manhandled by police and suc-
cessfully demanded their release. At about the same time, a
local Muslim politician, Abdul Saleem Mohamad Fazil, and a
friend Mohamad Faizal, were also attacked by members of the
elite police unit, according to the victims and a witness, Father
Christy Paul, the prelate at Digana’s Catholic church. “Three
STFs came through the back entrance of the house and started
beating us,” said Fazil, who suffered a deep head wound and
said he spent in a night in prison after being refused medical
treatment. —Reuters

2 students from 
targeted US

school at 
pope’s mass
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Yemen’s lifeline Hodeida seaport 
stifled under ‘de facto’ blockade 

The world’s worst humanitarian crisis

Established 1961 

DUBAI: Yemen’s rebel-held port of Hodeida, a lifeline for a
war-battered country dependent on food imports, remains
“a wasteland” three months after a Saudi-led coalition said
it lifted a blockade. The assessment by humanitarian and
port officials comes as Saudi Arabia and its regional allies
push into the fourth year of their military intervention in
Yemen. The operation, launched in March 2015 with the
goal of rolling back Iran-backed Shiite Houthi rebels and
restoring Yemen’s internationally-recognized government
to power, has contributed to what the United Nations calls
the world’s worst humanitarian crisis.

The UN Security Council warned earlier this month
that conditions in Yemen are deteriorating and having a
“devastating” impact on civilians, with 22.2 million now in
need of humanitarian assistance. The status of Hodeida, the
country’s largest seaport and gateway to the majority of
its aid-dependent population, offers a window into the
nation’s dire plight. In February, food imports were half of
the monthly national requirement, according to the United
Nations agency for humanitarian affairs.  The world body
said those food shipments, critical to a nation on the verge
of famine, were “the lowest” since the UN began inspect-
ing cargo in May 2016.

Broken cranes
The once-bustling port of Hodeida now receives a

trickle of deliveries, with some ships entering only to
remove empty containers and haul them away.  “Hodeida
should be supporting more than 20 million Yemenis. It
should be the source of at least 70 percent of all imports
to Yemen,” Suze van Meegen, a protection and advocacy
adviser with the Norwegian Refugee Council said.
“Instead it’s like a wasteland.” Van Meegen in late
February visited the port for a firsthand view.  AFP
requested permission from Hodeida port authorities to
visit but has not yet been granted access.

“The most striking thing at the port is the destruction of
the five gantry cranes,” van Meegen said, referring to
infrastructure bombed by coalition warplanes in the first
six months of their intervention. The old cranes are now
obstacles to movement at the port, and the storage area
where containers were once stacked four high is largely
empty, she said.  Some 5,000 day laborers have been let
go since the bombing of the cranes, according to port
authorities. Van Meegen said that four mobile US-pur-
chased cranes delivered in January while welcomed by
humanitarian groups-do not have the same capability as
the old ones. 

“The cranes destroyed in 2015 could transport 30 con-

tainers each hour,” she said. “The four mobile cranes deliv-
ered by the US will help with offloading very small quanti-
ties of cargo.” The truck-mounted cranes have an offload-
ing capacity of 60 tons but cannot necessarily reach a
large container ship, said Robert Foley, a US-licensed chief
mate who has sailed on numerous container ships. He said
they are “much slower and more laborious than the tradi-
tional gantry crane”.  “If the ports lose their ability to
operate the gantry cranes, it stops or slows down the rate
of cargo operations,” Foley said. 

Ships at sea
Fuel deliveries amounted to only 24 percent of Yemen’s

needs in February, while food met 51 percent, causing
sharp price rises of both. “For whatever reason, the
amount of food and fuel required to meet needs in Yemen
is not coming in through Hodeida and it is likely there are
some deliberate actions being taken to cause it,” said van
Meegen.”We can’t say the blockade is in place. The de
facto blockade is still in place.” The biggest obstacle,
according to authorities at Hodeida port, is out at sea. 

“There is only one authority which has the power to
give permission for the ships or prevent them,” port direc-
tor Dawood Fadel said. “That is the coalition warships.” In
November 2017, the coalition tightened a blockade of
Yemeni ports in response to a rebel ballistic missile attack
that targeted Riyadh international airport. That embargo
was eased under international pressure in December for a
30-day period, extended another 30 days, then left in
apparent limbo when it expired February 18. 

Colonel Turki Al-Malki, spokesman for the Saudi-led
coalition, said Saturday that the port was “fully open” and
carrying out inspection procedures in cooperation with
the UN Verification and Inspection Mechanism.  “The
coalition cooperates closely with UNVIM to ensure a safe
and regulated environment for maritime shipping, both
commercial and humanitarian,” Malki said. He accused the
Houthis of levying fees on critical goods to fund their war
chest and Iran of smuggling in weapons for the rebels. 

The inspection mechanism-established to ease coalition
concerns of arms shipments-clears cargo in Dubai, Salalah
in Oman and other regional ports before vessels are
allowed to proceed. All ships must ultimately pass through
the coalition’s fleet. As of March 15, there were six vessels
awaiting coalition clearance to dock, nine cleared to enter
and four unloading, according to the UN. “Ships are still
being allowed to sail to the port and discharge their goods
but it’s a lengthy and complicated process through the
Saudi authorities,” said van Meegen.—AFP 

SANAA: A Saudi-led Arab coalition launched a military
operation in Yemen three years ago coming to the aid of
a government struggling against rebels who had seized
the capital Sanaa. The intervention helped the govern-
ment claw back some territory but the war has only
become more complicated, with Amnesty International
saying both sides are potentially responsible for war
crimes. The conflict has killed nearly 10,000 people in
impoverished Yemen, triggering what the United Nations
has called the world’s worst current humanitarian crisis.

Operation launched
In March 2015, a coalition of nine Arab countries led

by Riyadh begins an operation in support of President

Abedrabbo Mansour Hadi with air strikes on Shiite
Houthi rebels, who control Sanaa and large swathes of
northern, central and western Yemen. In July, the embat-
tled government announces it has retaken the southern
province of Aden in its first success since the coalition
stepped in.  The coalition supplements its air power with
hundreds of ground troops and by mid-August 2015 loy-
alist forces have retaken five southern provinces. In
October, government forces retake control of the Bab al-
Mandab Strait, one of the world’s busiest shipping routes.

‘War crimes’
Over the following months, the coalition is regularly

criticized over its air strikes, including hits on markets
and hospitals that cause heavy civilian casualties. In
September 2015, it is accused of hitting a wedding hall
in the southwestern coastal town of Mokha in an air
strike, killing 131 people. It denies responsibility. And in
October 2016, a coalition air strike at a funeral ceremony
in Sanaa kills 140 people and wounds more than 500.
Earlier this month, Amnesty says it has documented 36
coalition attacks in which 513 civilians were killed, “many
of which may amount to war crimes”.  —AFP

Yemen’s conflict 
since Saudi-led 
intervention

TAEZ, Yemen: A Yemeni child looks out from behind a wall that was damaged in an air strike in the
southern Yemeni city of Taez. —AFP 
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MEXICO CITY: With allegations of Russian interference
and a flood of “fake news,” the race for Mexico’s presiden-
tial election is shaping up to look a lot like the last one in
its giant northern neighbor, the United States. The cam-
paign for the July 1 polls officially opens Friday, but
already the internet is swarming with dubious “news” sto-
ries: there are allegations of meddling by Moscow, and
attention is fixated on scandal-rocked data miner
Cambridge Analytica’s local activities.

Trying to get ahead of
the curve, the National
Electoral Institute (INE)
recently signed deals with
Facebook and Twitter,
and is due to sign another
with Google, seeking to
fight the fake with the
true. “We are going to ask
all the social networks to
let us publish official
information” on their plat-
forms, said INE board
member Enrique Andrade.
That includes broadcasts
of the three presidential
debates and live election results.  The social media giants
“are very interested in this election after what happened in
the United States and all the things that were said about
them,” said Andrade.

But teaming up with them is a risky bet for the INE. No
sooner had its deal with Facebook been announced than a
new scandal engulfed the social network over allegations
that Cambridge Analytica, a British communications firm,
had illegally harvested the data of tens of millions of US
users and used it to target potential voters on behalf of
Donald Trump. The INE was left scrambling to explain. “Any
allegation that we are handing over information (on
Mexican voters), which the INE zealously protects, is false,”
said the head of the electoral authority, Lorenzo Cordova.

Fake news ‘almost required’
Besides their deals with the INE, Facebook, Twitter and

Google are all partners on a project called
#Verificado2018, an alliance of 60 Mexican media outlets,
universities and non-profit groups launched to check facts
and flag false information about the race. It already has
plenty of work. In a country where corruption runs deep
and the truth is often murky, the “fake news” era is partic-
ularly loaded. The leading target for doctored videos, fab-

ricated news articles and
straight up slander has so
far been the presidential
front-runner, veteran left-
ist Andres Manuel Lopez
Obrador-known simply as
AMLO or “El Peje,” for a
less-than-pretty fish native
to his home state, Tabasco.
On the website
PejeLeaks.org, articles
accuse Lopez Obrador of
corruption, and sinister
videos paint his inner cir-
cle as a mafia of thugs.
The anonymous site’s

declared goal is to show the world “the dark and unknown
side” of the former Mexico City mayor, the founder of the
left-wing party Morena.

In a similar vein, the Facebook page MorenaNarcos is
dedicated to exposing the supposed link between Lopez
Obrador and Mexico’s powerful drug cartels. “This is the
work of professionals. It’s well-funded, with no trace of
who’s behind it,” said Morena’s social media coordinator,
Jesus Ramirez. Indeed, Mexico’s fake news has particularly
slick production values.  The political analyst Roberto
Morris says that may be an unintended consequence of
the country’s strict campaign-finance laws.  A 2008 reform
bars donors from funding campaign ads-or attack ads
against rival campaigns-in traditional media.”In Mexico

the law is so restrictive that you are almost requiring this
kind of thing,” he said.

Trolling the troll 
Lopez Obrador’s strategy has been to turn the insults to

irony.  Accused of links to Russia, he jokingly donned a
Russian-style ushanka hat and called himself “Andres
Manuelovich.” But not everyone is laughing about fears
that Russia could try to interfere in Mexico’s election, as it
allegedly did in the United States. Outgoing US Secretary

of State Rex Tillerson said during a visit to Mexico last
month the country should beware of Russia’s “fingerprints”
on elections around the world. “My advice to Mexico
would be pay attention,” he said.

Mexican media have reported there is an unusual
amount of traffic from Russia on the INE website where
Mexicans living overseas register to vote.  The electoral
authority denies it has picked up anything out of the ordi-
nary, but says it has bolstered its information security
structures just in case. —AFP

Mexico fights its own ‘fake 
news’ battle ahead of vote

Internet swarming with dubious ‘news’ stories

INE signs deals 
with Facebook 

and Twitter

France pays 
tribute to victims 
of jihadist attack
TREBES: Mourners packed a church in a rural French town
rocked by a deadly Islamist attack for a Sunday service in
tribute to the victims, who included a policeman hailed as a
hero for offering himself in place of a hostage. Lieutenant-
Colonel Arnaud Beltrame, 44, was shot and stabbed after
taking the place of a woman whom Radouane Lakdim had
been using as a human shield during his attack Friday at a
supermarket in the town of Trebes.  

The sleepy town of 5,000, located on the picturesque
Canal du Midi, is just eight kilometers from the famed
medieval walled city of Carcassone, where a silent march
is planned next Saturday, the eve of Easter Day. The bish-
op of Carcassonne and Narbonne celebrated the mass in
Trebes’ Church of Saint-Etienne to honor the four killed
and three wounded in the attacks claimed by the Islamic
State group. “We want this to stop,” said Jean-Pierre
Bordeaux, who came with his wife Henriette from the
nearby village of Capendu to attend the remembrance
mass.  “We aren’t safe from anything anywhere.”

Parish priest Philippe Guitart warned against blaming
Muslims in general for jihadist attacks. “We must... help
people to learn to live together,” he said. Representatives
from the Muslim community attended the mass, which had
an overflow crowd listening to the service through loud-
speakers outside the small church as armed police stood
by. “We have had a long friendship with them,” Bishop
Alain Planet said. “They are very aware of this sadness,
which affects them as well.” People laid bouquets of white
roses outside the town hall in Trebes, with one message
reading “Stop the violence, stop, stop”. 

A national tribute will be held at a later date for
Beltrame, who President Emmanuel Macron said had “died
a hero” and deserved “the respect and admiration of the
whole nation”. Beltrame’s brother Cedric said the police-
man would have known all too well the risk he was taking.
“He certainly knew he didn’t stand a chance,” he said.  “He
gave his life for another.” Following the worst jihadist
attack of his presidency, Macron has called a meeting later
this week of the security services who monitor individuals
suspected of radicalization. Lakdim, 25, a petty criminal,
was on a watchlist, but authorities had concluded the
Moroccan-born French national did not pose a threat.

‘Horrible attack’
Investigators found notes referring to IS at Lakdim’s

home in Carcassonne, a legal source said, including a
hand-written letter in which he claimed allegiance to the
jihadist group. Lakdim, who was armed with a gun, knife
and homemade explosive devices according to a security
source, was shot dead as police moved in to end his siege
of the Super U supermarket where he had holed up after a
shooting spree in Carcassonne. Earlier Friday the gunman
had hijacked a car in Carcassonne and shot the two people
inside, killing the passenger and leaving the Portuguese
driver in a critical condition. —AFP

Quackery and 
superstition: 
Species pay 
the cost
MEDELLIN: A pinch of powdered chimpanzee bone, some
gecko saliva, a dash of vulture brain. These are not the ingre-
dients of a fairytale witches’ brew, but some of the prized
substances helping drive the multi-billion dollar illegal trade
in animal parts touted to cure anything from a hangover or
asthma, to cancer and AIDS. Along with better-known prod-
ucts such as rhino horn, pangolin scales, and tiger bone, deal-
ers do a brisk trade in some more obscure ones too-dried
seahorse, sloth claws, manta ray gills, and macaque embryos.
Many are creatures listed as endangered or threatened.

And while some of the products are key constituents in
centuries-old traditional cures prescribed by healers in
Asia and Africa, others are fictional cure-alls sold by cyni-
cal quacks, experts say.”We do see modern-day snake oil
salesman,” John Scanlon, secretary general of the
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species
told AFP. While stressing “we will never criticize any tradi-
tional practices,” he condemned “people who are promot-
ing certain wildlife products as having properties that have
no association with traditional medicine.”

“They’re really preying on people in very vulnerable
situations.” These include peddlers of rhino horn to cure
cancer-an unproven claim that has contributed to the dec-
imation of these majestic beasts.  Sudan, the world’s last
male northern white rhino, died in Kenya this week.  In
1960, there were an estimated 100,000 black rhino in
Africa-today there are fewer 28,000 rhinos of all species
left in Africa and Asia, according to a 2016 UN World
Wildlife Crime Report. “The current rhino poaching crisis,
which began around 2007... does have its origins in bogus
medicinal use,” said Richard Thomas of TRAFFIC, which
monitors wild animal trade.

No evidence 
A surge in demand in Vietnam is ascribed to a senior

politician claiming in the mid-2000s that rhino horn cured
his cancer. “This has no basis in scientific fact, but was
almost certainly the urban myth that led to the crisis,”
Thomas said. As incomes have increased in Asia, so has
demand for rhino horn, which can sell for tens of thousands
of dollars per kilo. Today, rich people us it as a tonic, even for
hangovers, and as a display of wealth. “And although there is
a popular myth in Western society (that) rhino horn is used
as an aphrodisiac in Asian culture, it was never prescribed as
such-ironically, it has now taken on such a use in Vietnam,”
said Thomas. Now banned in China, Rhino horn originally
was prescribed by traditional healers as a treatment for
fever. Some scientific studies have shown that it is somewhat
effective for this purpose, though not more so than aspirin.

Other traditional medicines have been more successfully
assimilated by westerners.  Bear bile was found to contain an
ingredient called ursodeoxycholic acid, effective in treating a
liver disease. It is now produced synthetically.  Similarly, the
antimalarial artemisinin, was originally extracted from the
wormwood plant, and an ingredient of the African Cherry
tree is used to make prostate medicine. But demand for many
plant and animal ingredients today is driven by nothing other
than superstition, the experts say. The scales of the pangolin,
or scaly anteater, are sold raw or fried in Asia for as much as
$500 per kilogram for treating asthma and migraines, or
stimulate milk production in breast-feeding women.

Of the eight pangolin species, two are listed as critically
endangered, two as endangered and four as vulnerable by
the International Union for the Conservation of Nature.  And
according to Thomas, “there is no scientific evidence to sup-
posed any supposed properties” of pangolin scales. Between
2007 and 2013, parts from an estimated 150,000 pangolins
were seized every year on average worldwide, but monitors
say this is likely just “a fraction” of the illegal trade. There is
similarly no support for the alleged AIDS-curing properties
of Tokay geckos, or the virility boost provided by tiger bone.
There may be as few as 3,000 tigers left in the wild.

Strong message
On Friday, the Intergovernmental Science-Policy

Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystems Services (IPBES)

meeting in Medellin, Colombia, warned that biodiversity
was declining in every world region. “Superstition, tradi-
tional medicine, and viral marketing techniques are aggra-
vating the pressure on animal species,” said Charlotte
Nithart of French wildlife monitor Robin des Bois. In a
recent report, the group recorded illegal trade in products
such as giraffe marrow bone for curing AIDS in Africa, and
powdered chimpanzee bone to boost virility. —AFP

MEDELLIN: A gray titi monkey (Callicebus dona-
cophilus) is pictured at the Santa Fe zoo, in
Medellin, Antioquia Department, Colombia. —AFP 

TEOTIHUACAN DE ARISTA: A man lifts a little boy in the air atop the Pyramid of the Sun at the archaeo-
logical site of Teotihuacan, in the municipality of Teotihuacan, northeast of Mexico City. —AFP 

BANGKOK: A 39-year-old motor parts billionaire and
extreme sports enthusiast seeking to shake up Thai poli-
tics has been compared to France’s Emmanuel Macron
and Canada’s Justin Trudeau for his youth. But
Thanathorn Juangroongruangkit sees little prospect of
emulating their electoral success even if the junta, which
seized power in a May 2014 coup, holds elections as
promised next year after several postponements.
“Election laws are unfavorable to us, timing is unfavor-
able to us, the attitude of the government is unfavorable
to us,” he told Reuters. “The chance is very slim. But a lit-
tle hope is better than no hope at all.” Thanathorn
launched his Future Forward party this month with a big
fanfare and a promise to appeal to the youth vote.

But the forces that have divided Thailand for a gener-
ation are also mobilizing - and making plain their endur-
ing presence four years after the coup that ousted a ‘red’
populist government in the name of ending turmoil with a
‘yellow’ royalist elite. Thanathorn’s party had not even
been formally launched before he came under attack
from ultra-royalists. “Future Forward... It is the future for
those who want to impede the rights of the king,”
Rienthong Nanna, a retired major-general, wrote on
Facebook. Thanathorn declined comment on the monar-
chy - a subject few dare speak of given the world’s
harshest lese majeste, or royal insult, laws.

He has previously dismissed accusations of being
anti-monarchy although his party has also received
praise from some of Thailand’s most vocal exiles. “The
party offers an alternative path,” prominent exiled aca-
demic and junta critic Pavin Chachavalpongpun told
Reuters.  “It’s a phenomenon that should have happened
a long time ago.” Thanathorn isn’t a total newcomer.
Since student days, he has been part of campaigns
against poverty and inequality though in recent years he
has spent more time helping run the Thai Summit Group
founded by his late father and running ultra-marathons in
the Arctic and the Sahara.

Vote next year?
His emergence comes as the junta starts registering par-

ties ahead of a frequently delayed election now set for
2019. Whether his party will win registration is still in ques-
tion. Political success in Thailand depends on being able to
placate the military and royalist elite, said Joshua
Kurlantzick of the US-based Council on Foreign Relations.
“In France, there was no junta stopping Macron forming a
party,” he told Reuters. Piyaphong Klinphan, a junta
spokesman, said registration was a matter for the election
commission, but the junta would make sure nobody could
disturb security or break the law.

It has been widely noted in Thailand that Future
Forward’s orange color is a mix of the red and yellow of the
old rivals, although the party has said this is unintentional.
In the “red shirt” camp are supporters of ousted former
prime minister Thaksin Shinawatra, the last billionaire to
shake up Thai politics, whose populist policies won support
from farmers, the poor and the heavily populated northeast.
The “yellow shirt” camp represents the traditional privilege
of the Bangkok based establishment, strongly pro-army
and pro-monarchy. “We need to convince people from all
colors to come back and have faith in parliamentary
democracy,” said Thanathorn, a father of three.

His policies include business deregulation and mov-
ing decision making out of Bangkok. Thanathorn dis-
tances himself from the populism of Thaksin, who was
overthrown in 2006 and fled to escape a corruption
conviction he says was political.  Thaksin’s sister,
Yingluck, was ousted in the 2014 coup. One of
Thanathorn’s uncles served as transport minister under
Thaksin and politicians from Thaksin’s camp have been
more welcoming of Thanathorn’s party than the ultra-
royalists. —Reuters

Thai politics: 
No country for 
young men?

TREBES: Mourners leave the service of remembrance at the Saint Etienne Church in Trebes in southwest France
yesterday, two days after a man carried out an attack in which four people were killed.— AFP 
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As Vatican and China talk, 
Taiwan nervously looks on 

Taiwan fears being left out in the cold 
VATICAN CITY: Five blocks from the Vatican, on the
bustling, tourist-packed street leading to St Peter’s
Basilica, a Taiwanese flag flutters from the window of a
third story suite of offices that house Taipei’s embassy to
the Holy See. These days, the staff inside are anxious. They
know that one night they may have to lower that flag - red
and blue with a white sun - for the last time. 

As the Vatican and China move closer to a historic deal
on the appointment of bishops, which would signal a
warming of once-frigid relations, diplomats and scholars
say Taiwan could lose the
most from the deal. Under
the deal, the Vatican will
have a say in negotiations
for the appointment of
future bishops in China,
whose Catholics are divid-
ed between an “under-
ground” Church loyal to the
pope and a government-
backed Church. Even a par-
tial resolution of the issue
could open the way for
eventual diplomatic rela-
tions between Beijing and
the Vatican. That would give the Church a legal framework
to look after all of China’s estimated 12 million Catholics.

It would also leave Taiwan in the diplomatic lurch. The
Vatican is one of only 20 states that still recognize Taiwan,
officially known as the Republic of China. Beijing insists
that if countries want relations with it they must break ties
with Taiwan. The Chinese Foreign Ministry said last month
that China had always been sincere in its efforts to
improve China-Vatican relations. A senior Vatican official
said however that the accord on bishops “is not a political
one,” suggesting that it does not include any formal link to
diplomatic relations and that the Vatican will not be the
next country to switch relations to China from Taiwan.

Catholic leaders in Taipei are also hopeful. “They (the
Vatican and Beijing) won’t build diplomatic ties. You need
to share common values with each other in order to estab-
lish diplomatic ties,” Archbishop John Hung of Taipei told
Reuters in an interview in Taipei. “The values the Vatican
holds are different from those of the Chinese Communist

Party. Building ties with the Vatican requires values includ-
ing freedom and democracy.” Hung said the Church in
Taiwan is “sleeping well at night”. But for how long?

Lesser children?
Some experts say diplomatic ties between Beijing and

the Vatican are inevitable, even if probably not right
around the corner. “The Church does not have preference
among its children and it’s clear that the Vatican does not
want to do anything to displease Catholics on Taiwan” said

Agostino Giovagnoli, a
history professor at
Milan’s Sacred Heart
Catholic University and
the author of two books
on Catholicism in China.

“But strategically the
Catholics on the main-
land are more important
because the future of
evangelization of China
and all Asia passes
through China. It is key
for the Catholic Church,”
he told Reuters. While

Taiwan’s embassy to the Vatican proudly flies the flag from
its window, hosts cultural events and publishes a newsletter,
the Vatican’s counterpart in Taipei is a study in low-key
diplomacy. It is located in a quiet residential neighborhood
in the city’s Daan distinct. The only clue of its function is the
papal stem of crossed keys and a tiara, or crown. That sym-
bol is not widely known to the general public.

The Vatican’s last diplomat on the mainland was expelled
in 1951 and the Holy See mission settled in Taiwan, to where
Chiang Kai-shek’s Nationalist government fled in 1949 after
its defeat by the communist armies of Mao Zedong, founder
of the People’s Republic of China (PRC). Since the 1970s,
following the United Nations vote to recognize the PRC as
the sole legal China, the Vatican has not appointed a nuncio,
or ambassador, to Taiwan. It has kept the status of the mis-
sion at the lower level of “charge d’affaires ad interim” since.
Diplomats say the Vatican’s low profile in Taiwan for four
decades has been aimed at placating Beijing, which still sees
Taiwan and its sacred territory.

Diplomatic shockwaves 
In 1999, Cardinal Angelo Sodano, then Secretary of

State under Pope John Paul, sent shockwaves through
Taiwan’s diplomatic corps. He said the Vatican was ready
to move its embassy from Taipei to China “not tomorrow,
but tonight if the Chinese authorities allow it”. In Vatican
directories and diplomatic lists, the ambassador from
Taiwan, currently Matthew Shieh-Ming Lee, is listed
under “China,” not “Republic of China,” which is Taiwan’s

official name now, and was China’s official name before
1949. The ambiguity is not accidental, diplomats say. By
keeping the listing vague and generic, the Vatican has
avoided further irritating Beijing as it has tried to seek an
agreement about Catholics on the mainland. It also would
make it easier for the Vatican to move its embassy to
Beijing eventually while claiming that it is not really aban-
doning Taiwan, where it would likely leave an “apostolic”
representation to the local Church.—Reuters

China, Vatican 
approach deal 

on bishops

In the heart of 
Navajo country, 
pupils work for 
greener future
LEUPP: In the heart of Arizona’s high desert, one of
America’s greenest schools is protecting the planet and its
endangered culture by drawing inspiration from Native
American values.  Classes at the STAR School, on the edge
of the vast Navajo Nation reserve, are divided between
English and-when the fast-paced curriculum allows-the
local native language, known as dinÈ. In kindergarten, a
teacher shows a handful of toddlers traditional weaving,
while the children of elementary school age, some in tradi-
tional braids, discuss the rudiments of fiction writing or
computing.

“I like this school because I have many family members
here,” one softly-spoken but happy girl, 11-year-old Akura
said. The school’s stellar name-an acronym for “Service to
all Relations”-emphasizes the Navajo philosophy that
every living thing is connected, from the smallest plant to
the largest mammal. “We teach children traditional peace-
making. We haven’t had a fist fight in eight years,” says the
school’s founder, Mark Sorensen.

“I’ve been a principal for 40 years and I can tell you, it’s
extraordinary.” The STAR, which caters to pupils of up to
the end of middle school, generates all its electricity from
two wind turbines and 300 solar panels.  It is an initiative
born of ideology but also necessity, with no power grid
out in the sticks, some 25 miles (40 kilometers) from the
nearest city, Flagstaff.  “It has been estimated that between
the Arizona and Nevada deserts (solar) panels could pow-
er half the country,” says Sorensen, an ecologist who has
been “off the grid” for years. 

‘Historical trauma’ 
He founded the STAR school 17 years ago with his wife,

paying for the first building with his own credit card. The
campus is now home to 130 students and has added a gym
and a greenhouse, where students grow vegetables and
herbs that are used in the canteen. They learn to live in
“renewable” mode but also become familiar with tech-

niques in cultivating vegetables that have almost disap-
peared from dinner tables in the remote region where
food is scarce. 

The Navajo community, plagued by poverty and rife
with drug addiction, domestic violence and health prob-
lems such as diabetes, still suffers from “historical trauma,”
as the locals term it. In the mid-19th century, about 9,000
Navajos were driven off their land by the US military,
deported on foot and marched hundreds of miles to be
interned at Fort Summer in New Mexico. A treaty was
signed in 1868 authorizing them to become part of a feder-
ally-recognized protected area, the Navajo Nation reser-
vation. The children were sent away to boarding schools,
where they were bullied and their language proscribed. 

“It’s a model that was used all over the world, with the
aborigine people of Australia, everywhere,” says Sorensen.
“Schools were this place where psychological violence
was made to the people and the culture. There’s lots of
pain and anger among native families about school.” The
STAR School and others like it are at the forefront of
attempts to revive a culture that has been eroded by the
Anglo-Saxon influx onto native lands. 

Internal conflict
Eighth graders complete a scientific project that serves

their community-including one group that won a scholar-
ship from Samsung for fashioning a simple bucket into a
low-cost, low-energy air conditioning system. As with any
other public institution, the STAR School is not without its
internal conflicts and competing priorities. To hold on to its
funding, it has to educate to the standard of local public
schools, which means pupils attaining average C grades in
what the US News rankings site describes as one of the
worst states for education.  

Non-native teachers lament the fact that attention to tra-
dition impinges on class time which would otherwise be
devoted to reading or mathematics. Navajo teachers, on the
other hand, complain that just two hours a week is dedicat-
ed to the study of their endangered language. “(The author-
ities) tell you what to teach-that this is more important than
that-and it’s always the dominant western culture,” says
Revalane Nez, who’d like to spend time on stories of Navajo
heroes and other aspects of history and culture.  

She does what she can to keep her heritage alive via a
Navajo culture club, a spring wellness camp and Navajo
language camp. But in Navajo families, it is sometimes only
the grandparents who still speak the language fluently,
while television blares out English in every home.—AFP 

Pakistanis distressed 
as Uighur wives 
vanish in China dragnet
ISLAMABAD: Every autumn on the mountainous
Karakoram Highway, part of the ancient Silk Road,
groups of Pakistani merchants living in China’s far west
would wave goodbye to their Chinese wives and cross
the border to spend winter in their home country. As the
snow piled high, the men would stay in touch with their
families by phone, longing for the spring thaw that would
allow them to be reunited in Xinjiang.

But last year many of their calls suddenly went unan-
swered. Their families, they learned, had disappeared into
a growing network of shadowy “reeducation centers”
that have swept up the region’s Uighur Muslim minority
over fears of Islamic militancy crossing the border from
Pakistan. “My wife and kids were taken away by the
Chinese authorities in March last year and I haven’t heard
from them since,” said Iqbal, a Pakistani businessman
who declined to give his surname over concern about his
family’s safety.

Last July, he headed to China to find them, but was
turned away at the border. Authorities “said my wife was
in ‘training’ and the government was taking care of my
kids”, he said. “I begged them to let me talk to my daugh-
ters, but they refused.” Iqbal is one of dozens of mer-
chants from Gilgit-Baltistan who return to Pakistan for
visa reasons or to run their businesses and have been
unable to contact their Uighur families living in China,
according to Javed Hussain, a member of the local assem-
bly for the Pakistani region that borders Xinjiang.

Earlier this month, the delegates passed a unanimous
resolution protesting the “illegal detention” of the men’s
families. “The Chinese authorities should at least allow
the men to meet their wives and children,” Hussain said.
“China is our friend and this incident will leave a bad
taste.” China’s foreign ministry said that the “two sides
are maintaining communication about problems related
to interactions between both countries’ people”, while
Pakistan’s said the issue was being “actively discussed
with the government of China”.

‘Eliminating extremism’   
Like many of the men, Iqbal’s family lived in Kashgar,

an ancient city along the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC), a trade route connecting China’s far
west to the Arabian Sea port of Gwadar. In recent years,
China has heavily pushed its relationship with Pakistan,
investing tens of billions of dollars in CPEC infrastructure
projects in the country, and Beijing has upgraded the
treacherous mountain road connecting Gilgit-Baltistan to
Xinjiang. But China has had difficulty reconciling its
desire for development with fears that Uighur separatists
will import violence from Pakistan. Chinese authorities
have long linked their crackdown on Xinjiang’s Muslims to
international counter-terrorism, arguing that separatists
are bent on joining foreign extremists like Al-Qaeda.

Uighurs have been tied to mass stabbings and bomb-
ings that left dozens dead in recent years across the
country. Riots and clashes with the government killed
hundreds more. Over the past year, China has turned to
increasingly drastic methods to eliminate what it
describes as the “three forces”: terrorists, religious
extremists and separatists. In 2017, the government
flooded Xinjiang with tens of thousands of security per-
sonnel, with police stations on nearly every block in
urban areas and tough regulations to “eliminate extrem-
ism”. This included the increased use of compulsory
“reeducation” for anyone suspected of harboring sepa-
ratist sympathies.

‘Threat’ from Pakistan    
Iqbal and the other Pakistani men believe their wives-

and even business associates-have been targeted
because they received calls and messages from Pakistan.

“Any communication from Pakistan is considered a
threat,” said Qurban, a businessman who has worked in
Kashgar for over 30 years. “One of my employees, a
Uighur, was picked up two years back just because he
was in touch with me when I went to Pakistan.” Chinese
authorities have denied the existence of reeducation cen-
ters. But regulations against extremism adopted by
Xinjiang last March call for authorities to step up politi-
cal reeducation. In Kashgar alone, more than 120,000
people-about three percent of the area’s population-
were being held in the facilities in January, according to
Radio Free Asia.

An AFP review of state media reports and government
documents verified the existence of at least 30 such cen-
ters and almost 4,000 cases of people being sent to them.
Regulations posted on a local website in Xinjiang’s Hejing
county explained that even minor transgressions of strict
religious regulations can be punished with up to three
months in a centre. 

Ali, a businessman who lost contact with his wife in
December, said she had been taken by authorities to do a
“sort of training where they teach them about
Communism and prepare them to be patriotic citizens”.
“My wife told me that Chinese police had come to her
house and asked her about the calls from Pakistan and
asked her to explain her links with ETIM,” said Ali, refer-
ring to the East Turkestan Islamic Movement, a militant
group China has accused of attempting to foment Uighur
separatism. 

He plans to cross the border in May to find his family,
but has been told his children are in the custody of the
Chinese government and doesn’t know if he will see
them again. “They never tell you anything, they just say
your family will come back to you when they finish their
training.”—AFP 

LEUPP: Fourth grade children study at the Star School, a charter educational facility that wants to revitalize
the Navajo language and culture in Leupp, Arizona. —AFP 

VATICAN CITY: Cardinals holding palms attend the Palm Sunday mass at the St Peter’s square in Vatican
yesterday. Palm Sunday marks the sixth and last Sunday of the Christian Holy month of Lent and the begin-
ning of Holy Week.— AFP 



In appointing John Bolton his new national security
adviser, US President Donald Trump could hardly
have done more to alarm and antagonize his critics or

please his political base. The midterm elections in
November might explain some of the political rationale
for the move. But along with the firing last week of
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson in favor of CIA chief
Mike Pompeo, it will also dramatically shift the decision-
making dynamic around the president. Trump has clearly
become frustrated with senior figures around him telling
him what he cannot do - and is replacing them with those
more likely to support him in following his instincts.

These appointments are hardly random. By bringing
Bolton into the White House, Trump will gain an ally who
has built a career on being almost as idiosyncratic and
iconoclastic as him. The former George W Bush-era
ambassador to the United Nations shares Trump’s con-
tempt for the Iran nuclear deal and multilateral diplomacy
- and has argued forcefully for years that the United
States should be much more willing to use military force
against its foes.

This could mark a new phase for the administration.
The same day that Trump tweeted out the removal of
National Security Adviser H R McMaster also brought the
resignation of Trump’s lead lawyer, John Dowd, who had
disagreed with the president on how to respond to the
special counsel investigation into Russia’s role in the US
presidential election. Trump’s removal of H R McMaster
and mounting speculation that Chief of Staff John Kelly is
also on his way out may mark the end of the seven-month
dominance of a trio of generals. Along with Secretary of
Defense James Mattis, the three had been seen as the
most powerful moderating influence on the president.

According to other reports, Trump is also considering
abolishing the chief of staff role altogether to replace it
with four competing positions - or even, by some
accounts, asking why he can’t just do it himself. That
would quite deliberately make the administration more
unpredictable, shaping the news agenda just as prosecu-
tor Robert Mueller’s Russia probe threatens to steal the

headlines. In some respects, McMaster, Tillerson and
Kelly were hired to bring gravitas and credibility to a
controversial new administration. Their replacements,
however, may owe their positions much more to saying
what Trump wants to hear - and be expected to fight for
his patronage.

Dynamics 
One of the stranger dynamics of the Trump presidency

has been the divide between the views and messaging of
senior officials and that of POTUS himself, particularly on
Twitter. With Bolton, a loud voice on Fox News, Trump is

bringing one of the commentators who reached him
through his hefty cable TV habit into the West Wing itself.
That doesn’t mean, however, that Trump will necessarily
heed Bolton’s advice. While the national security adviser
position enjoys prestige and access, its influence is heavily
dependent on who occupies the Oval Office.

Trump is clearly much less of an ideologue than the
unashamedly neoconservative Bolton. It’s probably too
early - and over simplistic - to talk of the development of a
“Trump doctrine”. But the broader principles by which the
president wishes to run the rest of his first term are
emerging. It’s an isolationist, protectionist platform within

which he clearly craves the freedom to use all the levers of
US power and influence - including the military - as and
when he wishes.

That’s been particularly obvious on trade, where Trump’s
plans to impose tariffs on steel and aluminum imports raised
the risk of a trade war with China and prompted the resig-
nation of top economic adviser Gary Cohn earlier this
month. Unlike Bolton and the Bush administration, Trump
has famously little appetite for troop-heavy regime change
and “nation building”. But the two may find a shared enthu-
siasm for more limited pre-emptive strikes, covert action
and a much more nakedly aggressive use of American eco-
nomic, diplomatic and military power.

That may be where the true unpredictability comes in.
It’s unlikely Bolton will try to dissuade the president from
his planned meeting with North Korea’s Kim Jong Un -
Trump has committed himself too strongly to that via social
media and other statements to pull back on it. Still, if the
meetings do not go as the president wishes - whatever that
might mean - the likelihood would be that Bolton would be
one of the strongest voices for a military response, just as
he was with Iraq.

Washington believes it needs Beijing on board if it is to
have any hope of persuading Pyongyang to listen to its
demands. But if those talks fall apart later this year, it may
be wider US-China relations - already damaged by the
trade war- that become yet another casualty. Relations with
Vladimir Putin’s Russia are even harder to forecast.
Neoconservatives like Bolton have always held the Russian
leader in a mix of awe, admiration and Cold War-era suspi-
cion. As with North Korea, there will clearly be those who
believe a grand bargain can be struck.

Again, however, that’s not a foregone conclusion - any
new dispute might now escalate much faster than with more
cautious voices in the room. The Trump presidency has
unquestionably taken a turn for the hawkish. But even more
importantly, it may become a more exaggerated and hot-
headed version of itself. Fifteen years after the invasion of
Iraq, that may set the stage for more drastic miscalculations
to come. —Reuters
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Op-ed

Salisbury chemical 
attack and the 
Russian threat
By Michael Davenport
British Ambassador to Kuwait

Iknow many Kuwaitis were shocked when, on
a quiet Sunday in one of Britain’s most beau-
tiful  cathedral

cit ies, a father and
daughter were struck
down by the f irst
offensive use of a
nerve agent in Europe
since the Second
World War. Sergei and
Yulia Skripal are still
lying stricken in hos-
pital. A police officer
who went to their aid
fell into a critical con-
dition. Another 35 people were forced to seek
medical treatment simply because they were
nearby when the nerve agent was released.

What happened in Salisbury on March 4 was
a brazen attempt to murder civilians on British
soil, endangering anyone - of any nationality -
who chanced to be in the vicinity. If this could
happen in Salisbury, the blunt truth is that an
incident of this kind could happen anywhere.

Our scientists have identified the substance
used against the Skripals as a Russian military-
grade nerve agent known as “Novichok”. Today,
only Russia combines a record of state-spon-
sored assassinations with an avowed motive for
targeting Sergei Skripal - and a history of pro-
ducing “Novichok” agents.

After the attack, the British Government gave
the Kremlin an opportunity to explain if any of
this substance had gone missing. But this request
was contemptuously ignored, leaving the
Government with no choice except to conclude
that the Russian state was guilty of attempted
murder in a British city, using a lethal nerve
agent banned by the Chemical Weapons
Convention.

The incident in Salisbury falls into a pattern of
the Kremlin’s lawless behaviour. Since 2014,
Russia has annexed Crimea, ignited the flames of
conflict in eastern Ukraine, hacked the German
Bundestag and the Danish government and inter-
fered in European elections.

The whole world has been shocked by the use
of chemical weapons in Syria in recent years, in
flagrant breach of international law, especially
the Chemical Weapons Convention.
Unfortunately, the Russian government chose to
veto an extension to the only international moni-
toring mechanism available - under the Chemical
Weapons Convention. 

Now they have gone so far as to use a banned
nerve agent on European soil. The fact that more
people are not in hospital in Salisbury is only
down to luck; the perpetrators obviously did not
care how many innocents they endangered.

Britain has responded by expelling 23 unde-
clared intelligence officers from the Russian
Embassy in London. But the whole international
community needs to stand together to uphold
the rules on which the safety of every nation
depends.

If we do not, then the Russian state will con-
tinue its pattern of dangerous and destructive
behaviour.  That is why strong and united con-
demnation of Russian actions from our friends
and allies in Europe, North America and the
Middle East has been so important.  I very much
welcomed Kuwait’s unambiguous condemnation
of the attack in a statement to the United
Nations Security Council.

Our quarrel is not with the Russian people,
whose cultural and literary achievements shine
down the centuries. We will never forget the for-
titude shown by the Russian nation during the
Second World War, nor our common alliance
against Nazism. But we all share an obligation to
oppose the Kremlin’s ambition to divide and
weaken the international community. 

While Britain’s response has been robust, it
has also remained true to our values as a liberal
democracy that believes in the rule of law. Many
Russians have made Britain their home. They
abide by our laws and make an important con-
tribution to our society and they are welcome in
the United Kingdom. But every time the Russian
state breaks international rules, it becomes
more of a threat. This outrage took place in a
peaceful provincial city in Britain; next time it
could be elsewhere, in your country or in your
home town.

With Bolton, Trump shakes off restraints

Pacific US 
military outpost
eyes shifting 
strategic seas

Life on Wake Island seems, much
of the time, rather sedate. The
blank “Flight Movement” board

at this tiny airfield in the middle of the
Pacific promises zero flights, and no
movement. But every day or so, a US
military plane touches down to refuel
or deliver cargo, bringing a burst of
activity to one of the world’s most
remote places. The miniscule coral
atoll, which pops up unexpectedly from
the ocean’s steel-grey expanse, seems
an unlikely place to find a permanent
military presence. It is located more
than 3,500 km west of Hawaii, and four
US troops live here year round.

Thanks to more than a century of
military history and a changing power
dynamic in the region, this speck of
sand and stones will continue to pack
an outs ized s t rateg ic  punch for
America. “There’s so much honor here
on Wake,” says Air Force Captain
Marc Bleha, describing how the island
saw one of the first US engagements
of  Wor ld  War  I I , when Mar ines
repelled a Japanese attack just days
after the bombing of Pearl Harbor.
“It’s humbling to think back... to when
Marines were defending the island.
They were running from bunker to
bunker.”

The Japanese came back days later,
reinforced and better organized, and

this time they took the island. Several
US bunkers and other remnants of the
confl ict remain largely intact. The
coral  beaches, once sta ined with
wartime blood, are now strewn with
plastic rubbish, grim evidence that
parts of the Pacific have become a
gyre of manmade waste. Bleha, who is
on a yearlong tour overseeing three
enlisted men, ensures a permanent
military presence on the island, where
the sun sets long before mainland
America’s day has even begun.

All told, 85 people live here on a
semi-permanent basis, contracted in
one way or another to keep the island
running. Today, after decades of rela-
tive calm across the Pacific region,
Wake Island is taking on renewed
strategic importance. China is aggres-
sively growing its military and pushing
its footprint deeper into the Pacific,
and wants to coax neighbors to shed
old economic and military ties to the
United States and partner with Beijing. 

American isolationism? 
Officials like to talk about America’s

Pacific presence as vital for “projecting
power” into the region, where rivals
like China are writing a narrative that
President Donald Trump and his tariff-
imposing, “America First” agenda mean
the US no longer cares about what
happens here. “Obviously I  reject
that,” General Joe Dunford, the chair-
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, told
reporters traveling him following a visit
to Wake Island last month. “If you look
at the health of our alliances in the
region... The evidence reflects anything
other than a decline in Pacific power.
We have enduring interests here, we
have enduring commitment and an

enduring presence in the Pacific.”
That presence is visible across the

region, including on Wake and Guam -
located 1,500 miles further west - and
at  a  str ing of  US bases on Japan,
South Korea and elsewhere. Wake
Is land a lso plays a  key role in
America’s efforts to block a ballistic
missile attack from a rogue regime
such as North Korea. The Missi le
Defense Agency uses the atoll to test
i ts  miss i le- interceptor systems
designed to smash into a rocket head-
ed toward US soil.

Dunford’s Pacific trip came on the
heels of other visits by senior Trump
officials, including Defense Secretary
Jim Mattis, then-secretary of state

Rex Tillerson and the president him-
self. They want to show that as China
rises, America is not reducing its hold
on the Asia-Pacific, where to a major
extent it has underwritten regional
security since the end of World War II.
During his brief visit to Wake Island,
Dunford, a Marine four-star, paid his
respects at a small monument to the
US Marines and sailors killed during
Japan’s invasion and occupation. The
concrete memorial, topped with the
Marine Corps’  g lobe-and-anchor
moti f , reads:  “Enemy On Is land,
Situation In Doubt,” memorializing the
radio transmission the atoll command-
er sent his comrades in Hawaii during
the Japanese invasion. —AFP
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Trump mulling
abolishing role
of chief of staff

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and US Marine Corps General Joseph Dunford (center in
red shirt) speaks to reporters on Wake Island on Feb 2, 2018. —AFP
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Khorshid said if the taxes are approved, the state cof-
fers will be boosted by some KD 50 to 60 million. The
Central Bank has strongly opposed plans to tax expatriate
money transfers, saying it will be counterproductive and
will boost black market dealings. The Assembly’s legal and
legislative committee opposed the move on the grounds
that it discriminates between citizens and expatriates.

Khorshid said the proposals do not call for imposing
any such taxes on Kuwaiti citizens. One of the proposals,
which calls to impose a five-percent tax on any transfer by
expatriates, was submitted by MP Safa Al-Hashem.
Khorshid said that based on figures by the Central Bank,
expatriates remitted KD 4 billion last year and as much as
KD 19 billion during the past four years, an indication that

transfers have been on the decline.
Since the crash of oil prices in mid-2014, Kuwait has

imposed several fees on expatriates and spared nationals.
These included hiking electricity and water charges and
sharply raising medical fees. It has also raised fuel prices
for both citizens and expats, but is considering compen-
sating nationals.

Meanwhile, head of the Assembly’s budget committee
MP Adnan Abdulsamad said yesterday that the govern-
ment has proposed to increase spending in the new budget
to KD 21.5 billion, an increase of over KD 2 billion. He said
that the request was submitted without any details and
relates to around 20 state bodies, adding that the approval
of the budget is likely to be delayed.

Separately, an official at the Anti-Corruption
Authority said yesterday that it has received around
100 cases since its launch in late 2016. Mohammad
Buzubr said 11 cases have been referred to the public
prosecution and some of them are already being han-
dled by the courts. He said that at least one case was
filed against a minister and is being handled by the spe-
cial tribunal for trying ministers.

Panel in favor 
of taxing expat...

Continued from Page 1

the database sought to discredit the report.  ZDNet
reported that a data leak on a system run by a state-
owned utility company could allow access to private
information of holders of the biometric “Aadhaar” ID
cards, exposing their names, their unique 12-digit identity
numbers, and their bank details. 

The Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI),
which manages the Aadhaar program, said “there is no
truth in this story,” in a statement late on Saturday.
ZDNet’s global editor-in-chief Larry Dignan said in an
email to Reuters yesterday the publication stood by its
report. Dignan said they spent weeks compiling evidence
and verifying facts. “We spent weeks reaching out to the
Indian authorities, specifically UIDAI, to responsibly dis-
close the security issue, and we heard nothing back - and
no action was taken until after we published our story,”
said Dignan.

UIDAI sought to downplay the report stating that even
if the claims in the story were true, it would raise security
concerns with the database of the utility company and not
with the security of UIDAI’s Aadhaar database. UIDAI said
it is “contemplating legal action against ZDNet”. Multiple
researchers and journalists, who have identified loopholes
in India’s massive national identity card project, say they
have been harassed by some government agencies and
slapped with criminal cases because of their work.

Aadhaar is a biometric identification card that is
becoming integral to the digitization of India’s econo-
my, with over 1.1 billion users it is the world’s largest
such database. Indians have been asked to furnish their
Aadhaar numbers for a host of transactions including
accessing bank accounts, paying taxes, receiving subsi-
dies, acquiring a mobile number, settling a property
deal and registering a marriage. The government’s
demands for Aadhaar linkage for multiple services is
currently being challenged in India’s Supreme Court. At
the same time, security researchers and journalists have
highlighted multiple vulnerabilities and data leaks tied
to the program. UIDAI has sought to downplay the
reports and last week it said the biometric data was
safe from hacking as the storage facility was not con-
nected to the Internet. — Agencies 

Furor over Modi 
app amid Aadhaar...

Continued from Page 1

today at 11:19 am by Schleswig-Holstein’s highway
patrol force,” a German police spokesman told AFP,
adding that the detention was based on a European war-
rant. “He is now in police custody”, added the spokesman.

Puigdemont’s arrest is the latest chapter in a secession
saga that has bitterly divided Catalans and triggered
Spain’s worst political crisis in decades. It also came two
days after Spain’s supreme court said it would prosecute
for “rebellion” 13 Catalan separatists, including
Puigdemont and his nominated successor Jordi Turull,
over their role in the region’s failed bid for independence.
If found guilty, they face up to 30 years in prison. Twelve
more face less serious charges such as disobedience. 

Issuing an international arrest warrant for Puigdemont
on Friday, Judge Pablo Llarena accused the ousted
Catalan leader of organizing an independence referen-
dum in October last year despite a ban from Madrid and
“grave risk of violent incidents”. The vote had been swift-
ly followed by the Catalan parliament’s declaration of
independence on Oct 27. As Spanish authorities moved in
to impose direct rule over the region, Puigdemont and
four other deputies subsequently fled to Belgium.

While separatist parties won Catalonia’s regional elec-
tions in December called by Madrid, they have been
unable to form a government for the region as they chose
candidates who are either in exile or in jail or facing pros-
ecution over the separatist drive. Puigdemont who had run
in December’s polls from Belgium announced in March
that he was abandoning his bid to return as regional presi-
dent, as he faced arrest if he returned to Spain.

He had been visiting Finland since Thursday, but
slipped out of the Nordic country before Finnish police
could detain him on the warrant issued Friday. Separately
confirming his arrest in Germany, Puigdemont’s party
spokeswoman Anna Grabalosa said: “It happened as he
crossed the Danish-German border. He was treated well
and all his lawyers are there. That is all I can say.”

Puigdemont’s lawyer Jaume Alonso-Cuevillas, said on
Twitter that the ex-Catalan leader was picked up by
German police as he was travelling back to Belgium to
“present himself, as always, at the disposal of Belgian

courts”. Focus magazine reported without citing its
sources that German police were tipped off about
Puigdemont’s movements by Spanish intelligence services
who had been tracking him. German authorities have 60
days to decide whether to extradite Puigdemont to Spain.
“We will first examine the extradition conditions, and
then we’ll look at anything further,” Ralph Doepper, lead-
ing prosecutor at Schleswig Holstein’s prosecution serv-
ice, told NDR broadcaster.

National news agency DPA quoting unnamed sources
said Puigdemont was driven in a small van with tinted
windows to a prison at Neumuenster. Elsa Artadi, a
spokeswoman for Puigdemont’s Together for Catalonia
party, said that he should fight his extradition to Spain as
she argued that he would not get a fair trial in the coun-
try. “Spain does not guarantee a fair trial; only revenge
and repression,” she wrote on Twitter.

Hardcore separatists, the radical Committees for the
Defence of the Republic (CDR), called a protest against
Puigdemont’s arrest. “Faced with this serious situation, we
must respond together,” the CDR said on Twitter, urging
protesters to gather on the city’s main boulevard, Las
Ramblas, at 4 pm (1400) and outside central government
offices in the city three hours later. In Girona, about 100
km north of Barcelona, dozens of people were protesting
outside the offices of Spain’s central government repre-
sentative in Catalonia, according to images posted by the
CDR on Twitter. They painted the building’s facade in yel-
low, the symbolic color of Catalan separatists. 

Albert Rivera, the leader of the centrist party
Ciudadanos which was set up in Catalonia to fight against
separatism, welcomed Puigdemont’s arrest, saying the
justice system was “doing its job”. “The flight of the coup
leader Puigdemont is over. Trying to destroy a European
democracy, bypassing democratic laws, breaking up
coexistence or misusing public money cannot enjoy
impunity. The justice system is doing its job,” he tweeted.

The Supreme Court’s decision this week to prosecute
the group of separatists has also sunk the Catalan par-
liament deeper into a quagmire as its latest regional
presidential candidate Jordi Turull was placed in cus-
tody over the breakaway bid. That marks the third time
that parliament has been thwarted in its bid to nominate
a new president. After Puigdemont was forced to with-
draw his bid for the presidency, another pro-indepen-
dence leader Jordi Sanchez followed suit when a judge
refused to let him out of jail to be sworn in. Fresh
regional elections will be triggered if a new leader is not
elected by May 22. — AFP 

German police 
arrest ex-Catalan...

The sunset is pictured behind the Ferris wheel of the former amusement park Plaenterwald in Berlin yesterday. — AFP 





MELBOURNE: Sebastian Vettel made full use of the
virtual safety car to sneak in front of Lewis Hamilton
and hold off the frustrated champion to win Formula
One’s season-opening Australian Grand Prix yesterday.

The Mercedes engine’s infamous ‘party mode’ that
delivered Hamilton a blistering pole lap on Saturday
could do little once Ferrari’s Vettel nosed ahead when
re-entering from pit-lane midway through the race at
Albert Park.

Pole-sitter Hamilton had
appeared set to coast to vic-
tory with a clear pace
advantage but the race
turned on its head with the
safety car, which was called
after Romain Grosjean’s Haas
failed and rolled to a stop at
turn two.

In another bonus for
Ferrari, Kimi Raikkonen fin-
ished third, fending off Red
Bull’s Daniel Ricciardo and
leaving the unlucky
Australian still searching for a first podium in his home
race. Four-times world champion Vettel claimed a 48th
overall win and his third in Melbourne following his vic-
tories at Albert Park last year and in 2011.

“It was needless to say we got a bit lucky with the
timing of the safety car,” the German, who had started
from third place and inherited the lead when Hamilton
and Raikkonen had pitted earlier in the race, told
reporters. “It’s not the easiest track to pass.”

For Hamilton, the result was a bitter pill to swallow
and had echoes of last year’s race. Vettel also managed
to re-enter in front of him from pit-lane in 2017 before

burning away to victory while the pole-sitting Briton
was blocked by traffic.

Mercedes boss Toto Wolff said his team had miscal-
culated the margin between the cars during the safety
car period. “We thought we had enough margin,” he
told the BBC. “It must have been a software bug in the
system that caused us to get it wrong. We are digging
deep now to understand where we had a problem.”

STILL BEMUSED
Hamilton, who cockily

spoke of “wiping the smile
off” Vettel’s face with his
pole lap on Saturday, battled
to keep positive. “Even now
I don’t understand what’s
happened,” the 33-year-old
told reporters. “I did every-
thing I believe I was sup-
posed to do.”

After the pit-lane set-
back, Hamilton drove hard to
reel in Vettel and battled

back after taking a slide at a corner that blew out the
lead to nearly three seconds. But he finally waved the
white flag in the closing laps to preserve the car for
future races.

Twice world champion Fernando Alonso finished
fifth for McLaren in the team’s first race with Renault
power, equalling their best result in three dreary years
with previous engine suppliers Honda.

Red Bull’s Dutch wunderkind Max Verstappen fin-
ished sixth after suffering a full 360-degree spin on the
10th lap that put him out of the running. Hamilton’s
team mate Valtteri Bottas finished eighth after starting

15th, having taken a five-place grid penalty for a gear-
box change after a heavy crash during qualifying.   

A weekend that begun brightly for Haas with a
strong qualifying turned sour during the race when
Grosjean and Kevin Magnussen ground to a halt in
quick succession before the halfway mark.

The team was fined 10,000 euros ($12,000) by

stewards after it emerged they had failed to secure
wheels properly on both cars during botched tyre-
changes when pitted. They were among five cars that
fai led to f inish the eventful  opener, including
Williams’ Russian debutant Sergey Sirotkin who
blamed a rogue plastic sandwich bag for destroying
the car’s brakes.  — Reuters
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It’s not the 
easiest track 

to pass

Opportunistic Vettel steals 
victory from Lewis Hamilton

MELBOURNE: Ferrari’s German driver Sebastian Vettel celebrates winning the Formula One Australian Grand
Prix in Melbourne yesterday. — AFP

AUSTIN: Justin Thomas of the United States reacts to his shot from the sixth tee during his
semifinal round match against Bubba Watson of the United States in the World Golf
Championships-Dell Match Play at Austin Country Club yesterday in Austin, Texas. — AFP

Raikkonen claims podium for Ferrari

KSSC marks 
the end of 
shooting season
By Abdellatif Sharaa

KUWAIT: Kuwait Shooting Sports Club con-
cluded its 2017 - 2018 season with the tour-
nament of Late Sheikh Sabah Al-Salem Al-
Humoud Al-Sabah, under the patronage of
the President of Kuwait Directorate General
for Civil Aviation, Honorary President of
KSSC Sheikh Salman Sabah Al-Salem Al-
Humoud Al-Sabah, in the presence of Deputy
Chairman of KSSC Mohammad Mustafa
Karam, Secretary General of Kuwait and Arab
Shooting Federations Obaid Al-Osaimi and
Board Members. Sheikh Salman handed the
winners of the skeet, trap, double trap, 10m
air pistol and rifle and archery. He also recog-
nized the shooters who made outstanding
results in the Fourth Arab Games in Sharqa in
February, and the Arab Championship in 10m
Air Pistol and Rifle in Sharm Al-Sheikh from
12-18/3 including Shooter Mariam Erzouqi,
Fatima Abdelmalek, Marina Al-Anjari, Zahraa
Al-Saffar, Hamad Al-Namshan, Ali Al-Mutairi,
and Saad Al-Ajmi.

Sheikh Salman Sabah Al-Salem Al-
Humoud Al-Sabah was pleased with the tour-
nament’s success which marks the end of the
shooting season. He lauded the efforts of
Chairman and Board Members, as well as the
shooters achievements abroad.

Sheikh Salman congratulated Kuwait
shooters for maintaining the Kuwait achieve-
ments and wished them more success.

Meanwhile, Engineer Mohammad Al-
Ghurbs had earlier welcomed Sheikh Salman
Al-Humoud and lauded his efforts that con-
tributed to sending Kuwait shooting into Arab
and International horizons, as well as his
interest in the youth.

The results of the late Sheikh Sabah Al-
Salem Al-Humoud Al-Sabah Cup are as
follows:

Skeet Men:
Mansour Al-Rashidi, Abdelaziz Al-Saad,

Saud Habib.
Trap Men:
Khalid Al-Mudhaf, Fuhaid Al-Daihani,

Abdelrahmad Al-Faihan.
Double Trap Men:
Jarrah Al-Shuwaier, Saad Al-Mutairi,

Fahad Al-Mutairi.

Trap Women:
Shahad Al-Hawal, Sarah Al-Hawal, Asmaa

Al-Qatami.
Skeet Women:
Sheikha Al-Rashidi, Afrah Mohammad,

Eman Al-Shamma.
Air Pistol Men:
Ali Al-Mutairi, Hassan Al-Failakawi,

Othman Al-Failakawi.
Air Rifle Men:
Abdallah Al-Harby, Mohammad Adel,

Khalid Abdelsalam.
Air Pistol Women:
Israa Bahman, Amira Awadh, Huthama Al-

Baghly.

Air Rifle Women:
Mariam Erzouqi, Batool Ashkanani, Heba

Erzouqi.
50 Meter Rifle Prone Men:
Khalid Abdelsalam, Abdallah Al-Harby,

Khalid Al-Subaie.
50 Meter Pistol Men:
Saad Al-Ajmi, Hamad Al-Namshan, Ali Al-

Mutairi.
Archery - Men - Olympic:
Faisal Al-Sindi, Bader Saleh, Mohammad

Al-Hadher.
Archery - Compound - Men:
Abdallah Malallah, Salem Al-Saeed, Amer

Al-Hajiri.

Thomas to face
Watson with
No. 1 at stake
in WGC semis
AUSTIN: Justin Thomas won twice
on Saturday to move one triumph
from the world number one ranking
and into a semi-final against two-
time Masters champion Bubba
Watson at the WGC Match-Play
Championship.

Second seed Thomas, who won his
first major title at last August’s PGA
Championship, routed South Korean
Kim Si-woo 6&5 in the round of 16
and saw off fellow American Kyle
Stanley 2&1 in the quarter-finals at
Austin Country Club.

If he beats Watson, Thomas will
play in the afternoon for the crown
against the winner of the other semi-
final between Swede Alex Noren and
American Kevin Kisner. “All I can do
is go play the best I can,” Thomas
said. “(Bubba) has been showing
some really good form. He’s a really
great player. I have to hope he
doesn’t have a hot day.”

Watson, seeded 35th, edged
Brian Harman 2&1 in the round of 16
and ousted Thai land’s Kiradech
Aphibarnrat 5&3 in the quarter-
finals. “We were just trying to put
the ball in position, trying to give us
the best birdie chances. The pin
placements are in some tough spots
around here,” said Watson, whose
only other semi-final run ended in a
2011 loss to Germany’s Mart in
Kaymer.

Top-ranked Dustin Johnson
crashed out in group play to give the

number-one opportunity to Thomas,
who along with Noren were the only
group top seeds to advance. With the
start of the Masters looming on April
5 at Augusta National, Thomas could
join Tiger Woods and Jordan Spieth
in reaching world number one before
the age of 25.

Thomas is seeking his ninth career
PGA title and fourth in seven months
after wins at TPC Boston last
September, the CJ Cup in South
Korea last October and the Honda
Classic last month. Kisner thrashed
Ian Poulter 8&6 in the quarter-finals,
the most lopsided win ever so deep
into the event, after edging compatri-
ot Matt Kuchar 1 up.

Noren, seeking his first US PGA
victory, eliminated Patrick Reed 5&3
in the round of 16 and downed
Australian Cameron Smith 4&2 in the
quarter-finals. Thomas and Stanley
were all square after nine but Thomas
won the next three holes.

Stanley answered by winning 13
on an 11-foot birdie putt but they
halved the next four holes as
Thomas advanced. “I played well
today but didn’t get off to the same
start I had been getting,” Thomas
said. “I made a lot of key putts, par
savers, to keep me running
smoother on the back nine.

“I’ve just been trying to play my
game. I haven’t been trying to play
my opponent too much.”

Noren led Smith, the only debutant
in the last eight, after every hole.
Smith was 2-down when he missed a
six-foot birdie putt at the par-5 12th,
hurling his ball in frustration at miss-
ing a chance to close the gap. “I
played good in the beginning,” Noren
said. “In the middle of the round I had
a few hiccups. I was forunate a few
times. He burned the edges. It could
have gone either way and I stepped it
up at the end.” — AFP

Mercedes 
inquisition after
Ferrari win 
in Australia
MELBOURNE:  Mercedes said yesterday a
software glitch may have cost world champi-
on Lewis Hamilton victory after Sebastian
Vettel’s Ferrari won the Formula One season-
opening Australian Grand Prix.  Hamilton was
in control of yesterday’s race until Romain
Grosjean’s Haas stopped on track and officials
imposed a Virtual Safety Car (VSC), which
restricts the pace of the cars on track.

The VSC caused the field to slow while

Vettel, who was leading courtesy of
Hamilton’s earlier stop, was able to dive into
the pits for fresh tyres and lose less time than
under normal race conditions.  It meant Vettel
emerged from the pits marginally in front of a
startled Hamilton and held on to his advan-
tage to the chequered flag for his third
Australian GP victory. “What just happened
guys?” Hamilton queried his Mercedes team
over radio during the race. “Why didn’t you
tell me Vettel was in the pits?  “We thought
we were safe, but there’s obviously something
wrong,” the team replied.

“Did I do anything wrong? Should I have
gone faster?” Hamilton pressed further.
Mercedes team principal Toto Wolff said an
investigation would be needed to find out
what happened.

“It’s very hard to take because we had the
pace. For whatever reason, we need to find

out, we lost the win,” Wolff told Sky F1.  “We
thought we had about three seconds margin. I
don’t know what happened to them, we need
to ask the computers and that’s what we are
doing. Whether we had a software problem
somewhere, we need to fix it.  “I think the
problem is within our systems. I think we have
a bug somewhere that said 15 seconds is what
you need, we had 12, it should have been
enough but it wasn’t.”

Wolff said the lack of overtaking opportuni-
ties on the Albert Park street circuit also con-
tributed to the galling defeat. “Lewis was
attacking flat out but you can see the overtak-
ing is pretty bad here,” he said. “Even the
mega overtakers couldn’t make a pass. Lewis
had to give up because the tyres wouldn’t have
made it to the end.” Mercedes’ former world
champion Nico Rosberg said he was stag-
gered by the team’s software problems. — AFP
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LOS ANGELES: James Harden paired a game-high 27
points with eight assists and Clint Capela produced a mon-
ster effort on both ends as the Houston Rockets extended
their winning streak to eight games with a 114-91 victory
over the New Orleans Pelicans on Saturday at Toyota
Center. Houston set a new franchise record with its 59th
win, besting the mark set by the 1993-94 NBA champions.
The Rockets have won 15 consecutive home games, the
second-longest streak in team history, and claimed the sea-
son series from the Pelicans by winning three of four games.
Harden surpassed 2,000 points on the season, the first
player in the league to do so this season. He has hit that
plateau in four consecutive campaigns and five times in six
seasons with Houston. Capela posted 18 points, 16
rebounds and a career-high-tying six blocks in an enter-
taining battle with Pelicans All-Star Anthony Davis, who
totaled 25 points, eight boards and four blocks.

76ers 120, Timberwolves 108
Rookie Ben Simmons recorded his 10th triple-double

with 15 points, 13 assists and 12 rebounds as Philadelphia
dominated the third quarter and defeated visiting
Minnesota. The 76ers won their sixth straight by outscoring
Minnesota 39-19 in the third quarter. They shot 55.6 per-
cent in the period while getting 13 assists and holding
Minnesota to 15.8 percent. Simmons had 10 points and five
assists in the third as Philadelphia totaled 33 assists. It was
the Sixers’ 24th straight game with at least 20 assists,
equaling the team record set during the 1992-93 season,
and their 20th game this season with at least 30 assists.

Lakers 100, Grizzlies 93
Rookie Kyle Kuzma scored 15 of his 25 points in the

fourth quarter as visiting Los Angeles beat Memphis.
Kuzma helped the Lakers halt a four-game losing streak by
posting his 21st game with at least 20 points, including his
third straight. He shot 5-of-6 in the final 12 minutes and 9-
of-21 overall while adding 10 rebounds. Andrew Harrison
had 20 points and Marc Gasol scored 18 for the Grizzlies,
who lost their fourth straight game and for the 23rd time in
24 games.

Hornets 102, Mavericks 98
Kemba Walker scored 24 points and made a pivotal steal

and Dwight Howard contributed 18 points and 23 rebounds
to help Charlotte defeat host Dallas. Jeremy Lamb added 14
points and Malik Monk scored 11 for the Hornets, who won
their third straight game. Charlotte posted a 62-52 rebound-
ing edge and hit 12 of 25 from 3-point range despite shoot-
ing just 38 percent overall. Dennis Smith Jr. scored 21 points
and Harrison Barnes added 18 but couldn’t prevent Dallas
from dropping its fifth straight game.

Pistons 117, Bulls 95
Anthony Tolliver scored a season-high 25 points, includ-

ing a career-best six 3-pointers, and Detroit had eight play-
ers in double figures while rolling past depleted Chicago in
Detroit. Tolliver, a reserve forward, had not scored more
than 20 points this season prior to his outburst. Andre
Drummond posted 15 points, 20 rebounds, four assists, four
steals and four blocks for Detroit, which has won three of its
last four games. Blake Griffin had 10 points and nine assists
while sitting out the fourth quarter in the lopsided win.

Magic 105, Suns 99
Aaron Gordon enjoyed a solid all-around game with 29

points, 11 rebounds, a career-best eight assists and three
steals to lead host Orlando past Phoenix. Nikola Vucevic
recorded 24 points and 11 rebounds for Orlando, which won
for just the fourth time in the past 19 games. D.J. Augustin had
15 points, 10 assists and nine rebounds, Mario Hezonja regis-
tered 14 points, eight rebounds and matched his season high
of four steals and Shelvin Mack scored 12 points.—Reuters

Rockets set record, 
put celebration 
on hold

HARARE: Afghanistan captain Asghar Stanikzai said his
side will head into next year’s World Cup aiming to lift
the trophy, after capping a remarkable recovery in
qualifying by thrashing the West Indies in yesterday’s
final. Both Afghanistan and West Indies had already
made sure of their places in the 2019 World Cup by
topping the 10-team qualifying tournament in
Zimbabwe. Mohammad Shahzad starred as the Afghans
laid down a marker ahead of the tournament in England
and Wales by romping to a seven-wicket win.

“This victory will give us the required boost to work
extremely hard over the next
14 months and like the other
nine sides, will arrive in
England and Wales firmly
believing we can win the
World Cup,” said Stanikzai.

Afghanistan had looked
set to miss out on a second
straight World Cup appear-
ance after slumping to three
straight defeats in the group
stage of qualifying, but
Sunday’s final win made it
five straight victories as they
qualified with help from results elsewhere.

“This is nothing but a miracle that we have won this
tournament,” added Stanikzai, whose team will also
play their maiden Test match against India in Bangalore
in June. “This is by far Afghanistan’s greatest victory.
Beating the mighty Windies in the final of a tournament
which is no less than a mini-World Cup, is something
like a dream come true for all of us.

“The boys have shown what they are capable of. If

we have come this far in 10 years, I leave it to you to
decide where we can be in the next 10 years.”

Leg-spin sensation Rashid Khan became the fastest
bowler ever to reach 100 one-day international wickets
as the Windies were bowled out for 204, before big-
hitting opener Shahzad smashed 84 as Afghanistan
knocked off the runs with 9.2 overs to spare.

“I’m proud of my boys. We came here to achieve a
target, and various boys put their hands up,” said
Windies skipper Jason Holder.

“We had a quick turnaround between games, but I’m
proud of them for sticking in.
Obviously disappointed not
to win this final but we had
some great performances
throughout. I want to thank
my team for their support.”
West Indies star Chris Gayle
capped a poor personal
tournament as he was dis-
missed for only 10 by 16-
year-old leg-spinner Mujeeb
Ur Rahman, who finished
with 4-43. Rovman Powell hit
44 as the two-time World

Cup winners recovered to at least pass 200.
Rashid, 19, dismissed Shai Hope to take his 100th

ODI wicket in only his 44th game, beating the previous
record held by Australia’s Mitchell Starc by eight
matches.

Shahzad played some remarkable shots in his 93-ball
innings, clubbing 11 fours and two sixes before holing
out to the part-time spin of Gayle. Rahmat Shah struck
an assured 11th ODI half-century as Afghanistan

cruised to victory.

Scores in brief:
West Indies 204 all out in 46.5 overs (Mujeeb Ur

Rahman 4-43).
Afghanistan 206-3 in 40.4 overs (Mohammad Shahzad
84, Rahmat Shah 51).  
Afghanistan won by seven wickets. —AFP

Afghanistan thrash Windies 
to win WCup qualifying final

We believe we can win World Cup: Stanikzai

This is nothing 
but a miracle 

that we have won

The winning Afghanistan team after The ICC Cricket World Cup Qualifier match. 

AUCKLAND:  The fall of Joe Root’s wicket on the last
ball of day four yesterday left England calling for a hero
to salvage a draw in the first Test against New Zealand
in Auckland. England’s position at 132 for three, 237 in
arrears, revived memories of the cliffhanger Test the
last time the sides clashed here in Auckland five years
ago, when the match went down to the final ball. 

On that day in 2013 at Eden Park England started
390 behind with only six wickets remaining, but batted
the whole day and survived the final three overs with
nine wickets down to claim a nail-biting draw. 

With Root out to a fired up Trent Boult late yester-
day, England go into this final day with seven wickets
available to avoid an innings defeat. At stumps England
were 132 for three after Root departed for 51 and Mark
Stoneman was out for 55. Alastair Cook went early for
two while Dawid Malan was not out 19.  “We’ll need a
hero,” fast bowler Stuart Broad said at close of play.

“Five years ago Matt Prior was the hero with 100
and someone’s got that chance tomorrow.  “It was a real
shame to lose Joe on the last ball of the day, we all felt
that after he played so brilliantly for his 50. But it
proves there’s runs to be had out there.” 

Root had just suffered a painful blow to the index
finger of his right hand, and on the next ball edged
Boult to be caught behind. Broad had sympathy for his
skipper, but as a bowler who took three for 78 when
New Zealand batted, he also expressed respect for
Boult’s skill. 

“You’ve got to credit the bowler sometimes. A good
bouncer to wrap a batter on the finger then a good fol-
low-up, well bowled,” he said, but added that England
were still in the match.  “If we get a bit of luck tomor-
row and we’re disciplined we can see out this day.”
New Zealand begged to differ, with their top-scorer
Henry Nicholls saying the Black Caps had the momen-
tum going into the final day. 

“Root is obviously a quality player and it was cer-
tainly a nice way to end the day,” said Nicholls, who
finished his own innings on an unbeaten 145.  “It’s going
to be a nice day five, bowling (for) seven wickets to win
a Test match.”  New Zealand had declared their first
innings on 427 for eight, setting England a target of 369
to avoid an innings defeat. — AFP

England ‘need a 
hero’, says Broad 

AUCKLAND: England’s Mark Stoneman bats on the fourth day of the day-night Test cricket match between New
Zealand and England at Eden Park in Auckland yesterday. — AFP

SCOREBOARD

England first innings 58 (C. Overton 33 not out; Boult 6-32, Southee
4-25)
New Zealand first innings (overnight 233-4)
J. Raval c Bairstow b Anderson 3
T. Latham c Woakes b Broad 26
K. Williamson lbw Anderson 102
R. Taylor c Woakes b Anderson 20
H. Nicholls not out 145
B. Watling c Bairstow b Broad 31
C. de Grandhomme c Bairstow b Overton 29
T. Astle b Broad 18
T. Southee c and b Root 25
N. Wagner not out 9
Extras: (b4, lb9, w6) 19
Total: (8 wkts dec; 141 overs) 427
Fall of wickets: 1-8 (Raval), 2-92 (Latham), 3-123 (Taylor), 4-206
(Williamson), 5-260 (Watling), 6-309 (de Grandhomme), 7-341
(Astle), 8-413 

(Southee)
Did not bat: Trent Boult
Bowling: Anderson 29-10-87-3, Broad 34-9-78-3, Overton 25-7-
70-1 (1w), Woakes 33-9-107-0 (1w), Ali 17-1-59-0, Root 3-0-13-1.

England second innings
A. Cook c Watling b Boult 2
M. Stoneman c Boult b Wagner 55
J. Root c Watling b Boult 51
D. Malan not out 19
Extras: (b4, lb1) 5
Total: (for 3 wickets, 46.5 overs) 132
Fall of wickets: 1-6 (Cook), 2-94 (Stoneman), 3-132 (Root)
Bowling: Boult 13.5-6-24-2, Southee 13-1-40-0, de Grandhomme
10-1-31-0, Wagner 10-2-32-1.

AUCKLAND: Scoreboard at stumps on day four of the first Test between New Zealand and England in Auckland yesterday:

SAN JOSE: Evander Kane scored twice and goalie Martin
Jones stopped 37 shots as the San Jose Sharks (43-23-9, 95
points) tightened their hold on second place in the Pacific
Division with a 5-1 victory over the Calgary Flames on
Saturday afternoon in San Jose, Calif. Kane netted four goals
the last time the Sharks met the Flames, his first career hat
trick, and the Sharks are now riding a seven-game winning
streak. A pair of goals 74 seconds apart by Brenden Dillon
and Jannik Hansen staked the Sharks to a 2-0 lead before the
midway point of the opening frame. Dillon opened the scor-
ing at the 7:52 mark when he was set up by Chris Tierney for
a one-timer from the high slot and unloaded a shot that beat
Flames goalie David Rittich. Hansen doubled the lead with a
slick deflection. He held off a check from Calgary’s Mark
Jankowski when he redirected Brent Burns’ shot-pass into
the cage.

BLUES 2, BLUE JACKETS 1
Jake Allen had 33 saves as St. Louis snapped Columbus’

10-game win streak with a victory at Columbus, Ohio.
Alexander Steen and Vladimir Tarasenko scored goals for
the Blues (42-28-5, 89), who won their fifth straight game
and moved ahead of idle Anaheim (38-24-13, 89) for the sec-
ond wild-card spot in the Western Conference.  Although
both teams have 89 points, the Blues own the tiebreaker by
virtue of total wins. Cam Atkinson scored for Columbus (42-
29-5, 89), which also had an eight-game home win streak
broken. Sergei Bobrovsky finished with 26 saves but had a
personal seven-game win streak snapped.

OILERS 3, KINGS 2
Connor McDavid scored two goals to take over the NHL

scoring lead as host Edmonton handed Los Angeles a poten-
tially damaging loss. McDavid’s 38th goal and 96th point at
4:08 of the second period on a partial breakaway which saw
him split defenders and slot a wrister between Jonathan
Quick’s pads enabled him to pass Tampa Bay’s Nikita
Kucherov, who has 95 points. The Oilers’ third straight win
came at the expense of a team fighting for its playoff lives.
Los Angeles (41-28-7) remains at 89 points, tied with
Anaheim and St. Louis for the last two spots in the Western
Conference. What’s more, both the Ducks and Blues have a
game in hand on the Kings.

AVALANCHE 2, GOLDEN KNIGHTS 1 (SO)
Gabriel Landeskog scored the lone goal in the shootout

and goaltender Semyon Varlamov stopped 39 shots through
overtime plus all three shootout contestants as host
Colorado momentarily stopped Vegas from clinching a play-
off spot. Varlamov denied David Perron, Eric Haula and

Jonathan Marchessault in the shootout as the Avalanche (41-
26-8, 90) kept hold of a wild-card spot in the Western
Conference playoff race. It’s a matter of time before the
Golden Knights (47-21-7, 101) become the first expansion
team to make the playoffs since the Edmonton Oilers and
Hartford Whalers joined the league from the World Hockey
Association in 1979-80, but they couldn’t celebrate with just
a single point.

DEVILS 2, LIGHTNING 1
Keith Kinkaid finished with 35 saves and won for the sixth

time in his last eight starts to lift New Jersey (39-28-8, 86) to
a surprising win over Eastern Conference-leading Tampa
Bay (51-20-4, 106) in Newark, N.J. The Devils won their sec-
ond straight game and for the fifth time in seven games. Nico
Hischier beat Lightning goalie Alexei Vasilevskiy for his 18th
goal of the season at the 17:51 mark of the first period to give
the Devils the early advantage. The Lightning had their
three-game winning streak snapped and lost for just the
fourth time in 16 games. Vasilevskiy had 29 saves but lost for
the third time in five games after starting the season 40-11-3.

PANTHERS 4, COYOTES 2
Down two goals in the third period, Florida rallied to

defeat Arizona in Sunrise, Fla. Denis Malgin pounced on a
loose puck and roofed a shot for the go-ahead goal with 3:45
left in the third period. It was his first goal in exactly one
month and his 11th of the season. Vincent Trocheck scored
Florida’s first two goals, tying the score 2-2 when it appeared
the Panthers (38-28-7, 83) were lifeless. He has 30 goals this
season, which leads his team and is a career best. —  Reuters

Evander Kane 
scores twice 
to lead Sharks 
past Flames
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MIAMI:  World number one Simona Halep tumbled out
of the Miami Open on Saturday, falling 3-6, 6-2, 6-3 to
Poland’s Agnieszka Radwanska. The third-round defeat
comes a week after Romania’s Halep was toppled in the
semi-finals at Indian Wells by Japan’s Naomi Osaka,
who went on to win the title in the California desert.

With the first set in hand, the mercurial Halep was
clearly frustrated when Radwanska dropped just four
points in the opening four games of the second to seize
a 4-0 lead. Halep reclaimed one break, but was broken
again as Radwanska
forced a third set, in
which an early break put
Halep up 2-0.

The Romanian
couldn’t maintain the
advantage, however, and
her 44 unforced errors
were too much to over-
come as Radwanska won
six of the last seven
games to seal the victory.
Radwanska, the 2012
Miami champion, hadn’t
posted back-to-back match victories since January.

She next faces former world number one Victoria
Azarenka, who rallied for a 3-6, 6-4, 6-1 victory over
20th-seeded Latvian Anastasija Sevastova. Azarenka,
of Belarus, is unseeded this year as she tries to get her
career back on track after taking time off to have a
baby. Despite the defeat, Halep is assured of retaining
the number one spot when the rankings are updated at
the end of the tournament. But her exit leaves the
women’s field in the elite hardcourt tournament without
its top two seeds after second-seeded Australian Open

champion Caroline Wozniacki lost to Monica Puig on
Friday night.

Wozniacki was smarting Saturday, not from anything
Puig offered on court but from what she said was
threatening and vulgar behavior by fans at the match.
In a Twitter post, the Danish star called on Miami Open
organizers to act after fans threatened her parents and
swore at the niece and nephew of her fiance, David Lee.
“During the match last night people in the crowd
threatened my family, wished death upon my mom and

dad, called me names
that I can’t repeat here
and told my fiance’s
niece and nephew (who
are 10 years old) to sit
down and shut the f—-
up,” she said in a Twitter
post. “Meanwhile secu-
rity and staff did noth-
ing to prevent this and
even accepted this to
take place,” Wozniacki
added. Tournament
director James Blake

said player security was the event’s “No. 1 priority”.
“During the match, we had tournament and WTA

staff, as well as tournament security courtside,” Blake
said in a statement. “They never witnessed, nor were
they notified of any specific threats made to the players
or their families. If they had been notified, the situation
would have been handled immediately.”

In other third-round action, reigning Wimbledon
champion Garbine Muguruza crushed American
Christina McHale 6-2, 6-1 and US Open winner Sloane
Stephens was handed a victory when opponent Monica

Niculescu retired in the third set with an injury.
Fifth-seeded Czech Karolina Pliskova also defeated

Taiwan’s Hsieh Su-Wei 6-4, 1-6, 7-6 (7/4). Pliskova will

battle for a quarter-final berth against Zarina Diyas of
Kazakhstan, who defeated German Carina Witthoeft 4-
6, 7-5, 6-0. —AFP
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crashes out of Miami Open
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KUWAIT: As part of its pioneering social responsibility
program, Kuwait and Gulf Link Transport Company
(KGL) has sponsored the ceremony honoring the for-
mer goalkeeper of Al-Arabi Club and the Kuwait
national football team Ahmed Al Jassim, which was held
at the Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah International Stadium
yesterday. KGL takes notice of all the Kuwaiti national
team players, in different sports, for what they have
achieved from a rewarding career representing Kuwait
locally, in the Gulf and internationally.

KGL called upon the sports enthusiasts and the gen-
eral public to attend the game in order to honor Ahmed
Al Jassim, in a way that properly suits his distinctive
adorned with championships, either with his Al-Arabi
Club, or with the Kuwaiti national team.

“On behalf of KGL, its employees, and myself, we
give thanks and gratitude to the Kuwaiti national team’s
goalkeeper Ahmad Al Jassim who has won 20 titles with
the Al-Arabi Club. He also won the Gulf Cup with the
Kuwait national team.” said Ali Al-Dawood, Deputy
CEO of KGL Holding. “These achievements are cher-
ished by all his countrymen, and raised Kuwait’s name
throughout his career. “

Al-Dawood reiterated that KGL pays great attention
to sports, for its role in shaping the Kuwaiti youth’s tal-
ents. He also emphasized on the need to support sports

and athletes, and develop the Kuwaiti clubs to encour-
age them to embrace as many young people as possi-
ble, improving their sports skills.

Al-Dawood concluded by saying: “The former Al-
Arabi Club goalkeeper Ahmad Al Jassim is a role model
for his loyalty and dedication to Kuwait’s football.”

KGL honours
former national 
goalkeeper 
Ahmad Al Jassim

KEY BISCAYNE: Simona Halep of Romania returns a shot to Agnieszka Radwanska of Poland during the
Miami Open Presented by Itau at Crandon Park Tennis Center on Saturday in Key Biscayne, Florida. —AFP

LONDON: England approach Tuesday’s friendly
against Italy grappling with a familiar set of recur-
ring problems that seem to resurface whenever
major soccer tournaments approach. An injury to
Harry Kane will deny them their most potent
weapon at Wembley with concerns over the
Tottenham Hotspur striker’s availability for the
World Cup mirroring storylines from other build-
ups when former linchpins Bryan Robson, David
Beckham, Wayne Rooney and Ashley Cole all
struggled for fitness.

Kane is expected to return to action next month
and, if the 24-year-old then stays fit, will be one of
only a handful of players guaranteed a start in
England’s World Cup opener against Tunisia in
June, as manager Gareth Southgate struggles with
issues throughout the team.

Kane’s club mate Dele Alli has long seemed a
shoo-in as support striker but he has struggled to
live up to the praise from Tottenham manager
Mauricio Pochettino, who this month referred to
him as the best 21-year-old in the world. Alli again
looked ineffectual when he came on as a substitute
in England’s 1-0 victory over the Netherlands in
Amsterdam on Friday and goalscorer Jesse
Lingard made a strong case for inclusion in
Southgate’s World Cup starting line-up.

Alli’s chances may be further restricted if
England go into the tournament with the 3-5-2
formation employed in Amsterdam as Southgate
might opt for Raheem Sterling alongside Kane on
the back of the 23-year-old’s fine club season with
Manchester City. With time running out, Alli has
the chance to make his case against Italy when
Southgate is expected to name him up front with
Jamie Vardy, whose pace and prolific goal-scoring
record make him a certainty for the squad.

The same can no longer be said about Arsenal’s
Jack Wilshere who, although long touted as the
answer to England’s problems in midfield, is once
again absent injured and appears to be too brittle
for a major tournament.

That leaves Southgate short of creativity with
Liverpool’s Adam Lallana struggling for games and
fitness after impressing for England last season.
There is further uncertainty over the goalkeeper,
an area of traditional English strength. With little
more than two months remaining, Southgate has
yet to settle on a first choice and Stoke City’s Jack
Butland is likely to be given a chance to stake his
claim on Tuesday ahead of Everton’s Jordan
Pickford, who kept a clean sheet in Amsterdam.

Observers cautiously praised England’s per-
formance against a Dutch side who showed why
they were not good enough to qualify for the
World Cup finals. Few, though, are tipping England
to progress far in Russia despite a favourable
group draw that has placed them alongside
Belgium, Tunisia and Panama.    

Off the field, there were more echoes from the
past as the Football Association (FA) condemned
the “unacceptable scenes” which led to 100
England supporters being arrested in Amsterdam.

While England’s hooligan problem is not on the
same scale as in the past, police have raised con-
cerns over supporters clashing with Russian coun-
terparts in June and July. —Reuters

England’s Alli 
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SANTO DOMINGO: American Brice Garnett
shook off an opening bogey to fire a three-under
par 69 and maintain his slim lead after the third
round of the Corales Championship on Saturday.
The 34-year-old Garnett finished with five birdies,
one eagle and four bogeys in a roller-coaster round
that got him to 16-under 200 and a two-shot lead
over Corey Conners. Both Garnett and Conners are
looking for their first USPGA Tour wins.

Conners, of Canada, had six birdies and a bogey
for a five-under 67 to finish alone in second at the
course in Punta Cana, Dominican Republic. He is
trying to become just the third Canadian to win on
the PGA Tour in the past three years, joining
Mackenzie Hughes (RSM Classic) and Adam
Hadwin (Valspar Championship).

The first USPGA Tour event staged in the
Dominican Republic featured a host of lesser lights
fighting for a title while the world’s top players
competed at the World Golf Championships
Match-Play event in Texas.  American Tyler
McCumber is in third after a five-under 67 to sit
four strokes back of Garnett.

Tom Lovelady shot a 68 for sole possession of
fourth at 11-under, while Ireland’s Seamus Power is
tied for fifth with Americans Denny McCarthy and
Seungsu Han, who are at 10-under 206. — AFP

MIAMI: Roger Federer suffered a shock 3-6 6-3 7-6(4)
defeat to Australian wildcard Thanasi Kokkinakis on
Saturday that will cost the Swiss his world number one
ranking and leaves the Miami men’s tournament wide
open. With defending champion Federer and six-times
Miami Open winner Novak Djokovic exiting early, the likes
of second seed Maric Cilic, Grigor Dimitrov (3), and Indian
Wells winner Juan Martin del Potro (5) will all fancy their
chances over the coming week.

Alexander Zverev will also be in the mix but the
German fourth seed had a close shave on Saturday, need-
ing three sets to advance past Russian Daniil Medvedev 6-
4 1-6 7-6(5), while Denis Shapovalov also moved on by
defeating Bosnian Damir Dzumhur.

Kokkinakis had trained with Federer but had never
played the Swiss previously. With his vicious forehand
dialled in, the Australian was able to wear down Federer,
who announced after the match that he was again skipping
the European clay court season.

A disappointed Federer, who loses his number one
ranking to Rafa Nadal with the loss, said he just could not
raise his game. “Sometimes you have these matches,” he
said. “Sometimes you find a way through. I just couldn’t
get it done today.”

His mood contrasted sharply with an ecstatic
Kokkinakis. “When I feel like I am playing on my terms, I
don’t think there’s too many people who can go with me,”
the 21-year-old told reporters. Fernando Verdasco will be
Kokkinakis’s next opponent after the Spaniard rallied from
a set down to beat countryman Guillermo Garcia-Lopez
4-6 6-0 6-2.

Zverev needed more than two hours to prevail over
Russian Medvedev, taking his ninth consecutive deciding-
set tie-break victory, and will next face David Ferrer.

Canadian 18-year-old Shapovalov breezed through the
first set in 24 minutes agasint Dzumhur and led by a break
twice in the second before breaking for the fifth time at 5-
5 and serving out the 6-1 7-5 victory.

He will next face Borna Coric of Croatia, who turned
back Argentine Leonardo Mayer 6-7(5) 6-3 6-4 in a near-
ly three-hour match. Japanese left-hander Yoshihito
Nishioka, coming back after a year out due to major knee
injury, went down 6-1 6-4 to 10th seed Tomas Berdych.
Britain’s Kyle Edmund also lost, falling 7-6(4) 4-6 7-6(5) to
American Frances Tiafoe, who frittered away four match
points in the tiebreak before finally winning.  — Reuters

Federer stunning 
loss leaves Miami 
Open wide open

Garnett holds 
on to lead 
at Corales 
Championship

KEY BISCAYNE: Roger Federer of Switzerland serves
against Thanasi Kokkinakis of Australia in their
second round match during the Miami Open. —AFP



Sport

CAPE TOWN: Australian batsman David Warner (C) plays a shot during the fourth day of the third Test cricket match between South Africa and Australia at Newlands cricket ground yesterday in Cape Town. —AFP

Opportunistic Vettel steals 
victory from Lewis Hamilton

Afghanistan thrash Windies 
to win WCup qualifying final

World number one Halep 
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Aussie PM blasts ball-tampering
CAPE TOWN: Steve Smith’s future as Australia captain
was thrown into doubt after he was banned for one match
after admitting responsibility for the ball-tampering scan-
dal that marred the ongoing Test against South Africa.

Smith agreed to step down temporarily from his role
ahead of yesterday’s fourth day of play in Cape Town but
nonetheless came under fire from all sides, including
Australian Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull.

“We all woke up this morning shocked and bitterly dis-
appointed by the news from South Africa,” Turnbull told
reporters. “It seemed completely beyond belief that the
Australian cricket team had been involved in cheating.”

Smith will miss the fourth and final Test against South
Africa due to his ban and was also fined his entire match
fee for his leading role in attempting to “change the condi-
tion of the ball in order to gain an unfair advantage” on
Saturday, the International Cricket Council (ICC) said in a
statement yesterday.

“The decision made by the leadership group of the
Australian team to act in this way is clearly contrary to the
spirit of the game, risks causing significant damage to the
integrity of the match, the players and the sport itself and
is therefore ‘serious’ in nature,” said ICC chief executive
David Richardson.

“As captain, Steve Smith must take full responsibility for
the actions of his players and it is appropriate that he be
suspended.” Opening batsman Cameron Bancroft was

caught on television on Saturday’s third day, first rubbing a
piece of yellow sticky tape on the ball and then trying to
hide the evidence down his trousers. The 25-year-old was
hit by three demerit points, fined 75 percent of his match
fee and warned over his role.

‘UNFAIR ADVANTAGE’ 
“To carry a foreign object on to the field of play with

the intention of changing the condition of the ball to gain
an unfair advantage over your opponent is against not only
the laws, but the spirit of the game as well,” said ICC ref-
ereeing chief Andy Pycroft. Wicketkeeper Tim Paine led
the Australian team onto the Newlands field to muted jeers
from the crowd on Sunday after Smith and vice-captain
David Warner had agreed to step down from their roles for
the rest of the Test. Smith, Warner and Bancroft were then
loudly booed by fans during Australia’s second innings.

Cricket Australia (CA) chief James Sutherland had
issued an apology to fans earlier yesterday. “To our
Australian cricket fans, we are sorry,” said Sutherland.

“This behaviour calls into question the integrity of the
team and Cricket  Australia.” Smith and his team-mates
had come under heavy fire from Australian fans on social
media, notably. “We know how you feel and have heard
your feedback loud and clear. We share your anger and
disappointment,” added Sutherland.

Smith had insisted on Saturday he wouldn’t resign from

the captaincy but CA will be under heavy pressure to act
decisively to bring an end to this unsavoury incident. CA’s
head of integrity Iain Roy and head of team performance
Pat Howard were flying to South Africa to conduct an
investigation. Condemnation of Smith and his team has
come from all quarters, and not just about the ball-tamper-
ing. England pace bowler Stuart Broad branded the
Australians hypocrites after Australian coach Darren
Lehman complained about his players receiving abuse
from some South African fans.

Pointing to the abuse England received from Australian
supporters during the recent Ashes series, Broad said:
“Just from the outside, it looks like Australia have started a
lot of fights but then moan when someone comes back.”

‘NOT PROUD’ 
Smith admitted on Saturday to having committed “a big

mistake” and took responsibility for Bancroft’s actions,
admitting he was involved in planning the sly move. “I’m
not proud of what happened. It’s not in the spirit of the
game,” he had said. Smith, though, insisted that Lehmann
was not part of the conspiracy, even though footage
appeared to show the coach sending a message onto the
field with 12th man Peter Handscomb after the first footage
of the incident.

Bancroft, 25, said: “I was in the wrong place at the
wrong time. I want to be accountable for my actions.”

Australia had been hoping glue from the yellow tape
would stick to the ball and in turn pick up “granules”, per-
haps allowing their bowlers to get more swing from the
ball. Despite Bancroft’s actions being shown on big
screens around the ground, the umpires took no action.

South African team manager Mohammed Moosajee
said the umpires should have changed the ball.

“From my understanding of the rules, if there was evi-
dence for everyone to see, they should have changed the
ball and awarded a five-run penalty,” he said.—AFP

ICC bans captain Smith for one match

KUWAIT: Kuwait national football team lost to Cameroon 3-1 in
an international friendly held at Jaber International Stadium in
Kuwait yesterday.  The first half ended with Cameroon leading by
2-0, and Kuwait’s attempts on the Cameroonian goalkeeper were
fruitless.

Yusuf Nasser succeeded in getting the ball from the
Cameroonian defender and pass it to Yaqoub Al-Tararwa who
scored Kuwait’s sole goal in the second half.  Cameroon then
added their third goal to finish the clash in their favor.  Before the
encounter, former Arabi club and national team goalkeeper
Ahmad Jassem was honored for his service in and off the field.

The honoring ceremony was attended by Minister of
Commerce and Industry, Minister of State for Youth Khaled Al-
Roudhan. — KUNA

Cameroon beat 
Kuwait 3-1 

CAPE TOWN: Australian cricket’s day of shame
ended in a crushing 322-run defeat by South
Africa on the fourth day of the third Test at
Newlands yesterday. Set an unlikely 430 to win,
Australia were bowled out for a paltry 107, with
fast bowler Morne Morkel taking five for 23.

It was a fittingly dismal end to the match for
Australia after they were caught up in a ball-tam-
pering scandal on Saturday which sent shock-
waves through the sport.

Skipper Steve Smith was subsequently banned
for one match by the ICC, just hours after he and
vice-captain David Warner had stood down from
their positions for the remainder of the match.

“It’s been a horrible 24 hours-I want apologise
to our fans and those back home,” said stand-in
skipper Tim Paine. The Australians had already
woken to bruising criticism from their own chief
executive and prime minister, as well as condem-
nation from around the cricket world. 

It  fol lowed the admission by Smith and
young batsman Cameron Bancroft that they had
deliberately tried to change the condition of the
ball on Saturday. The day seldom got any bet-
ter.  Tim Paine and his bowlers could not stop
South Africa from taking their second innings
total to 373.

Embattled opening batsmen Bancroft and
Warner weathered a challenging 70 minutes
before tea at the start of their second innings
before the run-out of Bancroft sparked a col-
lapse in which all ten wickets fell for just 50 runs
in 19.3 overs and 99 minutes.

Bancroft fell to a direct hit from midwicket by
South African captain Faf du Plessis after being
called for a risky single by Warner. Three overs
later Warner edged Kagiso Rabada to AB de
Villiers at third slip. Both Bancroft and Warner

were booed as they left the wicket but the near-
capacity crowd’s jeers grew in volume when
Smith walked out-and there were more boos
after he was caught at gully off Morkel for seven.

It was Smith’s last appearance in the series
after being banned for one match for his role in
the scandal, which means he will miss the fourth
and final Test in Johannesburg, starting on Friday.
During Smith’s short stay at the wicket, two
wickets fell off successive balls from left-arm
spinner Keshav Maharaj, with Usman Khawaja
caught at slip off a ball that went straight on and
Shaun Marsh prodding one which turned and
bounced out of the rough to short leg.

The collapse continued when Mitchell Marsh
and Pat Cummins fell to successive short-pitched
balls from Morkel. Mitchell Starc was hit on the
helmet by another bouncer from Morkel. Two
balls after a lengthy delay he gloved another
lifter to short leg. Nathan Lyon was run out with-
out facing a ball as Paine tried to keep the strike
and Josh Hazlewood was caught at third man to
end one of the most humiliating episodes in
Australia’s cricket history. — AFP

Australia’s day 
of shame ends in 
322-run rout

Steve Smith



KUWAIT: KAMCO Investment Company, a leading
investment company with one of the largest AUMs
in the region, held its Annual General Meeting
(AGM) at the Chairman’s Club in KIPCO Tower.
The meeting provided shareholders with direct
information on the Company’s performance, and
gave attendees the opportunity to take part in dis-
cussion with the executive management and vote
on the resolutions submitted for approval by the
Board of Directors. KAMCO’s AGM for the year
ending December 31, 2017 was held alongside its
annual Shafafiyah (transparency) Investor’s Forum
2018 dedicated to supporting ethical and responsi-
ble decision making, while safeguarding the integri-
ty of financial reporting.

In addition to meeting statutory obligations and
the formalizing of board resolutions, the AGM and
the Shafafiyah Forum are pre-eminent events at
KAMCO, serving as platforms to review the
Company’s financial and operational per-
formance, while allowing for focused dis-
cussion and member engagement on the
future direction of the Company. The
AGM was an opportunity to review
KAMCO’s 2020 strategy in light of key
market movements in 2017, fiscal year
highlights and financial performance,
including the Company’s recent improve-
ments made to its digital offerings and in-
house operational efficiencies that have
enhanced KAMCO’s range of investment
solutions and client offerings.

Dividends
Shareholders approved all proposed resolutions

including the distribution of 5 percent cash divi-
dends at 5 fils per share for the fiscal year ending in
December 31, 2017. 

Maintaining stability amid volatility
During the AGM, KAMCO’s Vice Chairman,

Entisar Al-Suwaidi, reflected on both macroeco-
nomic and microscale events that moved markets
and shaped investor sentiments and activity at the
local, regional and international levels throughout
2017. Critical events included US tax reform
expected to spur momentum for economic growth,
the advancement of BREXIT negotiations and its
implications on both UK and EU financial markets,

rebalancing of OPEC and non-OPEC oil produc-
tion, geopolitical instability, and the upgraded sta-
tus Kuwait achieved in 2017 entering the FTSE
Russell Emerging Markets.

Financial year 2017 performance
Reviewing the operational results of the year,

Vice Chairman Al-Suwaidi reported, “KAMCO
recorded a net revenue of KD 9.6 million in 2017, an
increase of 16 percent as compared to KD 8.3 mil-
lion the previous year, while achieving targeted
growth in our investment activity across diverse
markets. Net profit attributable to the equity hold-
ers for the year stood at KD 1.14 million, compared
to last year’s profit of KD 1.27 million. KAMCO
recorded earnings per share of 4.80 fils, compared
to 5.36 fils in 2016. Fee Income reached KD 7.0 mil-
lion, an increase of 9 percent from KD 6.4 million
achieved in 2016. The Company continues to lead in

the asset management space, increasing Assets
Under Management (AUM) to KD 3.37 billion from
KD 3.20 billion during the same period in 2016.”

New regional headquarters
In discussing KAMCO’s growing regional reach

the Vice Chairman added, “We are very excited
about the possibilities that lie ahead, expanding our
reach along with our clientele and the dynamism of
the region through our first UAE office in the Dubai
International Financial Centre (DIFC). The office
will serve the Company’s growing international
client base, and will anchor us for deeper engage-
ment with emerging markets in the Middle East,
Africa and South Asia (MEASA).”

2017 — sustainability through value creation
Chief Executive Officer of KAMCO, Faisal

Mansour Sarkhou presented the Company’s 2017
performance at the Shafafiyah Forum, and reflected
on the Company’s strategic performance over the
year stating, “In an ever-changing economic land-
scape, our Company has maintained sustainable
returns over the long-term by leveraging our mar-
ket positioning as a local leader, with a solid
regional network, and a global outlook. This
approach is what gave us the flexibility to seize
opportunities for new growth over 2017, while
maintaining stewardship of our existing investments
and client relationships. Amid both real and per-
ceived market volatility over the year, we were
well-positioned to seize market opportunities, and
we did.” The CEO also highlighted the success of
KAMCO funds in light of their outperformance
over the year. The KAMCO Investment Fund (KIF),

which invests in select companies listed on
Boursa Kuwait was classified as the GCC’s
top performing equity fund based on YTD
returns, outperforming benchmarks at 21.4
percent YTD as of 31 December 2017.
Additionally, KAMCO’s GCC Opportunistic
Fund outperformed the S&P GCC
Composite benchmark with a return of 5.9
percent vs. -0.5 percent (as of 31 December
2017). The Firm has also achieved a strong
track record of 96 successful investment
banking transactions worth around $15.2 bil-
lion since inception, with three debt capital
market transactions amounting to around $1
billion during 2017. 

2018 Outlook
Discussing KAMCO’s strategic direction, the

CEO described KAMCO’s role as being a “firm
hand in the regional and international markets with
strategically executed investment banking activities
that should pave the way for KAMCO’s name to be
amongst the major regional and international
leagues.” He also expects KAMCO’s asset manage-
ment services are expected to continue growing as
the Company sets its sights on increasing market
share regionally.  Sarkhou highlighted the impor-
tance of remaining innovative in an increasingly
competitive marketplace that is fueled by technolo-
gy, “Harnessing technology will be a major focus of

the year ahead, as the financial and investment
industry continue to face both challenges and
immense opportunities with continual technological
advancements that help to achieve more productiv-
ity and greater overall efficiency, ultimately driving
a more engaging customer experience. We enter
2018 with a noticeably improved digital client inter-
face through the launch of our enhanced digital
Client Portal and website.”

In a summary of expectations for 2018, the CEO
assessed current market dynamics, stating “We
expect global economic growth rates to moderate
with the anticipation of additional rate hikes over
the year, making it more costly for corporates to
raise additional capital. The more cautious approach
from investors has created a narrowing of yield
spreads, and we assess this as a signal that good
news may have already been factored in the current
run up in markets. We will be monitoring changes in
key global centers-tax reforms in the US, economic
stability in Europe, commodity markets’ revival, and
emerging markets run up-all of which point towards
a positive trend in the near term.”

Sarkhou added, “Regionally, investment will be
shaped largely by indirect and direct activity sur-
rounding the oil sector and shifting energy dynam-
ics and the projects market. Although oil produc-
tion remains volatile due to reductions in supplies,

oil prices are up to their highest levels in 30
months, and demand for oil continues to be on the
rise in the US and Europe, particularly driven by
the transport sector. We see that the policy land-
scape in the GCC is in a crucial time of transition on
the fiscal and spending front, particularly with the
roll-out of VAT in all Gulf countries.”

He also said, “Public and private sector project
activity is anticipated to drive economic growth
rates in the region included investments in human
capital development. Listed companies in the GCC
continue to view corporate earnings as an indicator
of the robust projects market, supported by strong
balance sheets and fundamentals for banks and
companies in core investment sectors.”

Sarkhou emphasized that KAMCO will continue
offering a wide range of investment banking servic-
es in equity, debt, and advisory against the back-
drop of an improving operating environment in
which regulators persist with reforms taking on
higher standards of corporate governance and
transparency within the debt market.

The AGM rounded off with an outline of
KAMCO’s strategic direction moving forward.
Executive management, shareholders, and directors
reiterated commitment to KAMCO’s vision to be
the leading asset management, wealth management,
and investment banking provider in the region.

Booming online luxury goods sales 
convert watchmakers to the web 

Globalists buck US 
index fund trend

Global Finance awarded NBK ‘Best 
Private Banking Services’ in Kuwait2118 20

Cash dividends sustained at 5%; 5 fils per share

KAMCO holds AGM, Shafafiyah Investors Forum 
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KUWAIT: KAMCO Investment Company holds its Annual General Meeting (AGM) at the Chairman’s Club in KIPCO Tower yesterday.

AGM reviews 
fiscal year 2017 

performance

Qantas launches 
first direct flight 
from Australia 
to London
MELBOURNE: Australia’s first direct flight to
Britain took off yesterday from the western
city of Perth, cutting flying time roughly three
hours by skipping stopovers in Singapore or
the Middle East, Qantas officials said. The 17-
hour f l ight , operated by a Boeing 787-9
Dreamliner, will touch down in London at 5.05

a.m., having covered a distance of more than
9,000 miles (14,484 km).

It is the world’s second-longest flight after a
Qatar Airways service between Doha and
Auckland that covers 9,028 miles (14,529 km),
or just 19 miles (31 km) more than the stretch
from Perth to London. The flight marked a “his-
toric day for aviation”, said airl ine Chief
Executive Alan Joyce.

“From today it will be the first link between
Australia and Europe that has ever occurred
non-stop in aviation,” he told reporters at a
launch event. “We are so excited.”

About 730,000 British tourists visit Australia
every year and the new service could boost
interest in the state of Western Australia, often
overlooked in favor of the country’s east coast,
said Tourism Minister Steven Ciobo. “There will

be more opportunity than ever before for us to
continue to showcase and highlight all the very
best parts of Australia, including some of the
most magnificent and iconic parts of Western
Australia,” he said.

The service was a “game-changer”, said
Mena Rawlings, Britain’s high commissioner to
Australia.“To have the opportunity to get on a
plane at Heathrow and step out in Perth is just
phenomenally exciting and I’m sure we are going
to see lots and lots of people taking advantage of
that.”  Before the new service, the longest flight
to Britain was a journey of 7,275 miles (11,708
km) between Heathrow and Jakarta, operated by
Garuda Indonesia, the national carrier. Qantas
plans to introduce non-stop flights from
Australia’s east coast to Britain in the next few
years. — Reuters

PERTH: Qantas’ 787 Dreamliner takes off on its inaugural flight from Perth to London on
Saturday. — AFP
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convert watchmakers to the web 

EXCHANGE RATES

Bahrain Exchange Company

Al-Muzaini Exchange Co.

Dollarco Exchange Co. Ltd

ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.827
Indian Rupees 4.618
Pakistani Rupees 2.720
Srilankan Rupees 1.925
Nepali Rupees 2.901
Singapore Dollar 229.090
Hongkong Dollar 38.348
Bangladesh Taka 3.598
Philippine Peso 5.789
Thai Baht 9.654

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 80.267
Qatari Riyal 82.671
Omani Riyal 781.705
Bahraini Dinar 799.260
UAE Dirham 81.973

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 19.600
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 17.054
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.208
Tunisian Dinar 127.190
Jordanian Dinar 423.690
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 2.005
Syrian Lira 0.000
Morocco Dirham 33.311

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 300.800
Euro 370.440
Sterling Pound 422.920

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

British Pound 0.419533 0.427033
Czech Korune 0.006591 0.015891
Danish Krone 0.045776 0.050776
Euro 0. 365905 0.373405
Georgian Lari 0.136182 0.136182
Hungarian 0.001131 0.001321
Norwegian Krone 0.034780 0.039980
Romanian Leu 0.064123 0.080973
Russian ruble 0.005256 0.005256
Slovakia 0.008909 0.018909
Swedish Krona 0.032418 0.037418
Swiss Franc 0.311037 0.322037

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.223291 0.235291
New Zealand Dollar 0.211360 0.220860

America
Canadian Dollar 0.227789 0.236789
US Dollars 0.296200 0.300620
US Dollars Mint 0.296700 0.300620

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003185 0.003769

Chinese Yuan 0.046056 0.049556
Hong Kong Dollar 0.036509 0.039259
Indian Rupee 0.004130 0.004771
Indonesian Rupiah 0.000017 0.000023
Japanese Yen 0.002784 0.002964
Korean Won 0.000268 0.000283
Malaysian Ringgit 0.072722 0.078722
Nepalese Rupee 0.002996 0.003166
Pakistan Rupee 0.002451 0.002741
Philippine Peso 0.005657 0.005957
Singapore Dollar 0.223354 0.233354
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001602 0.002182
Taiwan 0.010303 0.010483
Thai Baht 0.009270 0.009820

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.789921 0.798421
Egyptian Pound 0.014058 0.019776
Iranian Riyal 0.000083 0.000084
Iraqi Dinar 0.000202 0.000262
Jordanian Dinar 0.418934 0.427934
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000154 0.000254
Moroccan Dirhams 0.023247 0.047247
Omani Riyal 0.773682 0.779362
Qatar Riyal 0.078195 0.083135
Saudi Riyal 0.078993 0.080293
Syrian Pound 0.001272 0.001492
Tunisian Dinar 0.121681 0.129681
Turkish Lira 0.070629 0.080929
UAE Dirhams 0.080335 0.082035
Yemeni Riyal 0.000976 0.001056

Rate for Transfer Selling Rate
US Dollar 300.050
Canadian Dollar 233.370
Sterling Pound 426.210
Euro 372.320
Swiss Frank 286.070
Bahrain Dinar 797.945
UAE Dirhams 82.095
Qatari Riyals 83.325
Saudi Riyals 80.910
Jordanian Dinar 424.475
Egyptian Pound 17.089
Sri Lankan Rupees 1.924
Indian Rupees 4.612
Pakistani Rupees 2.627
Bangladesh Taka 3.600
Philippines Pesso 5.762
Cyprus pound 17.860
Japanese Yen 3.835
Syrian Pound 1.584
Nepalese Rupees 2.882

Malaysian Ringgit 77.640
Chinese Yuan Renminbi 47.915
Thai Bhat 10.610
Turkish Lira 77.140

Canadian dollar 231.920
Turkish lira 77.130
Swiss Franc 316.630
Australian Dollar 232.970
US Dollar Buying 299.600

GOLD
20 Gram 260.520
10 Gram 133.180
5 Gram 67.430

BASEL: A boom in online luxury goods sales is finally con-
vincing high-end watchmakers, long skeptical that cus-
tomers would pay thousands to buy intricate timepieces
on the web, to step up their investments in e-commerce.
Courting younger shoppers, brands large and small are
joining an online push sweeping the luxury goods world,
where web sales are already major growth drivers for
fashion labels. 

“We didn’t realise the
speed at which millennials
would take to buying cars
or watches online,” said
Jean-Claude Biver, head of
LVMH’s watch business, in
an interview at the
Baselworld watch trade fair.
LVMH’s Tag Heuer, a label
long associated with motor
racing, is looking to fully
build out its own shoppable
sites over the next 18
months, Biver added. Tag
already operates online
stores in five countries including the United States and
Britain, and has a partnership in China with JD.com, the
company said.

LVMH sister brands Hublot and Zenith are yet to follow
suit. Many watchmakers have flirted with web sales,
though often through one-off collaborations with multi-
brand web retailers. Tech-savvy shoppers in Asia have
partly inspired a drive to do more - China overtook the
United States last year as the leading source of traffic to
luxury watch websites, according to consultancy DLG. 

And watchmakers have reasons to take control of their
online image, as websites run by unofficial resellers prolif-
erate.  “We want to reassure people, while taking into
account that today clients also might like to buy their
watch at home in the evening while they drink a glass of
wine,” said Jerome Biard, chief executive of Corum,

owned by China’s Citychamp. The Swiss brand’s first e-
commerce site will be fully operational in about two
months, Biard said. 

No taboos 
Web sales are expected to make up a quarter of all

global luxury goods sales by 2025, up from around 9 per-
cent last year, consultancy Bain & Co projects. There are

notable holdouts -
France’s Chanel shuns e-
commerce for its coveted
clothing, quilted hand-
bags or watches. 

Watchmaker Rolex,
owned by a private foun-
dation, is not known to
have any plans to build
its own online shop. But
others are stumping up
serious cash, betting on
online growth.
Richemont, owner of
Cartier and Baume &

Mercier, is offering up to 2.8 billion euros ($3.4 billion) for
full control of multi-brand site Yoox Net-a-Porter. “There
is no taboo with buying online anymore,” said Anish Bhatt,
a watch enthusiast with 1.7 million followers on Instagram
who works with brands such as Rolex, Richard Mille and
Chopard on social media campaigns. 

Watchmakers were long hobbled by the perception
sales could only happen in a certain environment, with
“shop assistants wearing silk gloves, while you sipped
champagne,” Bhatt added. 

Price limits?
Independent Swiss watchmaker Oris, Breitling, now

owned by private equity firm CVC, and RJ, formerly
known as Romain Jerome, have also confirmed plans to
expand online operations.  

The push still comes with caveats and limitations,
however.  “There are watch adjustments that require
customers to pass through a store,” said Jean-
Christophe Babin, CEO of LVMH’s Italian jeweller and
watchmaker Bulgari.

Bulgari already sells through its sites in the United
States, China, Japan and the United Kingdom, and is
rolling out e-commerce to all of Europe by year-end. It

aims to launch in Australia early in 2019. Bulgari sees
30,000-40,000 euros as the ceiling for the kind of watch-
es it would sell online, Babin added. Yet even those bound-
aries may one day shift. 

Mr Porter, a men’s style site run by Yoox Net-A-Porter,
this week launched the sale of its most expensive item yet,
a $480,000 watch made of sapphire by French label Bell
& Ross. —Reuters 

Web seen 
driving 25% of

luxury good 
sales by 2025
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Tag Heuer, Bulgari, others making more of a push online

BASEL: A man takes a picture in front of Swiss watchmaker Omega corner during the press day of the Baselworld
watch and jewelry fair in Basel.— AFP

Fed hike fails 
to lift dollar
KUWAIT: In what was a relatively eventful
week, the Federal Reserve marched on with
the first interest rate hike of 2018. The FOMC,
the committee in charge of setting US mone-
tary policy, raised the target range for the fed-
eral funds rate by a quarter point to 1.5-1.75
percent as it predicted inflation would accel-
erate in the coming months.

Regarding the Fed’s long term plan, the
updated dot plot indicated that three hikes are
predicted in 2019, as opposed to the two pre-
dicted back in December. In addition, policy-
makers foresaw two hikes in 2020, rather than
one. As a result, the projected terminal Fed
funds rate during the current tightening cycle
has been raised to around 3.5 percent up from
just over 3.0 percent back in December.

As for its views on the economy, the cen-
tral bank signaled increased confidence while
citing an improved growth rate of 2.7 percent
and 2.4 percent by 2018 and 2019, respec-
tively. Moreover, the updated unemployment
outlook included a drop to a figure of 3.6
percent in the next two years, the lowest
since the late 1960s and nearly 1 percentage
point below the Fed’s estimate of the longer
run jobless rate.

Despite the fact that the Federal Reserve
raised rates and upped its long-term target
rate, its policy outlook failed to reverse the US
dollar’s weakening trend. The dollar index
dropped to a 30-day low immediately after
the statement, and is now 3 percent lower
since the beginning of the year. The dollar also
notably lost 10 percent of its value against a
basket of currencies in 2017.

In a significant event towards the end of

the week, the Trump administration signaled
its intent to levy tariffs of 25 percent on up to
$60 billion in annual imports from China, rais-
ing fears of a trade war between the world’s
two largest economies. According to the US
Government, China has engaged in wide-
spread theft of American intellectual proper-
ty. The alleged practices range from counter-
feiting famous brands and stealing trade
secrets to pressuring companies to share
technology with Chinese companies to gain
access to China’s vast market. US officials
were said to find strong evidence that China
uses foreign-ownership restrictions to com-
pel American companies to switch technology
to local firms and that China supports and
conducts cyber-attacks on US companies to
access trade secrets.

The tariff is to be imposed as punishment
after China’s efforts to improve its intellectual
property framework was deemed not fast
enough. Furthermore, the $60 billion figure is
based on US estimates of the lost corporate
earnings caused by China’s alleged IP theft or
forced technology transfers.  Trump cited that
Beijing had for decades unfairly acquired US
intellectual property and needed to pay the
price. Trump added that the tariffs would
“make us a much stronger, richer nation”.
They would also help address the US’s $375
billion trade deficit with China, he added, call-
ing it “the largest deficit of any country in the
history of our world. It is out of control.”

Hours later, China returned the favor by
announcing a plan to impose its own tariffs
on US imports worth up to only $3 billion. It
is important to note however, that this reac-
tion is said to be a response to the previous-
ly announced steel and aluminum tariffs by
the US. Observers have described China’s
reaction as restrained in an effort to avoid a
trade war.

Nevertheless, prospects of a trade war did
not sit well with investors. The Dow Jones
Industrial Average lost 700 points while the
S&P 500 dropped 2.5 percent after a sell-off
was triggered. On the other hand, demand for
safe assets increased. The US 10-year yield
retreated towards 2.8 percent while the Yen
broke the 105 level for the first time since
Trump was elected as President.

Also taking place last week was the G20
summit, where financial decision-makers from
all over the world stressed over the impor-
tance of free trade. In a time where the United
States is moving towards trade protectionism
practices, world leaders of the largest 20
economies warned over the dangers that a
potential trade war carries. “The first risk is
the risk of inward looking policies and pro-
tectionism,” European Commissioner for
Economic and Financial  Affairs Pierre
Moscovici told reporters after the first day
of talks. Protectionism could damage
growth, he added.

On the foreign exchange front, the Euro
started the week off with a bang thanks to rel-
atively smoother Brexit negotiations. However,
a sharp decline in the ZEW Indicator of
Economic Sentiment for Germany put a
damper on the single currency’s rise as it
reached a 20-day low of 1.2237. ZEW
President commented on the survey saying:
“Concerns over a US-led global trade conflict
have made the experts more cautious in their
prognoses. The strong euro is also hampering
the economic outlook for Germany, a nation
reliant on exports. Combined with the experts’
continued positive assessment of the current
situation, however, the outlook is still largely
positive.” Nevertheless, the Euro rose on the
back of a weak dollar towards the end of the
week, ending it higher at 1.2351.

The sterling pound benefited from a slew

of positive news last week. The pound got its
first boost after the UK and the EU reached
an initial agreement over Brexit. Later during
the week, wage data lifted the pound against a
weakening dollar as the latter lost ground
across the board. The GBPUSD pair opened
the week at 1.3930 and closed it 1.5 percent
higher at 1.4132.

UK & Europe
Meanwhile in Europe, the UK and the EU

have finally agreed on initial terms over Brexit.
Negotiators from both sides described the
deal as a “decisive step” in the Brexit process.
The agreement will serve to oversee the
“orderly withdrawal” of the UK during the
transitional period, which is defined as lasting
from March 2019 until December 2020. As a
result, markets traded the pound higher as
sentiments regarding the pound were lifted.

In the UK, the BOE held interest rates at
their current levels during its meeting last
week, although the vote was split 7-2. The
central bank is strongly expected to imple-
ment the next hike during its May meeting,
with confidence levels reaching 86 percent.
Furthermore, the Monetary Policy Committee
maintained its pledge that any future rate rises
“were likely to be at a gradual pace and to a

limited extent”, a commitment that has per-
suaded financial markets not to expect more
than two rate rises this year.

Meanwhile, employment figures in the UK
comfortably beat expectations. The unem-
ployment rate fell to 4.3 percent while total
pay gains rose to 2.8 percent in the three
months to January. That data beat the consen-
sus of 2.6 percent.

On the other hand, headline inflation in the
UK slowed down to 2.7 percent this February
from January’s 3 percent. The figure was
slightly below the median estimate as well as
below the 2.9 percent projected in the BOE’s
February inflation report. Core inflation also
slowed in February, to 2.4 percent from 2.7
percent in January. The slowdown reflects the
diminishing impact of previous declines in
sterling. The fall in sterling, driven by Brexit,
has pushed inflation up for the last 18 months.
Categories which are sensitive to the
exchange rate such as food, fuel and recre-
ational goods contributed negatively to the
change in the headline rate.

Kuwait
Kuwaiti dinar
The USDKWD opened at 0.29945 yesterday
morning. 
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Globalists buck US index fund trend
Wall Street Week Ahead

NEW YORK: Volatility in US equity markets
this year is pushing investors not only to invest
in stocks abroad, but also to commit their mon-
ey to an even more foreign place: the hands of
stockpickers rather than index funds. A near
decade of gains in US stock prices has left
investors on edge about the prospect that any-
thing could end the party, including the
prospect of interest rate rises under new Federal
Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell or a misstep
by one of the market’s darlings. For instance, the
9.2 percent two-day slide of Facebook Inc earli-
er this week, which wiped out $50 billion in its
market capitalization, underscored the risks to

market leaders in the technology sector after
the social media company faced questions from
regulators and politicians about how its users’
personal data was mined by a political consul-
tancy hired by Donald Trump’s presidential
campaign. 

Josh Shores, principal at Southeastern Asset
Management Inc, said the time is ripe to look
outside the United States as valuations are more
attractive overseas relative to their risks. “At the
end of an almost 10-year bull up-cycle where
the US, and growth and passive have really
dominated,” he said, “we feel good about being
positioned the other way from here.” Small

wonder.  Stockpickers focused on investment
abroad have been huge beneficiaries of new
investor cash as many have beaten their bench-
marks. Those funds are on course to post their
second straight year of inflows even as their US
counterparts face the sting of investor flight to
lower-cost index funds. Actively managed non-
US stock funds have already attracted $19.4 bil-
lion in 2018, far surpassing outflows at the same
time last year, and nearing the $23.5 billion total
for all of 2017, according to Thomson Reuters’
Lipper research unit. Their passively managed
rivals have taken in $45.6 billion so far this year,
through February. In 2017, 50.8 percent of “for-

eign large blend” funds tracked by Morningstar
Inc beat their index-tracking rivals, while 59.1
percent of diversified emerging market funds
succeeded, in both cases improving their less
impressive long-term track record. The volatile
start to 2018 for US stock prices is giving
investors all the more reason to defang portfo-
lios heavily weighted towards technology giants.
Facebook accounts for about 2.0 percent of an
S&P 500 index fund’s return. 

“Tech is not a heavy benchmark constituent
in our part of the world,” said Thomas
Melendez, manager of the $11 billion MFS
International Diversification Fund, whose per-

formance has bested most rivals over the last
decade, according to Lipper. 

‘IT’S MORE THAN FACEBOOK’ More cash
to manage would be a boon to investors includ-
ing Fabio Paolini, a portfolio manager on the
AMG Managers Pictet International Fund ,
which has turned in stronger performance than
its peers and index over the past three years.
Pictet Asset Management SA manages $197 bil-
lion. Paolini and other investors focused outside
the United States see places where they can put
the cash to work with bargain-priced, all-
weather companies that will grow even if the
economy stalls. — Reuters
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Landmark Group 
in exclusive 
Shukran partnership 
with Careem
DUBAI: Shukran, Landmark Group’s largest loyalty pro-
gram, has partnered with Careem - the MENA, Turkey
and Pakistan region’s leading ride-hailing app to offer
passengers attractive incentives. 

As part of the partnership, Careem travelers can link
their accounts with Shukran rewards and earn 1.5 per
cent back as Shukran points each time they travel with
Careem. Shukran members will be able to earn double
Shukran points redeemable for over a million products
across 50 brands in the region until March 31st, 2018. 

This partnership benefits members of Shukran as well
as Careem, allowing the services to attract and retain its
membership by providing great incentives. Vipen Sethi,
Group Director and Board Member, Landmark Group,
said: “Bringing value to our customers remains our top
priority. Shukran has become an integral part of our cus-
tomer-centric business philosophy and we are excited to
provide a unique experience to our members through
this partnership.

Adib Samara, Head of Partnerships, Careem, said: “As
a tech company, we’re always looking for innovative
ways to use our knowledge of the region to deliver sig-
nificant value to our customers and we hope to do the
same through this partnership.” Landmark Group’s part-
nership with Careem is the latest addition to its growing
list of partners, further strengthening its proposition of
offering endless possibilities to its members. Shukran has
become a household name and a lifestyle brand offering
rewards for more than just shopping. Together through
this digitally driven partnership, member earnings
improve twofold, through their Careem ride and shop-
ping at their most favorite brands

KUWAIT: National Bank of Kuwait (NBK) has been
awarded the “Best Private Banking Services for 2018”
in Kuwait , in Global
Finance’s Annual
Survey on top global
banks in wealth man-
agement and private
banking services, for
the second consecutive
year.

Mahmoud Ezzedine,
NBK’s Deputy General
Manager, Private
Banking Group, Said
“Global Finance’s Annual
Survey data was com-
piled from the industry’s experts and analysts worldwide. 

“Awarding NBK the title of “Best Private Banking

Services” in Kuwait for the fourth consecutive year
reflects the constant confidence the customers vest in

NBK and their appreci-
ation of the superb
quality of its services
and products,” said
Ezzedine. “This award is
another testimony of
NBK’s leading position
as the highest-rated
bank in the Middle East
and among the 50 safest
banks in the world.”

Ezzedine added “the
excel lent, strong and
durable relationships

NBK has always maintained with its high net-worth
customers, enabled the bank to assume a unique and

leading position in the field of wealth management
and private banking on both local and regional mar-
kets. NBK also succeeded in maintaining the highest
service quality standards while consistently endeav-
oring to provide the most innovative spectrum of
investment and wealth management products and
solutions to satisfy the increasingly changing needs of
customers.” 

“Thanks to its largest local and international net-
work strategically located in the major world financial
centers, NBK has always maintained a dominant and
advanced position to provide the best banking and
investment solutions that covers a wide range of inter-
national markets, taking into consideration the specific
profile of each and every customer,” noted Ezzedine.

“I take this opportunity to express my sincere
thanks and gratitude to both the trust of NBK clients
as well as the invaluable efforts of the Private Banking

team at NBK that enabled the bank to win such a
prestigious title,” said Ezzedine. 

Global Finance awarded NBK ‘Best 
Private Banking Services’ in Kuwait

Award reflects the confidence private banking customers vest in NBK

Honor for the 
fourth year

in a row

Mahmoud Ezzedine

KFH launches 
Visa Signature 
credit card with 
enhanced benefits
KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance House (KFH) has launched
KFH Visa Signature credit card with enhanced benefits
to customers as part of its efforts to continually expand
its products and services to meet the modern lifestyle
needs of its customers while offering them a wide array
of rewards and sought-after benefits.

Group Chief Retail and Private Banking Officer at
KFH, Waleed Khaled Mandani said: “The “KFH” Visa
Signature credit card offers customers a unique experi-
ence for enjoying a world of exclusive privileges, luxury
and convenience that are carefully selected and tailored
to suit their lifestyle.” 

Mandani’s statement was made on the sidelines of
the KFH Visa Signature credit card launching ceremony
held at KFH headquarters in the presence of KFH
Group General Manager Retail Banking, Fadi Chalouhi,
Group Deputy General Manager Cards, Nimer Yasin
and Visa officials. 

Mandani pointed out that the KFH Visa Signature
Credit Card comes with Chip and Contactless ‘Visa
payWave’ technology enabling customers to make pay-
ments easily and safely with advanced security features
and highest international standards, indicating KFH’s
strategy revolves around embracing technological
innovation and utilizing it for the best interest of cus-
tomers especially that technology is paramount to
superior customer service.

He added that KFH Visa Signature Credit Card
comes with a world of special privileges in rewards,
travel, dining, shopping, concierge and protection
services with the highest standards of comfort and
safety levels.

With “KFH” Visa Signature credit cardholders can
enjoy unlimited free access to more than 900 airport
lounges worldwide. Customers simply present their
Card at the Lounge Key program participating lounge
and enjoy complimentary access. Furthermore, the
card offers comprehensive multi-trip travel insurance
for customers and their family when they travel out-
side Kuwait with travel insurance coverage of up to
US$ 500,000.  With KFH Visa Signature credit card-
holders will also get special offers at over 900 of the
world’s most prestigious hotels with the Visa Luxury
Hotel Collection.

He said that on top of all the above benefits, KFH

Visa Signature Credit cardholders are eligible to get
up to 3 percent cashback on their monthly spends. 

“This new Visa Signature credit card offers KFH
cardholders peace of mind during their travels, know-
ing the card is accepted worldwide, and with our
patented contactless payWave contactless technolo-
gy, the cardholder’s experience becomes even faster,
simpler and seamless. This latest offering to our card-
holders in Kuwait stands as the latest example of our
commitment to an improved and distinguished cus-
tomer experience, and to helping accelerate digital
payments adoption in the country,” added Shashank
Singh, Visa’s General Manager for Kuwait, Bahrain and
Oman. 

Customers are invited to visit kfh.com/visasigna-
ture or call Allo Baitak 180 3333 to get more informa-
tion on this exclusive Cashback benefit and other Visa
Signature benefits.

Waleed Mandani, Fadi Chalouhi and Nimr Yasin with Visa officials launching KFH Visa Signature
credit card

Splash announces 
grand winners of its 
25th Anniversary 
celebrations
KUWAIT: Splash, Middle East’s largest fast fashion
retailer, recently announced the names of winners of its
25th Anniversary celebrations. Kicking off the celebra-
tions in glamour, Splash partnered with BMW to offer
25 eye-catching 520i 2018 model cars in Kuwait,
United Arab Emirates, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Qatar,
Bahrain and Oman. 

The BMW promotion started from 24th January
2018 - 3rd March 2018 with the Raffle draw taking
place on 8 March at the Splash store in the Avenues
where the two winners from Kuwait were announced.
Abu Stait Hamdi Ibrahim Mohammad and Nourah
Fahad Farhan drove away the two BMW 520i.

Speaking on the brand turning 25, Raza Beig, CEO,
Splash & ICONIC, said “2018 is a testament to how
hard-work and determination make dreams come true
and the entire team is proud of this achievement. Beig
added, Fashion is about change and the industry has
significantly evolved in the last two decades and in this
world of change, Splash, UAE’s home-grown fast fash-
ion retailer turns 25. An extraordinary journey of cele-
brations and success, trials & triumphs, we have lived
each moment with our valued customers, partners &
stakeholders.

Commenting on Splash and the promotion, Saibal
Basu, Chief Operating Officer of Landmark Group,
Kuwait said, “I would like to congratulate the two lucky

winners from Kuwait and the rest of the winners from
the GCC. This campaign reinforces our commitment to
our customers by bringing the entire brand experience
of 25 years of fashion to life. We will continue connect-
ing with the sensibilities of the fashion-savvy Middle
Eastern consumer and build a positive response.”

The promotion entitled customers who shopped
for 12 Kuwaiti dinars worth of trendy purchases from
Splash, to participate in a raffle draw. Twenty 25
lucky winners from the GCC became proud owners of
the cars.  Headquartered in Dubai, Splash started as a
single brand store in Sharjah, it has now grown to
over 200 stores and 50 brand stores across 13 coun-
tries. In Kuwait, Splash is available at all Centrepoint
Stores in Al-Rai, Avenues, Salmiya, Fintas, Jahra,
Fahaheel, Sulaibhikhat, Kuwait City, Khaitan and
Hawally and at the standalone branch in Salam Mall
and The Avenues - Phase II. 

Burgan Bank
announces winners of
Yawmi account draw

KUWAIT: Burgan Bank, the second largest in terms of
assets, announced yesterday the names of the daily
draw winners of its Yawmi account draw, each taking
home a cash-prize of KD 5,000.

The lucky winners are: 
1. Sanaa Abdulaziz Mubarak bin Naser
2. Mohammad Mahmoud Alsayed Shuair
3. Danah Anwar Habeeb Behbehani
4. Abdullah Hasan Abdullah Alsabti
5. Thangarasu Singaraselu Uhangarasu
In addition to the daily draw, Burgan Bank also

offers a quarterly draw with more chances to win
higher rewards, offering the chance to one lucky cus-
tomer to win KD 125,000 every three months. The
Yawmi Account offers daily and quarterly draws,
wherein the quarterly draw requires customers to
maintain a minimum amount of KD 500 in their
account for two months prior to the draw date.
Additionally, every KD 10 in the account will entitle
customers to one chance of winning.  If the account
balance is KD 500 and above, the account holder will
be qualified for both the quarterly and daily draws.  

Burgan Bank encourages everyone to open a
Yawmi account and/or increase their deposit to
maximize their chances of becoming a winner. The
higher the level of the deposit, the higher the likeli-
hood to win. 

CBK announces 
winners of 
Al-Najma Account
KUWAIT: Commercial Bank of Kuwait held the daily
draw on “Al-Najma Account” yesterday at the Bank’s
head office to select five winners to win a cash prize
of KD 7,000 for each. The draw was held in the pres-
ence of Latifa Al-Jiaan, representative of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry. The following names were
announced as winners of the prizes:

1. Faisal Faraj Al-Khudhari
2. Philippa Mansour Abi Chaker
3. Luai Radhi Abu Jaish
4. Najah Kadhem Al-Eissa
5. Ivan Gabriel Dsilva

Al-Najma Account allows its customers to win a
daily prize of KD 7,000 which is the highest daily
prize in Kuwait. In addition, the Account  offers quar-
terly draws that provide customers with opportunity
to get their dreams turned to reality by winning great
prizes starting from KD 100,000 for the first quarter
escalating thereafter by KD 50 thousand for each
quarter to reach KD 250,000 in the last quarter.
Customers can enjoy additional benefits including
obtaining ATM card and a credit card against the
customer’s account along with enjoying all other
banking services.

The Bank congratulates all the lucky winners and
draws their attention that the cash prizes will be
credited into their accounts with the Bank. Further,
the Bank appreciates the Ministry of Commerce &
Industry’s significant role and its continuous cooper-
ation and effective supervision on the draw that was
smoothly and transparently organized.
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Americans less likely 
to trust Facebook 
than rivals on data 
NEW YORK/SAN FRANCISCO: Fewer than half of Americans
trust Facebook to obey US privacy laws, according to a
Reuters/Ipsos poll released yesterday, illustrating the challenge
facing the social media network after a scandal over its handling
of personal information. The poll, taken Wednesday through
Friday, also found that fewer Americans trust Facebook than other
tech companies that gather user data, such as Apple Inc, Alphabet
Inc’s Google, Amazon.com Inc, Microsoft Corp and Yahoo. 

Some 41 percent of Americans trust Facebook to obey laws
that protect their personal information, compared with 66 percent
who said they trust Amazon, 62 percent who trust Google, 60 per-
cent for Microsoft and 47 percent for Yahoo. The Reuters/Ipsos
poll was conducted online in English throughout the United States.
It gathered responses from 2,237 people and has a credibility
interval, a measure of accuracy, of 2 percentage points. 

Facebook, the world’s largest social media firm, has been
offering apologies as it tries to repair its reputation among
users, advertisers, lawmakers and investors for mistakes that let
50 million users’ data get into the hands of political consultancy
Cambridge Analytica. Facebook shares tumbled 14 percent last
week, while the hashtag #DeleteFacebook gained traction
online and the company’s chief executive officer, Mark
Zuckerberg, faced demands that he appear before US lawmak-
ers to testify in a hearing. 

Zuckerberg and Facebook’s chief operating officer, Sheryl
Sandberg, said last week that shoring up trust was their priority.
“We know this is an issue of trust. We know this is a critical
moment for our company,” Sandberg told CNBC on Thursday. It
is too early to say if distrust will cause people to step back from
Facebook, eMarketer analyst Debra Williamson said.  Customers
of banks or other industries do not necessarily quit after losing
faith, she said. 

“It’s psychologically harder to let go of a platform like
Facebook that’s become pretty well ingrained into people’s
lives,” she said.  One reason that Facebook and other internet
companies collect personal information from users is to deliver
advertisements for products and services to people who are
most likely to want them. Facebook, with more than 2 billion
monthly active users, made almost all its $40.6 billion in revenue
last year from advertising.  The poll found that many people take
a dim view of those “targeted” advertisements. 

Some 63 percent said they would like to see “less targeted
advertising” in the future, while 9 percent said they wanted
more. When asked to compare them with traditional forms of
advertising, 41 percent said targeted ads are “worse” while 21
percent said they are “better.” 

“I think they make a lot of assumptions that are not true,”
poll respondent Maria Curran, 56, who lives near Manchester,
New Hampshire, said in a follow-up interview. “It’s like if I show
an interest in healthy eating, all of a sudden all of the ads are
about weight control and exercise and how to lose weight. I just
get inundated,” she said. 

Curran said she knows online retailer Amazon.com also col-
lects her information for targeted marketing, but that it is less
annoying because it is a shopping site, not a place for personal
conversations. Another poll respondent, Kamaal Greene, 26, said
he likes targeted ads better than traditional ones because they
provide a service, steering him to products he wants. 

“A while ago I was looking for a special kind of glove for
my job,” said Greene, a firefighter from Detroit. “I put it in
my Amazon cart and forgot about it. Then, later, the ad
popped up on ... Facebook, and I was like ‘oh shoot.’ It
reminded me and I clicked on it and bought it.” A plurality of
adults said they would like the government to take a bigger
role in overseeing the industry’s handling of user informa-
tion. According to the poll, 46 percent of adults said they
want more government regulation, while 17 percent said
they want less. —Reuters

The use of drones is still in its infancy in West Africa

In Ivory Coast, ‘drone academy’ 
offers youth the chance to soar

ABIDJAN: “Drones have become my passion,” says
Noursely Doumbia, who holds a degree in electronics
and is currently learning to pilot drones as part of a pio-
neering program in Ivory Coast’s economic capital
Abidjan. The training is being offered at a new “drone
academy” which has been set up by the Ivorian
Electricity Company (CIE) in order to revolutionize the
inspection of its infrastructure and ultimately to reduce
costs. 

Although common in Europe, the use of drones is still
in its infancy in West Africa although the commercial
market for unmanned aircraft is expanding. The aim is for
CIE-which is majority-owned by France’s Eranove
Group, a key provider of water and electricity in West
Africa-to train around 20 local pilots to inspect its high-
voltage lines which criss-cross the country, stretching
more than 25,000 kilo-
meters. 

Slashing inspection times 
“We have a lot of

problems with vegetation,
we need to clear it all the
time and it’s difficult
because it’s all across the
whole country,” explains
Benjamin Mathon, a pilot
who is in charge of CIE’s
drone and youth training
program. Dirt tracks that
are impassable following
heavy rain, widespread areas of lush tropical vegetation
and a patchy road network often conspire to make
access to electricity pylons difficult in a country which
covers 322,000 square kilometers — nearly two-thirds
the area of France. After overflying an area with a drone
equipped with cameras and thermal and laser sensors,
“we use artificial intelligence programs which analyze
the images for any defects, a rusty bolt on a pylon, a
damaged cable,” explains Mathon.

“The drone allows us to analyze a large number of

lines in a short space of time, across great distances,” he
says. Not only do students learn how to fly drones, as
well as how to assemble and repair them, but are they
also trained to use different software packages for ana-
lyzing the images and resulting data, as well as geo-
localization and mapping. “This is a major technological
leap forward for CIE” and its 4,500 employees, says CIE
Director General Dominique Kakou. 

The drones enable CIE to “to inspect our infrastruc-
ture and ensure its safety in a much more pinpointed
way, and also to optimize our costs and expenses,” he
says. Before now, all inspections were done by helicopter
or by teams on the ground, Mathon explains. “Using heli-
copters is expensive, and on foot, you have to send out
teams to areas which can be difficult to reach, which can
create problems.”

Immediate cost 
savings 

The financial savings
are undeniable: the cost
of purchasing a helicop-
ter is around 500,000
euros, with each one
hour flight costing anoth-
er 1,200 euros. A drone,
however, costs between
2,000 and 100,000
euros to buy, its upkeep
is simple and flight costs
are negligible. The com-

pany is hoping to improve its quality of service by
reducing the average length of power outages-which are
still relatively frequent in parts of the country-for its 1.3
million customers in Ivory Coast. 

And it hopes to do the same for its customer base in
neighbouring Ghana, Togo, Benin, Burkina Faso and Mali.
Since 2011, following a decade of political and military
crisis, Ivory Coast has invested heavily in rebuilding its
electricity grid, with the authorities planning to plough
another 16 billion euros into the sector by 2030. “The

electricity sector is evolving very fast, we must adopt
new technologies and innovation,” said Kakou who says
the company has already invested in electronic payment
schemes and solar energy.

Window on tomorrow 
But the drone academy is not just serving the electric-

ity sector: it is open to any business in West Africa which
could benefit from the technology, from farming to min-

ing, says Paul Ginies, director of the Centre for Electrical
Professions, CIE’s training division. “These new profes-
sions provide a way in for young people,” he says.  “I’m
sure that young Africans are going to grab hold of this
and surprise us by developing applications which we
have not thought of. It’s their generation.” Alice Kouadio,
another trainee pilot from the first group of students, has
no doubt. “The world is a drone, it’s the promise of
tomorrow.” —AFP

Major 
technological
leap forward

BINGERVILLE: In this file photo taken on July 10, 2017 an employee of the Ivorian Electricity company (CIE)
pilots a drone that ensures the monitoring of the high voltage electric network at the Centre des Metiers de
l’Electricite (Electricity Professional Center)

AI, Robo Hunters,
displacing legacy
Cybersecurity 
solutions

The convergence between operational and digital
technologies is well underway, being driven by the
use cases around Internet of Things. Digitally

enabling both new and old machines, devices, sensors, and
other objects with connectivity, provides benefits not real-
ized before. Real-life and real-time data is much more
accessible on the edge of the network and can be rapidly
processed to give business insights and business benefit.
This result in increased productivity, reduced operational
costs, higher levels of safety, and overall better decision
making, amongst others.

While the gains are widespread and adoption is
increasing in an exponential fashion, there is a downside to
this rapidly snowballing trend. The fact is many sensor
manufacturers are just not doing enough to secure their
products by not including encryption in the product devel-
opment stage. Since sensors are light weight objects with
a low footprint, adding on additional security at a later
stage may not be feasible.

This inherent deficiency of large-scale object-based
networks in the future, is going to drive the creation of
deception technologies, to confuse intrusive malware
through the presence of real and fake user identities.

Transformative scale-out converged networks, including
supervisory control and data acquisition control system
architectures or SCADA, operational technologies, and
wider IoT infrastructure, will see huge security gains
through the presence of deception technologies. 

Cyber security defenses
Deception technologies create thousands of fake, user

credential in conjunction with real user-identities. Once a
threat actor is inside an organization’s network, they are
unable to distinguish between real and fake user identity
credentials. Since there are many more fake user identity
credentials distributed, the probability of engaging with a
fake user identity credential and triggering an intrusion
alert is much higher. Afterwards an incident response alert
and action are then initiated. The large number of fake cre-
dentials generated through deception technologies also
facilitate pattern tracking. This allows internal teams to
recreate the pattern of attack and point of entry.

To further strengthen their cyber security defenses,
digitally transformative organizations will begin to tap the
power of artificial intelligence and machine learning, to
secure their networks. While these buzzwords are already
in place, they have been defined by programmer-built
algorithms, limiting the amount of self-learning. Machine
learning applied to cybersecurity has traditionally been
driven by algorithms that give instructions on the types of
malware and their associated behavior inside internal net-
works. Now machine learning will be replaced by deep
learning applied to cyber security.

With deep learning techniques, cyber security applica-
tions are aided by self-learning technologies. User behav-
ior is monitored over a period of time using deep learning
technologies, and a user behavior profile is established.

This profile is a dynamic one
and deep learning technolo-
gies continue to add usage
patterns, til l  the profile
becomes intrinsic to a par-
ticular user. Deep learning
applications develop highly
granular patterns and analy-
sis of end user activities. 

The presence of a threat
actor inside a network using
an assumed credential, will
have a deviant user pattern.
This divergent pattern of
accessing the network, mon-
itored by behavioral analyt-
ics, will trigger a security
remediation alert without
delay. Examples of such
proactive and rapid
approach to securing convergent and transformative net-
works, will take behavioral analytics applied to cyber
security to a new level. With these intuitive gains around
the corner, cyber security vendors will continue to inte-
grate deep learning technologies into their products in the
year ahead.

Artificial intelligence technologies will also create a
new generation of proactive and defensive cyber security
products called Robo-hunters. Enabled by artificial intelli-
gence, Robo-hunters are automated threat-seekers that
scan an organization’s environment for potential threats.
Since they are built on predictive behavioral analytics,
they have available a baseline of normal network activity
behavior.

Ride-hailing apps 
run Indonesian 
tuk-tuks off road
JAKARTA: Auto-rickshaw driver Zainuddin used to make
decent money navigating Jakarta’s congested roads and narrow
alleyways. But now US-based Uber, Google-backed Go-Jek
and Singapore’s Grab are locked in a race for ride-hailing app
supremacy in Southeast Asia’s biggest economy, denting the
fortunes of traditional three-wheeled bajaj taxis that once ruled
Indonesia’s roads.

“Our income has fallen between 70 and 80 percent since
ride-hailing apps came on the scene,” said Zainuddin, who like
many Indonesians goes by one name. There were some 14,000
bajaj on Indonesia’s roads by 2015, according to the latest offi-
cial figures. By contrast, Go-Jek alone claims 900,000 drivers
and some 15 million weekly active users. It launched in 2010.
Google and Singapore’s sovereign wealth fund Temasek have
announced investments in Go-Jek, which has been valued at as
much as $5 billion although it’s little known outside Asia.
Southeast Asia’s ride-hailing market more than doubled in two
years to some $5 billion in 2017 and it’s expected to reach $20
billion by 2025, with Indonesia set to account for some 40 per-
cent of it, according to research done by Google and Temasek.

Go-Jek, which also reportedly won funding from Chinese
internet giant Tencent, has said it is mulling an initial public
offering as it looks to grow in Indonesia and beyond. That could
inflate its army of motorcycle taxis, private cars and other serv-
ices-from massage and house cleaning to grocery shopping and
package deliveries-all available at users’ fingertips. Dragging
behind its regional rivals, Uber is reportedly selling parts of its
Southeast Asian operations to rival Grab in exchange for a stake
in the Singaporean company.

No more haggling 
The ride-hailing trio offer fixed-price rides that take hag-

gling out of the equation, a welcome change for former bajaj
customer Tetty Iskandar. “I haven’t taken a bajaj in years,”
said the 35-year-old housewife, who used to ride the three-
wheelers to go grocery shopping. “You had to bargain with

the drivers to get cheap fares. And you would already have
done bargaining a lot in the market. Sometimes I felt so tired
and just wanted to get home.” The vast archipelago of some
260 million people has a relatively low per-capita car owner-
ship rate. And vehicle owners often choose to leave their ride
at home, opting instead for a fixed-price motorcycle that can
zip through Jakarta’s epic traffic congestion-at a bargain-
basement prices. That is threatening bajaj-not to mention
regular cabs and ubiquitous motorbike taxis known as ojek-
which arrived in Indonesia during the 1970s. 

The motorized rickshaw quickly made inroads under its
namesake company, which hailed from India. The name bajaj is
now inked into Jakarta’s lexicon after supplanting traditional
bicycle taxis. A distinctive blue model of the vehicle is still a
common sight and while pollution-spewing older models are
outlawed, some still ply the narrow alleyways of Indonesia’s
sprawling capital. Government efforts to reduce traffic snarls by

reintroducing bicycle taxis could further chip away at the mar-
ket share of bajaj, which cannot operate on highways and cer-
tain busy streets.

‘Nostalgic feeling’ 
Still, bajaj backers point out that the little tuk-tuks are safer

than motorcycles which have higher injury and fatality rates.
“They are still a very useful means of transport when you have
to go through small alleys and roads in Jakarta,” said Danang
Parikesit, president of the think tank Indonesia Transportation
Society. For some, sitting in a tuk-tuk as it teeters and rumbles
over Jakarta’s roads offers a connection to an older way of life.
“Riding bajaj has a unique sensation, a nostalgic feeling,” said
faithful customer Budiyanto. In central Jakarta, bajaj line a curb,
their drivers smoking or sleeping as swarms of motorbike driv-
ers sporting Go-Jek or Grab windbreakers zip by on their way
to collect customers. —AFP

Mechelle Buys Du Plessis,
Managing Director - UAE,

Dimension Data

An Indonesian tuk-tuk
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BETHESDA: In the winter of 2013, Sue Scott, then 36, had
already planned her own funeral. Her cervical cancer was
spreading fast. Multiple rounds of chemotherapy, radiation and
surgery had all failed. Tumors were invading her liver and
colon, and squeezing her ureters.  Her last chance was to enroll
in an experimental trial in which doctors were trying to partial-
ly replace patients’ immune systems with T-cells that would
specifically attack cancers caused by the human papillo-
mavirus (HPV), a common sexually transmitted infection.

Within a few months, her tumors completely disappeared.
This March, she celebrated five years cancer-free and accord-
ing to her doctors appears to be fully cured. “One of the
biggest rewards is being a source of hope, and being an ear for
other people,” said Scott, who works as a realtor in
Washington and advocates for cancer patients in her free time.

The trial at the National
Institutes of Health Clinical
Center, a US government-
funded research hospital,
was a breakthrough
because it offered the first
evidence that immunothera-
py, which has already seen
some success in blood can-
cers and melanoma, could
work against cervical can-
cer. A closer examination of
why Scott’s cells worked so
well has also led to a new
discovery that may be help-
ful in killing other kinds of solid tumors. 

Lead investigator Christian Hinrichs of the National Cancer
Institute told Scott the news at her follow-up visit to the NIH in
February. “Straight out of you, we got that gene sequence and
now we can put it in anyone’s cells and make their cells attack
cancer the same way,” he said. “So that is something we are
working on, trying to bring it to the clinic to see if it will work.”

Doctor survived cancer 
The trial was unusual in another way, too. Hinrichs, 46, is a

cancer survivor himself. He had an ocular melanoma, a rare
kind of cancer that affects six in every one million people. The
small, cancerous spot was discovered in his right eye when he
was in his late 20s, then a young cancer surgeon at the start of
a promising career. He underwent nearly a dozen radiation and
laser treatments, each time believing the cancer was gone. But

it always came back. Finally, the only choice was to remove the
affected eye, a surgery he underwent in 2005. “Having experi-
enced cancer and having worried about it coming back influ-
ences how you do research,” Hinrichs told AFP. “I really wanted
treatments where if the cancer came back, we would have a
solution to that problem.”

Seeking a target 
A person’s immune system will naturally try to kill off any

invader, including cancer, but usually falls short because
tumors can mutate, hide, or simply overpower the white blood
cells that lead the attack, known as T-cells. Immunotherapies
that have seen widespread success, such as chimeric antigen
receptor (CAR-T) cell therapies, mainly target blood cancers
like lymphoma, myeloma and leukemia, which have a tumor

antigen-like a flag or a sig-
nal-on the surface of the
cells so it is easy for immune
cells to find and target the
harmful cells. But many
common cancers lack this
clear, surface signal. 

Hinrichs’ approach
focuses on HPV tumors
because they contain viral
antigens that the immune
system can easily recognize.
“What is very appealing
about this cancer is the virus
is right in the cancer,”

explained Miriam Merad, professor of oncological science at
the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai in New York.
Merad, who is not involved with Hinrichs’ work, described his
approach as “very clever” and “absolutely critical” to unlock-
ing the mystery of why some people respond to immunothera-
py and others do not. 

Stunning response, or failure 
In Scott’s trial, the strategy was to surgically remove one of

her tumors, and isolate the T-cells that were already trying to
attack it. Researchers took these tumor-infiltrating lympho-
cytes (TILs) and grew billions of them to re-infuse in her
blood, creating an army of immune fighters. Besides Scott, it
worked for one other patient, Aricca Wallace, now a 41-year-
old mother of two teenage boys in Kansas City, Missouri and
also considered fully cured after five years.

But the approach failed for the other 16 women in the trial.
To explore what had worked and why, Hinrichs took another
look at the cells that were infused in Scott and Wallace. He
found they indeed were targeting HPV. But in Wallace, most of
the T-cells were intent on destroying abnormal proteins that
were unique to her tumor.

And in Scott, about two-thirds of the cells that cleared
away her cancer were all targeting another tumor signal, a pro-
tein called KK-LC-1. This protein is also expressed in cancers
that currently affect about a half million people worldwide,
including some triple negative breast cancers-one of the most
stubborn and lethal forms of breast cancer-certain stomach
cancers, non-small cell lung cancers and cervical cancers. The
researchers had found a new target. “It was quite surprising,”
said Hinrichs. “It is an example of where the science led us
somewhere different than where we thought it might go.”

Next steps 
Hinrichs’ lab hopes to open the first clinical trials on

cancers  that  express  KK-LC-1 in  about  a  year.
Internat ional  pat ients  are  welcome to apply.
Researchers cannot say how often these experimental
trials work or give a percentage rate for success. The
study sizes are just too small. National Cancer Institute
deputy director Ronald Gress told AFP that Hinrichs’
approach is “certainly promising.”

“He represents one of the more unusual options and
at the same time, an option that may truly be able to
help the patients.” For Scott, learning that her cells
could lead to other cures in the future was what she
described as a “full-circle” moment. “There is something
innate in me that is going to help others? That is pretty
exciting.” —AFP

Breakthrough paths to cure cancer 
emerge from immunotherapy trials

‘If the cancer came back, we would have a solution to that problem’ 

Hopes to 
open the first 
clinical trials 

BETHESDA: Dr Christian Hinrichs, an investigator at the National Cancer Institute, shows a patient’s CT scans,
one with visible cancer (R) and the other showing a clean scan after treatment (L), as he speaks about his
research in immunotherapy for HPV+ cancers, in his lab at the National Institutes of Health (NIH). —AFP
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Ahmadi governor, Sheikh Fawaz Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah
stressed the significance of developing human resources along
with good manners and good citizenship.  Speaking on the con-

clusion of the governorate’s first human resources forum held at KOC’s

Ahmadi Oasis last Friday and Saturday, Al-Khaled said that the forum
comes within the activities of a long term project known as ‘My
Governorate is More beautiful’. He also opened a photo gallery for
Ahmadi teachers in addition to some art competitions for children, kite

performances and several other activities.  On his part, GHERAS execu-
tive manager, Ahmed Al-Shatti expressed his joy over holding such spe-
cialized events and claimed that over 50 participants had taken place in
the accompanying workshops.  

Movenpick Hotel
participates
in ‘Earth Hour
2018’ initiative

Movenpick Hotel Kuwait - Free
Trade Zone” participated in the
international initiative “Earth

Hour 2018” aimed at drawing attention
to the risks of Global Warming where
Hotel switched off lights in all Hotel facil-
ities and public areas for one hour, from
08:30pm till 09:30pm on 24th March.
The participation is part of the
Environmental Awareness Program of
“Movenpick Hotels & Resorts”, interna-
tional hotel chain focusing on the impor-
tance of environment continuity and
saving power thus saving the Earth.

Movenpick Hotel Kuwait, where you
can relax in capable hands. Unique
architectural elegance awaits you along
with design made to meet the needs of
business and corporate traveler alike, by
offering a wide selection of themed
restaurant outlets exclusive recreation
facilities indulge you and the treat of
passionately Swiss hospitality makes
you feel at home.

The Hotel is situated on Shuwaikh
Bay in the heart of Kuwait Free Trade
Zone. The hotel is just a 10-minute drive
from Kuwait International airport, 6 min-
utes from Kuwait City and 4 minutes
from Shuwaikh Industrial Area and other
area points of interest include The
Avenues Mall and Al Sabah Medical
Complex also ministry of health. The
hotel achieved 2017 TripAdvisor
Certificate of Excellence. Only the top-
performing 10 percent of business listed
in Kuwait on TripAdvisor receive this
prestigious award.

Safir Hotel and Residences Kuwait has
‘gone dark’ again this year, marking the
annual celebration of Earth Hour in

support of the global initiative created by
the World Wildlife Fund (WWF). Safir Hotel
and Residences Kuwait - Fintas turned off
its lights for one hour last Saturday, 24th
March 2018 to show its solidarity and sup-
port of the Earth Hour by using non-electri-

cal lighting, Safir Hotel and Residences
Kuwait turned off selective lights, including
the decorative, facade, restaurant and other
public areas.  

Guests were informed of this global envi-
ronmental awareness event, hence allowing
them to take part in Earth Hour observances
at their own preference.  Saif Eddin
Mohammed, the General Manger of the

hotel said, “Safir Hotel and Residences
Kuwait’s commitment goes beyond one hour.
It is actually a continuous effective contribu-
tion of reducing energy consumption
through innovation, team work and environ-
mental programs that target new energy-
saving alternatives in coordination with the
guests and customers to serve the local
society, community and company’s goal.”  

Ahmadi governor speaks at forum conclusion 

TIES
announcement 

You are cordially invited to our
Tafseer class (Divine Wisdom
from the Last Testament),

today at 7:00 pm. In this class, we will
focus on Surat At-Talaaq (Divorce),
interpreting only the second verse.

We will learn more about divorce, the
situations in which one can’t divorce
his wife, how to reunite with one’s
wife after issuing a revocable divorce,
and the benefits of applying to the
rules of divorce. We will also examine
the issue of appointing two witnesses
while divorcing or reuniting, its rules
and justification. Finally, we will pon-
der the importance of God-con-
sciousness (taqwa) during the circum-
stances related to divorce. 

Sheikh Fawaz Al-Khaled Al-Sabah with Mohammed
Rafique, an Indian social worker.

Safir Hotel celebrates Earth Hour 

GUST holds 20th 
Annual Career Fair

Gulf University for Science and
Technology (GUST) held its 20th
Annual Career Fair yesterday on its

campus. The event, which hosted over 35 dif-
ferent companies from various sectors, aims
at connecting GUST students and alumni
with potential career opportunities. The event
was attended by the university’s top manage-
ment, and held under the patronage and
attendance of the Secretary General of the
Private Universities Council, Dr Habib Taher
Abul. As the official patron of the event, Dr
Habib Abul, said, “I am always proud to sup-
port such esteemed events that cater to the
growth and development of our students - for
they are what will propel this country and its
people forward.”

The Career Fair is one of the most promi-
nent events the university organizes each
year as it helps ensure a smooth transition for
students into the work force after graduation.
GUST continuously works on improving the
fair by providing a wide variety of different
employers to cater to graduates’ interests and
talents. The diversity keeps growing to
include more institutions from the education,
technology, public relations, media, and the
industrial sector. Corporations were present
for GUST graduates, students and alumni to
network with and apply to for internships,
full-time, and volunteer positions on location.
Potential employers offered their services,
market insights, advice, collected CVs, helped
students apply online for possible job oppor-
tunities, and conducted on-site interviews

with candidates.
GUST Chairman of the Board of Trustees,

Professor Salem Marzouq Al-Tuhaih, said, “At
GUST, we put a lot of emphasis on preparing
our students for their future not only on the
academic side which they receive in the
classroom, but also in venturing outside the
classroom in activities that shape their per-
sonality, and strengthen their character. The
Career Fair is a prime opportunity for stu-
dents and employers to connect, and poten-
tially start a successful journey together.”

The university took a step further for the
20th Career Fair this year and introduced the
‘Alumni Pavilion’, where alums were able to
promote their businesses to the GUST com-
munity. The pavilion allowed alumni to publi-
cize their services, get insights and ideas from
their peers and professors, as well as seek
potential collaborations, as well as students
interested in internships and other employ-
ment positions. The idea is a testament to
GUST’s keenness in ensuring their students’
success, even after graduation.  
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00:00 Under Siege 2
01:45 Resident Evil: Vendetta
03:25 Operation Chromite
05:15 The Phantom
07:00 Bloodsport
08:40 Resident Evil: Vendetta
10:20 Operation Chromite
12:15 Being Evel
14:00 Bloodsport
15:40 Independence Day:
Resurgence
17:40 The Last Witch Hunter
19:30 Allegiant
21:35 Tiger House
23:05 Rollerball

00:45 Wild Africa: Rivers Of Life
01:40 The Jeff Corwin Experience
02:35 The Jeff Corwin Experience
03:25 O’shea’s Big Adventure
04:15 O’shea’s Big Adventure
05:02 My Tiny Terror
05:49 Bad Dog
06:36 Escape To Chimp Eden
07:00 Escape To Chimp Eden
07:25 Predator’s Prey
07:50 Predator’s Prey
08:15 O’shea’s Big Adventure
09:10 Bad Dog
10:05 Wildest Indochina
11:00 Predator’s Prey
11:28 Predator’s Prey
11:55 The Bronx Zoo
12:50 Dr. Jeff: Rocky Mountain Vet
13:45 Bad Dog
14:40 Wildest Indochina
15:35 Untamed & Uncut
16:30 O’shea’s Big Adventure
17:25 Monster Island
18:20 After The Attack
19:15 Bad Dog
20:10 Predator’s Prey
20:38 Predator’s Prey
21:05 Monster Island
22:00 After The Attack
22:55 Wildest Indochina
23:50 Untamed & Uncut

00:35 Trust Me
01:30 Line Of Duty
02:15 Death In Paradise
03:10 Doctors
03:40 Doctors
04:10 EastEnders
04:40 EastEnders
05:10 Doctor Who
06:00 Doctors
06:30 EastEnders
07:00 Doctor Who
07:55 Father Brown
08:40 Doctors
09:10 Doctors
09:40 EastEnders
10:10 EastEnders
10:40 Death In Paradise
11:35 Doctor Who
12:30 Call The Midwife
13:25 Father Brown
14:15 Doctors
14:45 EastEnders
15:15 Death In Paradise
16:10 Doctor Who
17:05 Call The Midwife
18:00 Casualty
19:00 Death In Paradise
20:00 Cold Feet
20:50 Silent Witness
21:45 Death In Paradise
22:40 Trust Me
23:40 Casualty

00:00 The Eleven
01:00 The Eleven
02:00 Robbie Coltrane’s Critical
Evidence
03:00 Britain’s Forgotten Serial
Killer: Trevor Hardy
04:00 The Eleven
05:00 The Eleven
06:00 Cold Case Files
07:00 The First 48
08:00 It Takes A Killer
08:30 It Takes A Killer
09:00 Crimes That Shook Britain
12:00 The First 48
13:00 Robbie Coltrane’s Critical
Evidence
14:00 Homicide Hunter
15:00 Homicide Hunter
16:00 Cold Case Files
17:00 Robbie Coltrane’s Critical
Evidence
18:00 It Takes A Killer
18:30 It Takes A Killer
19:00 Kidnapped: Elizabeth Smart
20:30 Kidnapped: Elizabeth Smart
22:00 Britain’s Forgotten Serial
Killer: Trevor Hardy
23:00 Robbie Coltrane’s Critical
Evidence

00:05 JB Smoove: That’s How I Dooz It
00:55 Another Period
01:20 Chris Ramsey Stand Up
Central
01:45 Tosh.0
02:10 South Park
02:35 Real Husbands Of Hollywood
03:00 The Daily Show - Global
Edition
03:25 Tosh.0
03:50 South Park
04:15 Idiotsitter
04:40 Key And Peele
05:05 Detroiters
05:30 Disaster Date
05:55 Ridiculousness Arabia
06:20 Comedy Central Presents
Comedy 3alwagef
06:50 Disorderly Conduct: Video On
Patrol
07:40 I Live With Models
08:05 Key And Peele
08:30 Disaster Date
08:55 Workaholics
09:20 Idiotsitter
09:45 I Live With Models
10:10 Detroiters
10:35 Friends
11:00 Key And Peele
11:25 Disaster Date
11:50 Ridiculousness Arabia
12:15 Friendszone
12:40 Key And Peele
13:05 Friends
13:30 Friends
13:55 Disaster Date
14:20 Workaholics
14:45 Detroiters
15:10 Friends
15:35 Key And Peele
16:00 Idiotsitter
16:30 Friendszone
16:55 Friends
17:20 Friends
17:45 Disaster Date
18:10 Punk’d (Bet)
18:35 Punk’d (Bet)

19:00 Friends
19:25 Friendszone
19:50 Real Husbands Of Hollywood
20:12 Friends
21:00 The Daily Show - Global
Edition
21:30 Why? With Hannibal Buress
22:00 Teachers
22:25 This Is Not Happening
22:50 Nathan For You
23:15 Real Husbands Of Hollywood
23:40 The Daily Show - Global
Edition

00:30 Ultimate Survival
01:20 Nextworld
02:10 Nextworld
03:00 Nextworld
03:50 Kids Do The Craziest Things
04:15 Kids Do The Craziest Things
04:40 Kids Do The Craziest Things
05:05 Kids Do The Craziest Things
05:30 Destroyed In Seconds
05:55 Destroyed In Seconds
06:20 How It’s Made
06:40 How It’s Made
07:00 Ultimate Survival
07:50 How It’s Made
08:15 How It’s Made
08:40 Kids Do The Craziest Things
09:30 Tanked
10:20 Nextworld
11:10 Finding Bigfoot
12:00 Somebody’s Gotta Do It
12:50 How It’s Made
13:15 How It’s Made
13:40 Kids Do The Craziest Things
14:05 Kids Do The Craziest Things
14:30 Tanked
15:20 Ultimate Survival
16:10 Nextworld
17:00 Finding Bigfoot
17:50 Somebody’s Gotta Do It
18:40 Kids Do The Craziest Things
19:05 Kids Do The Craziest Things
19:30 How It’s Made
19:55 How It’s Made
20:20 Tanked
21:10 Finding Bigfoot
22:00 Somebody’s Gotta Do It
22:50 Nextworld
23:40 Ultimate Survival

00:45 Ghosts Of Shepherdstown
01:40 A Haunting
02:35 Alaskan Temptress: People
Magazine Investigates
03:30 Murder In The Heartland
04:25 The Perfect Suspect
05:20 Murder Book
06:10 Disappeared
07:00 California Investigator
07:25 Deadline: Crime With Tamron
Hall
08:15 Swamp Murders
09:10 Blood Relatives
10:05 Obsession: Dark Desires
11:00 I Am Homicide
11:55 Deadline: Crime With Tamron
Hall
12:50 I Almost Got Away With It
13:45 Blood Relatives
14:40 Obsession: Dark Desires
15:35 A Crime To Remember
16:30 Deadline: Crime With Tamron
Hall
17:25 Swamp Murders
18:20 I Almost Got Away With It
19:15 Blood Relatives
20:10 Obsession: Dark Desires
21:05 Reel Crime/Real Story
22:00 True Conviction
22:55 Alaskan Temptress: People
Magazine Investigates
23:50 The Perfect Suspect

00:00 Hank Zipzer
00:25 Alex & Co.
00:45 Disney Mickey Mouse
00:50 Evermoor Chronicles
01:15 Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
01:40 Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
02:05 Binny And The Ghost
02:30 Binny And The Ghost
02:55 Hank Zipzer
03:15 Disney Mickey Mouse
03:20 Hank Zipzer
03:45 Alex & Co.
04:10 Alex & Co.
04:35 Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
05:00 Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
05:25 Binny And The Ghost
05:45 Disney Mickey Mouse
05:50 Rolling With The Ronks
06:00 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
& Cat Noir
06:25 Hotel Transylvania: The Series
06:50 Tsum Tsum Shorts
06:55 Tangled: The Series
07:20 Stuck In The Middle
07:45 K.C. Undercover
08:10 Bunk’d
08:35 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
& Cat Noir
09:00 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
& Cat Noir
09:25 Lolirock
09:50 Lolirock
10:15 Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
10:40 Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
11:05 Hank Zipzer
11:30 Alex & Co.
11:55 Alex & Co.
12:20 Lolirock
12:45 Lolirock
13:10 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
& Cat Noir
13:35 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
& Cat Noir
14:00 The Zhuzhus
14:15 Bunk’d
14:40 K.C. Undercover
15:05 Disney Mickey Mouse
15:10 Elena Of Avalor
15:35 Bizaardvark
16:00 Tangled: The Series
16:25 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
& Cat Noir
16:50 Raven’s Home
17:15 Stuck In The Middle
17:40 Hotel Transylvania: The Series
18:05 K.C. Undercover
18:30 Bunk’d
18:55 Descendants Wicked World
19:00 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
& Cat Noir
19:25 Liv And Maddie
19:50 Jessie
20:15 Disney Mickey Mouse
20:20 Tangled: The Series
20:45 Bizaardvark
21:10 Hotel Transylvania: The Series
21:35 Bunk’d
22:00 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
& Cat Noir
22:25 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
& Cat Noir
22:50 Lolirock

23:10 Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
23:35 Binny And The Ghost

00:00 Vampirina
00:30 Art Attack
00:55 Henry Hugglemonster
01:05 Loopdidoo
01:20 Henry Hugglemonster
01:35 Calimero
01:50 Henry Hugglemonster
02:05 Art Attack
02:30 The Hive
02:40 Loopdidoo
02:55 Henry Hugglemonster
03:10 Art Attack
03:35 Loopdidoo
03:50 Calimero
04:05 Art Attack
04:30 Henry Hugglemonster
04:45 Henry Hugglemonster
05:00 Art Attack
05:30 Henry Hugglemonster
05:45 Loopdidoo
06:00 Henry Hugglemonster
06:15 Calimero
06:30 PJ Masks
07:00 Trulli Tales
07:30 Jungle Junction
07:50 Handy Manny
08:10 PJ Masks
08:30 Vampirina
09:00 Mickey And The Roadster
Racers
09:30 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
10:00 Puppy Dog Pals
10:30 Puppy Dog Pals
11:00 The Lion Guard
11:30 The Lion Guard
12:00 Sofia The First
12:30 Sofia The First
13:00 PJ Masks
13:30 PJ Masks
14:00 P-King Duckling
14:30 Vampirina
15:00 Puppy Dog Pals
15:30 Sofia The First
16:00 PJ Masks
16:30 Mission Force One
17:00 The Lion Guard
17:30 Puppy Dog Pals
18:00 Trulli Tales
18:30 Mickey And The Roadster
Racers
19:00 Sofia The First
19:30 The Lion Guard
20:00 Vampirina
20:30 PJ Masks
21:00 Trulli Tales
21:30 Sofia The First
22:00 P-King Duckling
22:30 Puppy Dog Pals
23:00 Mission Force One
23:30 PJ Masks

00:15 Alaskan Bush People
01:05 Heavy Rescue
01:50 Railroad Australia
02:35 Outback Truckers
03:20 Extreme Engineering
04:05 Flying Wild Alaska
04:50 Dirty Jobs
05:35 How Do They Do It?
06:00 Classic Car Club
06:23 Dallas Car Sharks
06:45 How Do They Do It?
07:10 How Do They Do It?
07:35 Flying Wild Alaska
08:20 Classic Car Club
08:45 Dallas Car Sharks
09:10 Dirty Jobs
09:55 Heavy Rescue
10:45 Railroad Australia
11:30 Outback Truckers
12:20 Classic Car Club
12:43 Dallas Car Sharks
13:05 How Do They Do It?
13:30 How Do They Do It?
13:55 Dirty Jobs
14:40 Alaskan Bush People
15:30 Heavy Rescue
16:15 Railroad Australia
17:05 Outback Truckers
17:50 Flying Wild Alaska
18:40 Dirty Jobs
19:25 Alaskan Bush People
20:15 Extreme Engineering
21:00 Gold Rush
21:25 How Do They Do It?
21:50 Gold Rush: White Water
22:40 Junkyard Empire
23:30 Flying Wild Alaska

06:00 Marvel’s Spider-Man
06:25 Milo Murphy’s Law
06:50 Right Now Kapow
07:15 Mech-X4
07:40 Disney Mickey Mouse
07:45 Walk The Prank
08:35 Right Now Kapow
09:25 Mighty Med
09:50 Mighty Med
10:20 Star Wars: The Freemaker
Adventures
11:10 Gamer’s Guide To Pretty
Much Everything
12:00 Kid vs. Kat
12:25 Two More Eggs S2
12:30 Kid vs. Kat
12:55 Kirby Buckets Warped
13:45 Supa Strikas
14:10 Disney Mickey Mouse
14:15 Supa Strikas
14:40 Right Now Kapow
15:05 Right Now Kapow
15:30 Milo Murphy’s Law
15:55 Two More Eggs S2
16:00 The Suite Life Of Zack &
Cody
16:25 Lab Rats
16:50 Walk The Prank
17:15 Mech-X4
17:40 Marvel’s Spider-Man
18:05 Kickin’ It
18:30 Randy Cunningham: 9th
Grade Ninja
18:45 Kickin’ It
19:10 Mini Ninjas
19:25 Walk The Prank
19:50 Marvel’s Rocket And Groot
19:55 Mech-X4
20:20 Penn Zero: Part Time Hero
20:45 Gamer’s Guide To Pretty
Much Everything
21:10 Kid vs. Kat
21:35 Marvel’s Rocket And Groot
21:40 Disney Mickey Mouse
21:45 Lab Rats
22:10 Lab Rats
22:35 Phineas And Ferb
23:00 Programmes Start At 6:00am
KSA

00:55 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
01:50 E! News
02:50 WAGs
03:40 WAGs
04:35 WAGs
05:30 Celebrity Style Story

06:00 Revenge Body With Khloe
Kardashian
06:55 E! News Middle East
07:25 Revenge Body With Khloe
Kardashian
08:20 Revenge Body With Khloe
Kardashian
09:15 Revenge Body With Khloe
Kardashian
10:10 E! News Middle East
10:40 Celebrity Style Story
11:10 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
15:00 E! News Middle East
15:30 Celebrity Style Story
16:00 Hollywood Medium With
Tyler Henry
19:00 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
20:00 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
22:00 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
23:00 E! News Middle East
23:15 WAGs LA

00:10 Who’s Doing The Dishes?
01:00 Emmerdale
01:30 Emmerdale
02:00 Coronation Street
02:30 The Chase
03:25 Dancing On Ice
04:50 Gino’s Hidden Italy
05:15 Don’t Tell The Bride
06:15 Who’s Doing The Dishes?
07:10 The Chase
08:05 Dancing On Ice
09:30 Gino’s Hidden Italy
09:55 Don’t Tell The Bride
11:00 Who’s Doing The Dishes?
11:50 The Chase
12:45 Emmerdale
13:15 Coronation Street
13:45 Coronation Street
14:15 Who’s Doing The Dishes?
15:10 The Chase
16:00 The Voice UK 2018
17:50 Royal Recipes
18:50 Emmerdale
19:15 Coronation Street
19:45 Coronation Street
20:10 The Chase
21:00 The Voice UK 2018
22:50 Emmerdale
23:15 Coronation Street
23:40 Coronation Street

00:00 Ancient Aliens
01:00 Missing In Alaska
02:00 In Search Of Aliens
02:50 In Search Of Aliens
03:40 United Stuff Of America
04:30 United Stuff Of America
05:20 Ancient Aliens
06:10 The Universe
07:00 Ancient Aliens
08:00 Missing In Alaska
09:00 In Search Of Aliens
10:00 In Search Of Aliens
11:00 United Stuff Of America
12:00 United Stuff Of America
13:00 Ancient Aliens
14:00 Missing In Alaska
15:00 In Search Of Aliens
16:00 In Search Of Aliens
17:00 United Stuff Of America
18:00 Ancient Top 10
19:00 Brad Meltzer’s Decoded
20:00 The Universe
21:00 Ancient Aliens
22:00 Bible Secrets Revealed
23:00 Dogfights

00:20 Forged In Fire
01:05 Swamp People
02:00 American Pickers
02:50 Pawn Stars
03:15 Storage Wars
03:40 American Pickers
04:30 Swamp People
05:15 Swamp People
06:00 Mountain Men
06:50 Forged In Fire
07:40 Pawn Stars
08:05 Storage Wars
08:30 American Pickers
09:20 Mountain Men
10:10 Ax Men
11:00 Forged In Fire
11:50 Pawn Stars
12:15 Storage Wars
12:40 American Pickers
13:30 Mountain Men
14:21 American Pickers
15:10 Mountain Men
16:00 American Pickers
16:50 Pawn Stars
17:15 Storage Wars
17:40 American Pickers
18:30 Mountain Men
19:20 Forged In Fire
20:10 American Pickers
21:00 Hunting Hitler
21:50 The Zodiac Killer: Case
Closed?
22:40 Forged In Fire
23:30 Ice Road Truckers

00:15 Lyndey Milan - Taste Of
Australia
00:45 What’s For Sale?
01:10 Miguel’s Tropical Kitchen
01:40 Chasing Time
02:05 Chasing The Sun
02:35 Restoration Man
03:30 George Clarke’s Amazing
Spaces
04:25 John Torode’s Malaysian
Adventure
04:50 John Torode’s Asia
05:20 John Torode’s Asia
05:45 The Shelbourne
06:15 One Man & His Campervan
07:10 Chasing Time
07:35 Chasing The Sun
08:05 Restoration Man
09:00 George Clarke’s Amazing
Spaces
09:55 John Torode’s Malaysian
Adventure
10:20 John Torode’s Asia
10:50 John Torode’s Asia
11:15 The Shelbourne
11:45 One Man & His Campervan
12:10 One Man & His Campervan
12:40 Food Lover’s Guide To The
Planet
13:05 Chasing The Sun
13:35 Chef On The Road
14:30 George Clarke’s Amazing
Spaces
15:25 Charlie Luxton’s Homes By
The Sea
16:20 John Torode’s Asia
16:45 Maximum Foodie
17:15 Trekking The Great Wall
18:10 Eat Street
18:35 Chasing The Sun
19:05 Chef On The Road
20:00 George Clarke’s Amazing
Spaces

21:00 Charlie Luxton’s Homes By
The Sea
22:00 John Torode’s Asia
22:25 Maximum Foodie
22:55 Trekking The Great Wall
23:50 Eat Street

00:10 Wicked Tuna
01:00 Locked Up Abroad
02:00 India’s Mega Kitchens
03:00 Yukon Gold
04:00 Wicked Tuna
05:00 Rebuilding Titanic
06:00 Hitler’s Death Squad
07:00 Locked Up Abroad
08:00 Apocalypse: The Second
World War
09:00 Rebuilding Titanic
10:00 Zeb’s River Journey Thailand
11:00 India’s Mega Kitchens
12:00 Mega Factories
13:00 Hitler’s Last Year
14:00 Apocalypse: The Second
World War
15:00 Locked Up Abroad
16:00 On The Brink: Unchartered
Waters
17:00 India’s Mega Kitchens
18:00 Mega Factories
19:00 Locked Up Abroad
20:00 On The Brink: Unchartered
Waters
20:50 India’s Mega Kitchens
21:40 Mega Factories
22:30 Locked Up Abroad
23:20 Apocalypse: The Second
World War

00:20 Baby Animals In The Wild
01:10 Dr. K’s Exotic Animal ER
02:00 Planet Carnivore: Perfect
Killers
02:50 Caught In The Act GPU
Reversions
03:45 Philly Undercover
04:40 Gorilla Murders
05:35 Planet Carnivore: Perfect
Killers
06:30 Caught In The Act GPU
Reversions
07:25 Philly Undercover
08:20 Gorilla Murders
09:15 World’s Weirdest Pets
10:10 The Invaders
11:05 Secret Life Of Predators
(2016)
12:00 Shark Men
12:55 Lion Gangland
13:50 Natural Born Monsters
14:45 Philly Undercover
15:40 Monster Fish
16:35 World’s Weirdest (2015)
17:30 Wild 24
18:25 Monster Fish
19:20 Philly Undercover
20:10 Monster Fish
21:00 World’s Weirdest (2015)
21:50 Wild 24
22:40 Monster Fish
23:30 Shark Men

00:12 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
00:36 Rabbids Invasion
01:00 Rabbids Invasion
01:24 Sanjay And Craig
01:48 Sanjay And Craig
02:12 Winx Club
02:36 Winx Club
03:00 Harvey Beaks
03:24 Harvey Beaks
03:48 The Loud House
04:12 The Loud House
04:36 Breadwinners
05:00 Breadwinners
05:24 Get Blake
05:48 SpongeBob SquarePants
06:12 SpongeBob SquarePants
06:36 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
07:00 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
07:24 Rabbids Invasion
07:48 Get Blake
08:12 Harvey Beaks
08:36 Sanjay And Craig
09:00 SpongeBob SquarePants
09:24 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
09:48 Henry Danger
10:12 Game Shakers
10:36 Regal Academy
11:00 Winx Club
11:24 SpongeBob SquarePants
11:48 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
12:12 The Loud House
12:36 Rabbids Invasion
13:00 Breadwinners
13:24 Massive Monster Mayhem
13:48 I Am Frankie
14:12 The Thundermans
14:36 Sanjay And Craig
15:00 Rabbids Invasion
15:24 Harvey Beaks
15:48 SpongeBob SquarePants
16:12 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
16:36 The Loud House
17:00 Massive Monster Mayhem
17:24 I Am Frankie
17:48 Hunter Street
18:12 Henry Danger
18:36 Nicky, Ricky, Dicky And Dawn
19:00 School Of Rock
19:24 Game Shakers
19:48 The Thundermans
20:12 Harvey Beaks
20:36 SpongeBob SquarePants
21:00 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
21:24 Sanjay And Craig
21:48 Rabbids Invasion
22:12 Breadwinners
22:36 Harvey Beaks
23:00 SpongeBob SquarePants
23:24 SpongeBob SquarePants
23:48 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

00:06 Max & Ruby
00:28 Ben & Holly’s Little Kingdom
00:39 Kiva Can Do!
00:50 The Day Henry Met
00:56 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
01:18 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
01:40 Paw Patrol
01:52 Kid-E-Cats
01:57 Kid-E-Cats
02:02 Shimmer And Shine
02:23 Nella And The Princess
Knight
02:35 Paw Patrol
02:58 The Day Henry Met
03:04 Max & Ruby
03:26 Dora The Explorer
03:50 Sunny Day
04:12 Nella The Princess Knight
04:35 Shimmer And Shine
04:58 Wallykazam!
05:22 Zack & Quack
05:32 The Day Henry Met
05:38 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
06:00 Rusty Rivets

06:12 Paw Patrol
06:37 Dora The Explorer
07:00 Nella The Princess Knight
07:21 Kiva Can Do!
07:32 Kiva Can Do!
07:42 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
08:04 Paw Patrol
08:27 Shimmer And Shine
08:50 Nella The Princess Knight
09:11 The Day Henry Met
09:16 The Day Henry Met
09:22 Paw Patrol
09:45 Rusty Rivets
10:09 Wallykazam!
10:32 Bubble Guppies
10:55 Team Umizoomi
11:18 Kid-E-Cats
11:23 Shimmer And Shine
11:46 Sunny Day
12:08 Max & Ruby
12:31 Ben & Holly’s Little Kingdom
12:41 Kiva Can Do!
12:52 The Day Henry Met
12:58 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
13:20 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
13:42 Paw Patrol
13:54 Kid-E-Cats
13:59 Kid-E-Cats
14:04 Shimmer And Shine
14:26 Nella And The Princess
Knight
14:37 Paw Patrol
15:00 The Day Henry Met
15:06 Max & Ruby
15:28 Dora The Explorer
15:51 Sunny Day
16:14 Nella The Princess Knight
16:35 Shimmer And Shine
16:58 Wallykazam!
17:22 Zack & Quack
17:32 The Day Henry Met
17:38 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
18:00 Rusty Rivets
18:13 Paw Patrol
18:37 Dora The Explorer
19:00 Nella The Princess Knight
19:21 Kiva Can Do!
19:32 Kiva Can Do!
19:43 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
20:05 Paw Patrol
20:29 Shimmer And Shine
20:53 Nella The Princess Knight
21:14 The Day Henry Met
21:20 Paw Patrol
21:43 Rusty Rivets
22:06 Wallykazam!
22:29 Bubble Guppies
22:52 Team Umizoomi
23:15 Kid-E-Cats
23:20 Shimmer And Shine
23:43 Sunny Day

00:15 The Jungle Book
02:15 The Lone Ranger
05:00 The Princess Diaries
07:00 Aladdin
08:45 The Jungle Book
10:45 101 Dalmatians 2
12:15 The Princess Diaries
14:15 Snow White And The Seven
Dwarfs
16:00 Pocahontas
17:45 The Princess Diaries 2: Royal
Engagement
19:45 The Muppets
21:45 Snow White And The Seven
Dwarfs
23:30 Pocahontas

00:00 Station 19
00:50 Station 19
01:50 Claws
02:40 Grey’s Anatomy
03:30 Scandal
04:30 Station 19
05:20 Station 19
06:10 Famous In Love
07:00 Training Day
08:00 Good Morning America - The
Weekend
09:00 The View
10:00 Scandal
11:00 The Unit
12:00 Famous In Love
13:00 Chicago Fire
14:00 Grey’s Anatomy
15:00 The View
16:00 Live Good Morning America
18:00 Famous In Love
19:00 The Unit
20:00 Chicago Fire
21:00 Suits
22:00 The Good Doctor
23:00 Absentia

01:15 Stakeout
03:20 Without A Paddle
05:05 Double Take
06:35 Article 99
08:25 Christian Mingle
10:10 Once I Was A Beehive
12:10 Double Take
13:40 Article 99
15:30 Yoga Hosers
17:00 Tyler Perry’s Boo: A Madea
Halloween
18:45 Big Momma’s House
20:25 Without A Paddle: Nature’s
Calling
22:00 Your Friends & Neighbors
23:45 Stay Hungry

00:00 Amistad
02:35 Tumbledown
04:30 The Shamer’s Daughter
06:15 The Field
08:30 My Sister
10:25 The Dressmaker
12:35 The Last King
14:25 Newsies: The Broadway
Musical
16:45 It Boy
18:30 The Lennon Report
20:10 Lila & Eve
22:00 Babel

00:25 Last Wizard
01:50 Ivan The Incredible
03:20 Song Of The Sea
05:00 Elias And The Royal Yacht
06:25 A Town Called Panic
07:50 The Secret Of Kells
09:20 Scooby-Doo! And WWE:
Curse Of Speed Demon
10:50 Dinofroz The Origin
12:25 Rh+ The Vampire Of Seville
13:50 Song Of The Sea
15:30 Elias And The Royal Yacht
16:55 The Fairy Tales Tree
18:20 Dinofroz The Origin
19:55 Papelucho & The Martian
21:20 Catcher: Cat City 2
23:00 The Fairy Tales Tree

00:35 American Pie
02:15 Leatherheads
04:10 Mr. Deeds
05:55 Loch Ness
07:40 Leatherheads
09:40 Mr. Deeds
11:20 Dirty Dancing
13:30 The Golden Child
15:05 Kung Fu Panda
16:40 The Finest Hours
18:40 Beverly Hills Cop 3
20:25 The Forgotten
22:00 Training Day

00:30 Redesign My Brain
01:20 Redesign My Brain
02:10 Hacking The Wild
03:00 Mythbusters
03:48 Mythbusters
04:36 Mythbusters
05:24 Mythbusters
06:12 Mythbusters
07:00 How Do They Do It?
07:26 Junkyard Wars
08:14 Mythbusters
09:02 Redesign My Brain
09:50 How Do They Do It?
10:14 Food Factory
10:38 Hacking The Wild
11:26 Junkyard Wars
12:14 Mythbusters
13:02 How Do They Do It?
13:26 Food Factory
13:50 Redesign My Brain
14:38 Junkyard Wars
15:26 Hacking The Wild
16:14 Mythbusters
17:02 Redesign My Brain
17:50 Junkyard Wars
18:40 Mythbusters
19:30 Mythbusters
20:20 How Do They Do It?
20:45 Food Factory
21:10 Redesign My Brain
22:00 Mythbusters
22:50 Junkyard Wars
23:40 Mythbusters

00:55 Shivaay
03:00 Shivaay
03:55 Koffee With Karan
05:00 Guddu Rangeela
07:05 Naya Ajooba
09:35 Imtihaan
12:20 Hum Ho Gaye Aap Ke
15:15 Traffic
17:10 Housefull 2
20:00 Taarzan: The Wonder Car
22:55 Bhaag Johnny

01:15 The First Time
03:00 The Moment
04:30 About Adam
06:00 Hostage
08:00 Half Light
10:00 The Upside Of Anger
12:00 Heartbreakers
14:00 Moonrise Kingdom
15:30 The First Time
17:00 Speakeasy
18:30 Duplex
20:00 Butterfly On A Wheel
21:45 Dirty Pretty Things
23:30 Welcome To Collinwood

00:00 Say Yes To The Dress: Atlanta
00:30 Say Yes To The Dress: Atlanta
01:00 Say Yes To The Dress: Atlanta
02:00 Grey’s Anatomy
03:00 Married At First Sight
04:00 Three
05:00 House Of DVF
06:00 Say Yes To The Dress: Atlanta
06:30 Say Yes To The Dress: Atlanta
07:00 Say Yes To The Dress: Atlanta
08:00 Grey’s Anatomy
09:00 Married At First Sight
10:00 Three
11:00 House Of DVF
12:00 Say Yes To The Dress: Atlanta
12:30 Say Yes To The Dress: Atlanta
13:00 Say Yes To The Dress: Atlanta
14:00 Grey’s Anatomy
15:00 Married At First Sight
16:00 Three
17:00 House Of DVF
18:00 The Fashion Fund
19:00 The Fashion Fund
20:00 Grey’s Anatomy
21:00 Married At First Sight
22:00 Three
23:00 House Of DVF

00:20 Diva Brides
01:05 Single Dad Seeking...
01:50 Katie Price’s Pony Club
02:35 Say Yes To The Dress
03:20 Outdaughtered: Busby Quints
04:05 My Big Fat Fabulous Life
04:50 Promzillas
05:35 Say Yes To The Dress
06:00 Say Yes To The Dress UK
06:22 Say Yes To The Dress UK
06:45 Diva Brides
07:30 Hair Goddess
08:15 Outdaughtered: Busby Quints
09:00 Cake Boss
09:25 My Big Fat Fabulous Life
10:10 Say Yes To The Dress UK
10:32 Say Yes To The Dress UK
10:55 Promzillas
11:40 Diva Brides
12:25 Hair Goddess
13:10 Little People, Big World
13:55 My Big Fat Fabulous Life
14:40 Outdaughtered: Busby Quints
15:25 Promzillas
16:10 Cake Boss
16:35 Cake Boss
17:00 Say Yes To The Dress
17:50 Say Yes To The Dress UK
18:20 Say Yes To The Dress UK
18:50 Say Yes To The Dress
19:15 Promzillas
20:10 Cake Boss
20:35 Cake Boss
21:00 Baby Changes Everything
21:50 My Giant Life
22:40 Return To Amish
23:30 90 Days To Wed



Someone younger watches you closely and wants to be like you; this is a
compliment in the highest form! A plan to deal with a personal issue is formed at the per-
fect time; a good outcome is indicated. You re disappointed when you go to a favorite
place to shop and find that it s been closed. An argument accelerates and becomes
volatile; this isn’t unexpected and you re able to handle this better than you thought you
would. New insights to the spiritual world provide calm and exhilaration at the same time.
Circumstances reveal your best qualities and talents. Trying your best to please someone
doesn’t seem to work or make a difference. You have some time alone this evening to
think about heading in a new direction mentally and emotionally.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

A day spent with loved ones brings joy and contentment. Those who seek
information from you are disappointed. You want, and expect, to be shown affection that
everyone can see; you don t want the way someone feels for you to be hidden. Your words
flow freely and without hesitation when you speak to someone about an upcoming event;
clear minded direction on this is immensely helpful. Knowing what you want and expect
makes it easier to achieve; this is a strong example of manifesting what you wish for.
Someone opposes something you suggest that s new and innovative. You have good
intentions but somehow good intentions aren’t enough. You discuss the future and what it
could hold with someone you highly respect. 

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Everything you do today shows off your specific talents. You could find
yourself backed into a corner by a person putting you on the spot; someone

nearby steps in to take your side. An old friend tells you something from the past you re
glad to hear. Your respectful manner is most valuable at a special event where you re
called on to explain something to a person in attendance. A joyful reunion is indicated;
perhaps this could mean the return of a pet or someone returns from far away, distance is
involved with this. Someone challenges what you re doing but you easily explain your
methods. Someone tells you that you don t seem to age. You figure out a key reason
something is puzzling. You could find money you thought had been lost forever.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Lovely surroundings and items bring pleasure and joy. An appreciation of
the finer things in life is strong; this includes nature as well as man made

things. Keep an eye on your pocket book so that you don t go outside your budget. Living
life to the fullest, enjoying what you do is definitely in your best interest; a fun outing with a
close friend brings an opportunity to relish just how fortunate you are. A special
announcement takes everyone by surprise except you as you have been in on this secret
for a while. Getting ready for the new work week grabs your full attention when you learn
someone new could show up there. Your thoughts are captivated by memories of someone
you loved in the past. Taking one step at a time toward a certain goal is best.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

You could be fooling yourself regarding a goal you have set; remember, we
can set ourselves up for failure when we become unrealistic. Keeping yourself focused is
difficult but doable and your determination is powerful; if you focus on petty distractions
you could actually lose sight of your true goal. Stay true to yourself! Knowing your own
capabilities is valuable. Fun time spent laughing with a special friend lifts your spirits.
Playing in the dirt with a flower or vegetable garden creates nice results. You re committed
to create more positive and less negative energy. Some type of reunion is forecast that
could involve wearing a vintage costume. A much younger person or possibly a pet warms
your heart as you enjoy something they say or do tonight.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

You see your life through the lens of gratitude. Looking back, you re clearly
shown how far you have come to this point, and how much farther you can go! A new
friendship takes hold. You may outwardly appear gregarious, even boisterous, but inwardly
you re a loner who has no problems occupying yourself; you actually enjoy your own com-
pany when it comes down to it! Your overall taste is admired when you open your home to
host an event that finds a few new people in attendance. You require independence when
you re offered a new assignment that might prove to be complicated; when less people are
involved you make better progress. When joining a mentally challenging discussion your
quick wit leaves no doubt of your intellect.

Libra (September 23-October 22)

You re at your best when called upon to communicate with a large number of
people; your influence is widely felt. Wanting more seems prominent and you re able to find
ways to make money on the side that make a big difference. A new hobby is a perfect outlet
for your natural talents. A meaningful conversation with family members clears the air on
something problematic. You answer the desire to move more and perhaps stretch. Being
able to rise to the occasion is important as you re called on to do something you re not
crazy about. You could be thrilled when something you want goes on sale. Someone pulls at
your heart strings when they offer to help with a sad situation of a shared friend. A night

beneath the stars for you.

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

Your practical thinking saves the day when you use it to remedy a situation
quickly and correctly. A domestic chore turns out just as you imagined per-

haps even better. You make some important decisions regarding d cor; color, furnishings
and other such changes could be indicated. You re not shy about letting your feelings be
known! Politely remove yourself from a stifling situation; you find yourself handling con-
frontation or unnecessary turmoil in this manner more and more. On target intuition leads
you in the right way as you research a certain topic. If you feel frustrated or unhappy shar-
ing time with someone you find a few ways to distract yourself; some people simply don t
get it. Rest, recharge for the new week.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

While you may have planned a quiet day, you re called on to help with a situ-
ation that could spiral out of control. You have got a grip on the problem as

you have dealt with this before; you may consider breaking ties with this person. Taking a
close look at your life is called for at this time. You ve grown to like yourself somewhat more
but still have a way to go. You know exactly what needs to be done regarding a group and
its needs. Making decisions for others is more than likely to be successful just now. This
period of time is full of love, happiness and accomplishment. This evening, you discover a
secret you never dreamed of. Remember we all make choices that sometimes aren’t the best
for us or loved ones; forgiveness is gold.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Feeling like taking on a challenge could be perfectly timed for today. A
domestic predicament gives you cause to pause and reconsider some previously made
plans. There is more than one solution, the issue is choosing the right one; look at all the
possibilities before moving forward on this. You feel stifled by groups or spending time with
multiple people; you could figure out a nice way to excuse yourself from the crowd. If deci-
sions just don t want to be made, take some time to let them form more fully. Being respect-
ed is of the utmost importance to you at this time; you could go too far with this if you re not
careful. Your practical ways save the day when you run out of something you need; you dis-
cover a better way to do this now.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 1867

ACROSS
1. The compass point that is one point
east of due south.
4. Any of various organs that synthesize
substances needed by the body and
release it through ducts or directly into
the bloodstream.
12. Measure of the US economy adopted
in 1991.
15. Late time of life.
16. The lean flesh of a saltwater fish
found it warm waters (especially Hawaii).
17. Fish eggs or egg-filled ovary.
18. Marked by or showing unaffected
simplicity and lack of guile or worldly
experience.
20. Providing sophisticated amusement
by virtue of having artificially (and vul-
garly) mannered or banal or sentimental
qualities.
21. A loud resonant repeating noise.
23. True confidential information.
26. In the Roman calendar.
27. A parliamentary monarchy in south-
western Europe on the Iberian Peninsula.
29. Of or relating to or characteristic of
Ghana or its people or language.
32. Wine from muscat grapes.
35. The large trunk artery that carries
blood from the left ventricle of the heart
to branch arteries.
37. An enclosure made or wire or metal
bars in which birds or animals are kept.
38. A periodic paperback publication.
40. An (apparently) flying object whose
nature is unknown.
43. (Akkadian) God of wisdom.
44. Loud confused noise from many
sources.
48. Put down by force or intimidation.
51. Tiny marine and freshwater crus-
taceans with a shrimp-like body
enclosed in a bivalve shell.
52. An ability to understand a broad
range of topics.
53. A chronic inflammatory collagen dis-
ease affecting connective tissue (skin or
joints).
54. Not out.
58. An associate degree in nursing.
59. The basic unit of money in
Bangladesh.
62. A river in north central Switzerland
that runs northeast into the Rhine.
64. A large piece of something without
definite shape.
68. The atomic weight of an element that
has the same combining capacity as a
given weight of another element.
69. The use of nuclear magnetic reso-
nance of protons to produce proton den-
sity images.
73. (British) A waterproof raincoat made
of rubberized fabric.
74. A cut of pork ribs with much of the
meat trimmed off.
75. Extremely pleasing.
76. A Turkish unit of weight equal to
about 2.75 pounds.
77. A small tessera.
78. A loose sleeveless outer garment
made from aba cloth.

DOWN
1. Cause to go somewhere.
2. (Scottish) Bluish-black or gray-blue.
3. Make editorial changes (in a text).

4. A gray lustrous metallic element of the
rare earth group.
5. Imperial moths.
6. (ballet) Quick gliding steps with one
foot always leading.
7. The shape of a raised edge of a more
or less circular object.
8. A collection of pus in a body cavity
(especially in the lung cavity).
9. A hard gray lustrous metallic element
that is highly corrosion-resistant.
10. A midwestern state in north central
United States in the Great Lakes region.
11. A narrow zigzag ribbon used as trim-
ming.
12. A city in southeastern Spain.
13. The basic unit of money in Vietnam.
14. A Chinese breed of small short-
legged dogs with a long silky coat and
broad flat muzzle.
19. Barely perceptible.
22. Ions are accelerated along a linear
path by voltage differences on elec-
trodes along the path.
24. The content of cognition.
25. The unit of frequency.
28. Relating to or characteristic of or sit-
uated in suburbs.
30. Deep and harsh sounding as if from
shouting or illness or emotion.
31. A characteristic language of a partic-
ular group (as among thieves).
33. Eliminate from the body.
34. Restraint consisting of a rope (or
light chain) used to restrain an animal.
36. Of or relating to or characteristic of
the Republic of Chad or its people or
language.
39. Resinlike substance secreted by cer-
tain lac insects.
41. Any of numerous flowerless and seed-
less vascular plants having true roots
from a rhizome and fronds that uncurl
upward.
42. An organization of countries formed
in 1961 to agree on a common policy for
the sale of petroleum.
45. Liquid excretory product.
46. The (prehensile) extremity of the
superior limb.
47. A republic in Central America.
49. An Indian side dish of yogurt and
chopped cucumbers and spices.
50. Tropical starchy tuberous root.
55. Strong snuff made from dark coarse
tobacco.
56. Any plant of the genus Erica.
57. Run away secretly with one's
beloved.
60. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked
on a skewer usually with vegetables.
61. Jordan's port.
63. Any of various strong liquors distilled
from the fermented sap of toddy palms
or from fermented molasses.
65. (Roman mythology) Roman god of
death.
66. A blue dye obtained from plants or
made synthetically.
67. An amino acid that is found in the
central nervous system.
70. Standard time in the 6th time zone
west of Greenwich, reckoned at the 90th
meridian.
71. The address of a web page on the
world wide web.
72. A master's degree in fine arts.

Yesterday’s Solution

Yesterday’s SolutionDaily SuDoku

Wordsearch Puzzle

You like wearing an outfit that s totally out of character for you; it may be
that enjoy the reactions of those who see you in it! Making money on the

side affords you some luxuries you d never have considered purchasing. Someone could
approach you for a loan but in the best interest of your friendship you decline. Someone
you wonder about turns out to be the person you hoed they would be; it makes your day
to realize the world still contains good people. Sneaking off with friends for something oth-
ers would consider taboo or forbidden is thrilling; something innocent but controversial is
indicated here. Give yourself permission to relax away from the tensions of home, family
and work. Doing something for yourself is most healing.

Your belongings are expressly important to you now. You have got a strong
respect for money and the hard work it takes to get it; being wise in this is

definitely likely during this time. You re able to make something happen when no one else
can; you re well known for this type of thing. It s as though you re psychically connected to
those you work with on a project all enjoy. You could receive thanks and compliments from
customers or clients. Taking a nice quick break gives you just the recharge you need. You
hear from someone you d lost touch with. A young child or perhaps a beloved pet makes
your day even better. You know exactly what to do when a surprise guest appears. Getting
through a busy day with more energy left is shocking.  

Yesterday’s Solution
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Directorate General of Civil Aviation Home Page (www.kuwait-airport.com.kw)

DIAL161 FOR AIRPORT INFORMATION

Arrival Flights on Monday 26/3/2018
Airlines Flt Route Time
JAI 572 Mumbai 00:05
JZR 607 Kochi 00:10
KAC 504 Beirut 00:30
JZR 267 Beirut 00:30
JZR 539 Cairo 00:50
KAC 102 London 00:50
PGT 858 Istanbul 00:55
THY 772 Istanbul 00:55
RJA 642 Amman 01:05
DLH 625 Bahrain 01:45
THY 764 Istanbul 01:50
JZR 555 Alexandria 02:15
ETH 620 Addis Ababa 02:15
QTR 1086 Doha 02:20
GFA 211 Bahrain 02:30
KLM 446 Bahrain 02:30
WAN 548 KTM 02:40
OMA 643 Muscat 02:55
KKK 1268 Istanbul 02:55
MSC 501 Alexandria 03:00
ETD 305 Abu Dhabi 03:10
MSR 612 Cairo 03:15
QTR 1076 Doha 03:50
KAC 382 Delhi 04:15
KAC 1544 Cairo 04:25
KAC 418 Manila 04:25
UAE 873 Dubai 04:25
KAC 784 Jeddah 04:35
KAC 284 Dhaka 04:50
FDB 069 Dubai 04:55
JZR 609 Hyderabad 05:10
DHX 170 Bahrain 05:20
JZR 143 Doha 05:25
THY 770 Istanbul 05:25
KAC 346 Ahmedabad 05:30
KAC 332 Trivandrum 05:40
KAC 344 Chennai 05:50
KAC 302 Mumbai 06:10
KAC 362 Colombo 06:25
KAC 678 Dubai 06:30
WAN 338 Alexandria 06:40
KAC 206 Islamabad 06:50
KAC 204 Lahore 07:10
BAW 157 London 07:10
KAC 354 Bengaluru 07:35
FDB 053 Dubai 07:35
JZR 503 Luxor 07:45
KAC 384 Delhi 08:00
IAW 157A Al Najaf 08:00
KAC 358 Kochi 08:05
UAE 855 Dubai 08:35
ABY 125 Sharjah 09:05
ETD 301 Abu Dhabi 09:05
QTR 1070 Doha 09:10
FDB 055 Dubai 09:40
IRA 667 Esfahan 10:00
WAN 342 Sohag 10:15
GFA 213 Bahrain 10:40
AXB 890 Mangalore/Bahrain 11:10
QTR 1074 Doha 11:20
JZR 165 Dubai 11:30
WAN 134 Doha 11:55
MEA 404 Beirut 11:55
IAW 157B Al Najaf 12:00
RBG 553 Alexandria 12:15
KAC 286 Dhaka 12:35
JZR 561 Sohag 12:45
MSR 610 Cairo 13:00
KAC 774 Riyadh 13:40
KNE 231 Riyadh 14:10

KAC 692 Muscat 14:15
KAC 618 Doha 14:15
FDB 059 Dubai 14:20
QTR 1078 Doha 14:20
KAC 672 Dubai 14:25
KAC 412 Bangkok 14:35
GFA 221 Bahrain 14:40
KAC 364 Colombo 14:40
SVA 500 Jeddah 14:45
KAC 662 Abu Dhabi 14:55
IAW 157C Al Najaf 14:55
KNE 529 Jeddah 14:55
KAC 304 Mumbai 15:10
KAC 788 Jeddah 15:10
ETD 303 Abu Dhabi 15:15
JZR 787 Riyadh 15:30
KAC 562 Amman 15:30
KAC 502 Beirut 15:30
OMA 645 Muscat 15:35
UAE 857 Dubai 15:45
QTR 1072 Doha 15:55
SAW 705 Damascus 16:00
ABY 127 Sharjah 16:00
KAC 118 New York 16:00
FDB 051 Dubai 16:40
RJA 640 Amman 16:55
KAC 542 Cairo 17:05
SVA 510 Riyadh 17:15
WAN 954 Baku 17:15
GFA 215 Bahrain 17:30
JZR 777 Jeddah 17:40
UAE 875 Dubai 18:00
FDB 063 Dubai 18:10
JZR 177 Dubai 18:15
MSR 620 Cairo 18:30
QTR 1080 Doha 18:50
KAC 744 Dammam 19:10
KAC 776 Riyadh 19:20
ABY 123 Sharjah 19:25
KAC 156 Istanbul 19:30
GFA 217 Bahrain 19:30
KAC 674 Dubai 19:45
FDB 057 Dubai 19:50
KAC 616 Bahrain 19:55
KNE 381 Taif 20:00
KAC 620 Doha 20:15
OMA 647 Muscat 20:20
QTR 1088 Doha 20:45
DLH 624 Frankfurt 20:45
KAC 162 Geneva 21:00
KAC 168 Paris 21:20
MEA 402 Beirut 21:20
ETD 307 Abu Dhabi 21:20
ALK 229 Colombo 21:20
KAC 786 Jeddah 21:25
UAE 859 Dubai 21:35
GFA 219 Bahrain 21:45
KLM 445 Amsterdam 21:50
WAN 116 Bahrain 21:50
KAC 564 Amman 22:00
QTR 1082 Doha 22:05
ETD 309 Abu Dhabi 22:15
AIC 975 Chennai/Goa 22:25
SVA 514 Riyadh 22:30
JZR 241 Amman 22:40
SVA 502 Jeddah 22:45
JZR 185 Dubai 23:10
JAI 574 Mumbai 23:15
MSC 405 Sohag 23:30
FDB 071 Dubai 23:45
MSC 411 Asyut 23:55

Departure Flights on Monday 26/3/2018
Airlines Flt Route Time
AIC 982 Ahmedabad/Chennai 00:05
JAI 573 Mumbai 00:30
FDB 072 Dubai 00:35
PIA 206 Lahore 01:00
JAI 571 Mumbai 01:05
BBC 044 Dhaka 01:30
JZR 502 Luxor 01:30
JZR 142 Doha 01:45
KAC 677 Dubai 01:50
KAC 363 Colombo 02:00
KAC 417 Manila 02:00
THY 773 Istanbul 02:30
PGT 859 Istanbul 02:30
DLH 625 Frankfurt 02:45
ETH 621 Addis Ababa 03:05
QTR 1087 Doha 03:40
KLM 446 Amsterdam 03:55
KKK 1269 Istanbul 03:55
OMA 644 Muscat 03:55
MSC 502 Alexandria 04:00
THY 765 Istanbul 04:00
ETD 306 Dhabi 04:05
MSR 613 Cairo 04:15
KAC 303 Mumbai 05:30
QTR 1077 Doha 05:30
FDB 070 Dubai 05:45
UAE 874 Dubai 06:15
JZR 560 Sohag 06:25
THY 771 Istanbul 06:50
JZR 164 Dubai 06:55
RJA 643 Amman 07:05
GFA 212 Bahrain 07:15
KAC 413 Bangkok 07:20
KAC 167 Paris 07:35
KAC 501 Beirut 08:00
KAC 161 Geneva 08:20
FDB 054 Dubai 08:35
KAC 787 Jeddah 08:40
KAC 691 Muscat 08:50
BAW 156 London 08:50
IAW 158A Al Najaf 09:00
KAC 117 New York 09:00
KAC 561 Amman 09:40
ABY 126 Sharjah 09:45
KAC 671 Dubai 09:45
KAC 101 London 09:45
UAE 856 Dubai 10:00
KAC 541 Cairo 10:00
ETD 302 Abu Dhabi 10:10
KAC 773 Riyadh 10:10
KAC 617 Doha 10:15
QTR 1071 Doha 10:20
KAC 155 Istanbul 10:25
KAC 661 Abu Dhabi 10:30
FDB 056 Dubai 10:35
IRA 666 Esfahan 11:00
SGL 4101 IQA 11:00
GFA 214 Bahrain 11:25
JZR 786 Riyadh 11:55
JZR 776 Jeddah 12:00
AXB 890 Mangalore 12:10
QTR 1075 Doha 12:30
JZR 606 Kochi 12:45

MEA 405 Beirut 12:55
IAW 158B Al Najaf 13:00
RBG 554 Alexandria 13:00
JZR 176 Dubai 13:40
MSR 611 Cairo 14:00
KNE 382 Taif 15:00
KAC 673 Dubai 15:05
FDB 060 Dubai 15:10
GFA 222 Bahrain 15:25
KAC 785 Jeddah 15:25
QTR 1079 Doha 15:30
SVA 501 Jeddah 15:45
KNE 530 Jeddah 15:45
KAC 775 Riyadh 15:50
KAC 283 Dhaka 15:50
IAW 158C Al Najaf 15:55
KAC 743 Dammam 16:05
KAC 563 Amman 16:10
KAC 619 Doha 16:10
ETD 304 Abu Dhabi 16:20
OMA 646 Muscat 16:35
ABY 128 Sharjah 16:40
KAC 615 Bahrain 16:40
SAW 706 Damascus 16:55
JZR 240 Amman 17:15
QTR 1073 Doha 17:15
FDB 052 Dubai 17:40
UAE 858 Dubai 17:45
RJA 641 Amman 17:55
KAC 331 Trivandrum 18:00
JZR 538 Cairo 18:15
SVA 511 Riyadh 18:15
GFA 216 Bahrain 18:20
JZR 184 Dubai 18:30
JZR 608 Hyderabad 18:40
KAC 381 Delhi 18:50
FDB 064 Dubai 19:10
UAE 876 Dubai 19:30
MSR 621 Cairo 19:30
QTR 1081 Doha 20:00
ABY 124 Sharjah 20:05
GFA 218 Bahrain 20:15
KAC 357 Kochi 20:30
FDB 058 Dubai 20:35
KAC 345 Ahmedabad 20:40
KNE 232 Riyadh 20:50
KAC 301 Mumbai 20:50
KAC 353 Bengaluru 20:55
OMA 648 Muscat 21:20
KAC 1543 Cairo 21:20
DLH 624 Bahrain 21:30
DHX 171 Bahrain 21:50
QTR 1089 Doha 22:00
KAC 205 Islamabad 22:05
ETD 308 Abu Dhabi 22:10
MEA 403 Beirut 22:20
ALK 230 Colombo 22:25
GFA 220 Bahrain 22:30
KAC 383 Delhi 22:40
KLM 445 Bahrain 22:50
UAE 860 Dubai 23:00
ETD 310 Abu Dhabi 23:05
QTR 1083 Doha 23:20
SVA 515 Riyadh 23:30
WAN 337 Alexandria 23:45
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Classifieds
Monday, March 26, 2018

Automated enquiry
about the Civil ID

card is

1889988

Sabah Hospital                                                 24812000

Amiri Hospital                                                  22450005

Maternity Hospital                                         24843100

Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital                        25312700

Chest Hospital                                               24849400

Farwaniya Hospital                                    24892010

Adan Hospital                                                23940620

Ibn Sina Hospital                                         24840300

Al-Razi Hospital                                            24846000

Physiotherapy Hospital                            24874330/9

Kaizen center 25716707

Rawda 22517733

Adaliya 22517144

Khaldiya 24848075

Kaifan 24849807

Shamiya 24848913

Shuwaikh 24814507

Abdullah Salem 22549134

Nuzha 22526804

Industrial Shuwaikh 24814764

Qadsiya 22515088

Dasmah 22532265

Bneid Al-Gar 22531908

Shaab 22518752

Qibla 22459381

Ayoun Al-Qibla 22451082

Mirqab 22456536

Sharq 22465401

Salmiya 25746401

Mitsubishi - Outlander
2016, full options - Blue
Color, 31,000 km, KD 3150.
Contact: 50994848.
(C 5387)  25-3-2018

FOR SALE

I, Sharique Ahmad S/o
Qeyamuddin Ahmad resi-
dent of village- Hathauri
Tola Ram Nagar, PO-
Chhapia, PS- Hussainganj,
Dist.-Siwan (Bihar) do here-
by solemnly affirm declare
that the name of deponent
Sharik Ahmad is wrong in
my passport No. H2446155
issued on 20.12.2008 at
Patna. That the real name &
real spelling of deponent

CHANGE OF NAME
should be Sharique Ahmad
& real name & real spelling
of the deponent father
should be Qeyamuddin
Ahmad. (C 5388)
26-3-2018
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The 20-year-old actress - who is best known for
her starring role on ‘Modern Family’ - has
revealed she’s eager to go unnoticed for a little

while, saying she works in a “really difficult industry”.
She explained: “One day you did something great, and
the next day you’re like plastered as a thousand other
things. It’s a really difficult industry.” Over the last cou-
ple of years, Ariel has attracted criticism as a result of
her eye-catching Instagram posts and revealing outfits.

And the actress - who is dating fellow star Levi
Meaden - feels like she’s been treated harshly. Speaking
to Entertainment Tonight, she shared: “I mean, we’re
blessed to be in [it], and be able to make content that
we love and that other people love, but it’s also an
industry. It is true. it builds you up, and it can tear you
down just as fast.” As a result, Ariel is now determined
to “stay out of the spotlight as much as possible”.

She said: “Having every little aspect of your life in
the public eye, it’s really hard, because it gives more
room for criticism, and I just want to live. “So I think I
try and stay out of it as much as possible, unless I need
to be in it. “I don’t really go anywhere to be seen or
anything like that. I’ll go to a red carpet, if I’m in [the
movie], or if I’m supporting my boyfriend or my friends.
But otherwise I usually just stay home.”

Meanwhile, Ariel has previously admitted to experi-
encing anxiety. And the actress feels frustrated by some
of the misconceptions surrounding the condition. She
explained: “I think everybody [deals with anxiety] to a
certain extent ... I feel like people need to understand
that everybody has anxiety or depression, or has some-
thing, and it’s not a person being broken or having a
fault. It’s just life. “You try to centre yourself in reality
and talk to people that love you ... I go to therapy, and I
think therapy is great.”

Ariel Winter
wants a 
break from
the spotlightThe Sports Illustrated model - who is expecting her second child with husband John Legend,

with whom she already has 23-month-old daughter Luna - has decided to avoid the social
media app after Rihanna accused the company of shaming victims of domestic abuse.

Chrissy - who is an avid Twitter user - wrote on the micro-blogging site: “I stopped using snap.
The update, the constant complaints of people not being able to find me, plus the Rihanna poll...no
bueno” ‘Work’ hit maker Rihanna - who was assaulted by her then-boyfriend Chris Brown in
February 2009 - criticized the platform after it featured an advert that asked users whether they
would rather “slap Rihanna or punch Chris Brown”. In a post on her Instagram Story, Rihanna said:
“I’d love to call it ignorance, but I know you ain’t that dumb!”

The 30-year-old star claimed her anger doesn’t just relate to her own experience of domestic
violence, but also “all the women, children and men” who have experience abuse in their lives. She
added: “This isn’t about my personal feelings, cause I don’t have much of them... but all the women,
children and men that have been victims of DV in the past and especially the ones who haven’t
made it out yet. “You let us down! Shame on you. Throw the whole app-ology away.” 

Snap Inc subsequently apologized for the ad and confirmed that it launched an investigation
into the issue. A spokesperson for the company said: “This advertisement is disgusting and never
should have appeared on our service. We are so sorry we made the terrible mistake of allowing it
through our review process. “We are investigating how that happened so that we can make sure it
never happens again.” The company also said that it already supports the National Network to
End Domestic Violence, while the group’s Executive Vice-President is a member of Snapchat’s
Safety Advisory Board.

Chrissy Teigen has

stopped using Snapchat

The ‘Just Like A Pill’ singer will no longer be per-
forming at Little Caesars Arena in Detroit,
Michigan, yesterday, as doctors have advised her

to rest after suffering with a flu virus. In a note posted
on Twitter, she wrote: “I’ve just seen the doctor here
again in Montreal. I’m not going to be well enough to
do the show tomorrow night in Detroit. “I want to give
you all the full show and not be hacking all the way
through it and have to cut songs because of my voice.

“I understand how much trouble you go to to be at
my shows, what it all entails, the planning, the sched-
ules, etc. I am very very sorry, and I’m very grateful for
your understanding.” The ‘What About Us’ hitmaker
had apologized to fans as she announced she was
postponing her concert in Montreal on Friday night
because she and her children - six-year-old daughter
Willow and 15-month-son Jameson - are all battling a
virus, while her motocross racer husband Carey Hart is

off work with the flu.
Pink wrote on Twitter: “I am absolutely GUTTED to

announce that tomorrow’s show, March 23 will be
postponed. I will absolutely be back to perform for you
all and I’m grateful for you wanting to come and be
with us at all. “Our entire family has been battling this
awful virus/flu for two weeks now, and I have battled
my way through these shows because postponing
sucks. “Carey’s been sent home with the flu while me
and the kids battle this virus. I wish anyone out there
going through this healing vibes and big hugs.”

The 38-year-old singer played two shows at the Air
Canada Centre in Toronto on March 20 and 21, as part
of her ‘Beautiful Trauma World Tour’, which began on
March 1. She is yet to announce a rescheduling for the
Montreal show, and she is due to play Little Caesars
Arena in Detroit, Michigan, on March 25.

Pink cancels concert 
after family falls ill

The ‘Stranger Things’ star received the Favorite TV Actress gong for her role as Eleven in the
Netflix series at the star-studded bash at The Forum in Inglewood, California, on Saturday. When
the star arrived on the red carpet, she showed off the back of her denim jacket which had the

names of the 17 victims who lost their lives at Marjory Stoneman Douglas school shooting in Parkland,
Florida, in support of the March for Our Lives protest which took place on the same day in Washington
DC. The 14-year-old actress used her speech to pay tribute to the victims and to encourage audience
members, which included Dwayne ‘The Rock’ Johnson, Mel B and Mariah Carey, to use their voices to
impact a change in gun laws across the country. She said: “Thank you so much for this award, and to
Nickelodeon for bringing us all together.” As we saw a moment ago, the March for Our Lives demon-
strations that took place all over the world today have inspired me and impacted us all in one way or
another. “But more than anything, I get to be up here, and I’m privileged to have a voice that can be
heard, one that I can use to hopefully make a positive difference and help influence change. “OK, so
there’s an amazing support, love and kindness in this room right now, and I want to encourage every-
one to embrace it and to pass it on.” “For the angels among us, your spirit lives on. This is for you.”

Millie Bobby Brown dedicates 
her Kid’s Choice Award to 
Parkland shooting victims 

The ‘Keeping Up with the Kardashians’ star took to Instagram yesterday
(25.03.18) to share a throwback selfie with her beloved black Labrador, who
she nicknamed Goober, that sadly passed away in January.  The blonde beauty

captioned a picture of them sat by the pool: “I miss you Goober “ Last month,
Khloe’s boyfriend Tristan Thompson - whom she is expecting her first child with -
had a paw-shaped flower tribute made in memory of Gabbana. 

The Cleveland Cavaliers basketball player lifted her spirits with the “thoughtful”
memorial. Alongside the flowers posted on her Instagram, Khloe wrote: “Thank you
baby for being so thoughtful! This gorgeous arrangement brightened up my day! You
are the sweetest my love.” Khloe previously said she was “devastated” by the passing
of her canine friend, who was by her side through thick and thin. 

She wrote on Instagram: “Last night my sweet Gabbana passed away ... She was
more than a pet. She was my first child, my companion and my friend. She was
incredible! She made sure I was never lonely even during lonely times. The house will
never be the same. I never thought I would be this devastated over losing a dog but
14 years, is a long time together. She filled a significant role in my life and I’m forever
grateful. I love you Goober!! I’ll remember you always!”

Khloe Kardashian isn’t over the death of her pet dog Gabbana

Justin Bieber involved in a
car accident on Friday 
The ‘Sorry’ hitmaker was rear-ended while he was

driving on SunsetBoulevard in Los Angeles at
around 9pm - but the Range Rover that struck

Justin’s car suffered the brunt of the damage, according
toTMZ. By contrast, Justin’s G-Class Mercedes only suf-
fered a small dent, and officers from the LA County
Sheriffs Department - who quickly arrived on the scene -
decided against taking a police report. Justin - who
recently split from Selena Gomez - was alone at the time
of the accident. The unfortunate collision occurred short-

ly after a source close to Justin revealed he still thinks
about Selena “all the time”. The 24-year-old singer is still
in love with the brunette beauty and despite recently
attending a concert with Baskin Champion, he’s still only
interested in one girl. The insider explained: “He isn’t dat-
ing. He thinks and talks about Selena all the time. The
chapter with her is definitely not finished.” Although
Justin is determined to rekindle his romance with Selena,
pals of the American star reportedly consider him to be a
“bad influence” on her. 
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Paul McCartney, Common, Miley Cyrus,
Amy Schumer and other stars played
supporting roles at nationwide gun-

reform rallies dominated by teenage sur-
vivors’ emotional speeches. Still, the
protests were deeply personal for some of
the celebrities involved. Jennifer Hudson,
who performed “The Times They Are A
Changin’” to cap Saturday’s March for Our
Lives rally in Washington, D.C., alluded to
the shooting deaths of her mother, brother
and 7-year-old nephew in 2008.

“We’ve all lost somebody. ... We’ve all got
a purpose. And we want what? We want
change,” she said, encouraging the vast
crowd to join her in song. McCartney said his
decision to take part in the New York City
rally was prompted by the 1980 Manhattan
shooting death of John Lennon, his former
Beatles bandmate. “One of my best friends
was killed in gun violence, right ‘round here,
so it’s important to me,” he told CNN.

Asked what he hoped could be accom-
plished by the event, McCartney opened his
jacket to show the slogan emblazoned on his
black T-shirt: “We can end gun violence.”
Hudson, appearing tearful as she concluded
her appearance, was backed by members of
a Washington choir and survivors of the Feb.
14 Parkland, Florida, high school shooting.
Students from the school led rallies attended

by hundreds of thousands of people in the
nation’s capital and other US cities.

Celebrities attending the Washington
event included power couples George and
Amal Clooney and Kate Capshaw and
Steven Spielberg, who helped fund the
protests with a combined $1 million dona-

tion. Also attending were Kim Kardashian
and Kanye West, Glenn Close, Cher, Jimmy
Fallon and Dennis Rodman. Common, Cyrus,
Andra Day, Vic Mensa, Demi Lovato, Lin-
Manuel Miranda, Ben Platt and Ariana
Grande performed in Washington, and Rita
Ora took the stage in Los Angeles.

“This song is dedicated to Stephon Clark,
Decynthia Clements and all the unarmed
black men and women killed by police
weapons,” Mensa said before performing
“Now We Could Be Free.” Grande encoun-
tered another iteration of violence when her
2017 Manchester, England, concert was

bombed, killing 22 people and injuring
scores of others. Schumer, the actress-
comedian and cousin of Senate Minority
Leader Chuck Schumer, a New York
Democrat, spoke to Parkland survivors
attending the Los Angeles rally, telling them
the violence they endured has to stop. —AP

Stars affected by violence join 
students’ gun-reform rallies

Miley Cyrus performs ‘The Climb’ during the ‘March for Our Lives’ rally in support of gun con-
trol, in Washington. — AP photos

Ariana Grande performs ‘Be Alright’ during the ‘March for Our Lives’ rally in support of gun
control, in Washington.

His nose was round and bright red, his face as white as a sheet.
His mouth was surrounded by an exaggerated smear of red
makeup and his arched eyebrows hung ridiculously high on his

forehead. Such was the daily uniform of Bozo the Clown, who enter-
tained kids for decades when TV was in its infancy. It’s also a uni-
form that for many now seems grotesque and sinister.

The death of longtime Bozo performer Frank Avruch this week
triggered both feelings - warm memories from some and a shiver of
fear from others who associate clowns more with the film “It.” Which
begs the question: When exactly did clowns go from birthday-party
goofy to downright sinister? Well, hold onto your really big shoes -
experts are divided.

David Carlyon, author, playwright and a former clown with
Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus in the 1970s, argues that
the fear of clowns - known officially as coulrophobia - is a relatively
new phenomenon, born from the counter-culture 1960s and emerg-
ing as a popular force in the 1980s. “There is no ancient fear of
clowns,” he said. “It wasn’t like there was this panic rippling through
Madison Square Garden as I walked up through the seats. Not at
all.” Carlyon said clowns were considered sweet and funny for two
centuries until an inevitable backlash that included Stephen King’s
hit novel “It,” the film “Poltergeist,” Heath Ledger’s white-faced
maniac Joker, the misanthrope Krusty the Clown from “The
Simpsons,” the shock band Insane Clown Posse and Homey D. Clown
from “In Living Color.”

“Anything that gets that much glorification and is sentimentalized
within an inch of its life invites someone to snark at it,” said Carlyon,
who recently discovered the cover of a National Lampoon from
1979 with a girl cowering in fear of a malevolent clown. “There’s
nothing in any available evidence that kids were afraid of clowns in
the ‘40s, the ‘50s, the ‘60s, the ‘70s,” he said. “Who said that about
Red Skelton?”

Not so fast, argues Benjamin Radford, an author and editor at
Skeptical Inquirer magazine who literally wrote the book on the sub-
ject, 2016?s “Bad Clowns.” Not to throw a pie in anyone’s face, but
he argues that evil clowns have always been among us. “It’s a mis-
take to ask when clowns turned bad because historically they were
never really good. They’ve always had this deeply ambiguous char-
acter,” he said. “Sometimes they’re good; sometimes they’re bad.
Sometimes they’re making you laugh. Other times, they’re laughing
at your expense.” Radford traces bad clowns all the way to ancient
Greece and connects them to court jesters and the Harlequin figure.
He notes that Punch, an evil puppet who frequently smacks his part-
ner Judy with a stick, made his first appearance in London in the
1500s. “You have this mass-murdering, baby-killing clown that’s
beloved by Britons everywhere of all ages,” he said.

Clowns in America had their roots in circuses and they were at
first meant to amuse adults, but clowning history took a detour in the
1950s and ‘60s when the squeaky-clean Bozo and Ronald McDonald
became the “quintessentially American default clowns” for kids,
Radford said. The more sinister clown waited patiently for his day to
shine. “Stephen King didn’t invent the evil clown. That was long
before his time. — AP

No laughing matter: 
When exactly did 
clowns become scary? Jose Antonio Abreu, a musician, politician and economist who created a

network of more than 1,500 orchestras and choirs for young people in
Venezuela, died on Saturday at age 78. Known as “El Maestro” in his

home country, Abreu started the project in 1975, and his internationally-
acclaimed “El Sistema” (“The System”) has grown to include more than
900,000 children, taught by 10,000 teachers throughout Venezuela. The
project began with just 11 musicians in a basement in downtown Caracas-and
flourished to touch the lives of hundreds of thousands of kids, 75 percent of
them poor and many from rural areas, according to the institution. “They are
boys that we are taking away from drugs and violence. Just sitting a boy in a
rehearsal to play, when he could be on the corner smoking marijuana, is
already a very important achievement,” he said several years ago.

The organization’s goal is now to reach one million young people.
Education Minister Elias Jaua hailed Abreu as “a great Venezuelan.”
“Thanks to Maestro Jose Antonio Abreu for his beautiful legacy for the
boys, girls and young people of Venezuela,” Jaua wrote on Twitter. “With
devoted love and eternal gratitude to my mentor and father of El Sistema,”
Gustavo Dudamel, the conductor of the Los Angeles Philharmonic
Orchestra and a product of Abreu’s program, wrote on Twitter along with
a photo of himself and “El Maestro.”

Little is known about the personal life of Abreu, who was born on May
7, 1939 in Valera. His innovative teaching model, which boasts replicas in
50 countries, has earned him a number of prestigious awards, including
from UNESCO and the Royal Swedish Academy of Music. In addition to

his landmark music program, Abreu also played a role in Venezuelan poli-
tics: he was a legislator and also served as culture minister during presi-
dent Carlos Andres Perez’s second term. —AFP 

Jose Antonio Abreu, noted
Venezuelan musician, dies aged 78

In this file photo the founder of ‘The System’ music project, Venezuelan Jose
Antonio Abreu, gestures during an explaining talk in San Francisco, California,
before the kick off of a US tour. — AFP 

Once proclaimed “the most beautiful
woman in the world,” Hedy Lamarr is
remembered as the silver screen siren

who scandalized show business in a 1930s
nude scene. The raven-haired actress, who
died at the turn of the millennium at age 86,
wrote in her memoirs that “any girl can be
glamorous: all you have to do is stand still
and look stupid.”

In reality, as a new PBS documentary
reveals, Lamarr’s sultry beauty stood in the
way of her getting the credit she deserved as
an ingenious scientist and engineer whose
inventions helped revolutionize modern com-
munications. Lamarr never publicly talked
about her life outside the movies, and her
family thought her story had died with her,
but in 2016, never-before-heard tapes of the
actress telling her own life story emerged. 

“People have the idea that I’m sort of a
stupid thing. I never knew I looked good to
begin with, because my mother wanted a boy
named Georg,” she says on one of the tapes.
“Unfortunately I didn’t become that and she
wasn’t too thrilled about it. I was different, I
guess. Maybe I came from a different planet,
who knows? But whatever it is, inventions are
easy for me to do.”

Combining the recordings with intimate
reflections from her children, closest friends,
family and admirers, “Bombshell: The Hedy
Lamarr Story” explores Lamarr’s true legacy
as a technological trailblazer.  The film, co-
executive produced by Oscar winner Susan
Sarandon, attempts to shine a light on the
atmosphere that created the disconnect
between her brilliance and beauty.

Sultry temptress 
An Austrian Jewish emigrant who invented

a covert communications system to try to
help defeat the Nazis, Lamarr was ignored
and told to sell kisses for war bonds instead.
It was only toward the end of her life that
tech pioneers discovered that it was her con-
cept that is now used as the basis for secure
WiFi, GPS and Bluetooth technologies.

In 2016, former Forbes journalist Fleming
Meeks discovered several tapes of a 1990

phone interview with Lamarr, providing a
rare insight into her private thoughts. “Oh my
God, she was the best-looking movie star
that ever lived. She became my inspiration,”
veteran filmmaker Mel Brooks says in the
documentary. “I don’t know whether it’s true,
but you hear things. I heard that she was a
scientist.”

Born in Vienna in 1913, Lamarr was an
intuitive tinkerer as a child, always interested
in mechanical things and an inveterate seeker
of knowledge. She won a few minor roles
when, still going by her real name Edy
Kiesler, she made a fleeting appearance with-
out her clothes in the Czech film “Extase.”
Pope Pius XI denounced the movie, Hitler
banned it, and the offending scenes were
excised from most European and American
versions. —AFP

Hollywood femme-fatale Hedy
Lamarr’s amazing double life

Swiss singer Lys Assia, the first-ever winner of
the Eurovision Song Contest, has died aged
94, the competition’s organizers said.  Assia,

who won the first edition of the contest in 1956 in
Lugano, Switzerland, with the song “Refrain”,
“passed away on March 24 at Zurich’s Zollikerberg
Hospital, having recently turned 94,” Eurovision
said in a statement. 

Assia, whose real name was Rosa Mina
Schaerer, was born in 1924 in Rupperswil in the
north of Switzerland. She began her career as a
dancer, but soon turned to singing, achieving her
biggest hit in 1950 with “O Mein Papa”, Eurovision
said.  Assia took part in the contest again in 1957
and actually came second in 1958 with the song
“Giorgio”. She tried to return as a contestant again
in 2011, but was not selected to sing for
Switzerland. Assia is the only Swiss national to
have won Eurovision, although Canadian singer
Celine Dion won the contest on behalf of
Switzerland in 1988 with the song “Ne partez pas
sans moi”. This year’s Eurovision Song Contest is
being held in Lisbon, Portugal in May. —AFP 

Lys Assia, Eurovision’s 
first-ever winner,
dies aged 94

This undated photo shows Austrian-born
actress Hedy Lamarr, a Hollywood star from
the 40’s and 50’s. — AFP 

In this file photo Swiss singer Lys Assia stands on
stage during an event on the sidelines of the
Eurovision Song Contest in Duesseldorf, western
Germany. — AFP 
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It’s daylight outside, but with indoor lights
simulating a full moon, hundreds of bats flap
back and forth. On a nearby wall, what

appears to be a talking stone face provides bat
fun facts. It’s the night house at the Audubon
Zoo in New Orleans, and it opens Friday. The
centerpiece of the $1.6 million night house is
the 42-foot-long flight cage for 200 Seba’s
short-tailed bats - fruit-eating mammals up to
21/2 inches long, with a foot-wide wingspan.

“It’s amazing going in there and having the
bats fly by you,” animal care staffer Dominique
Fleitas said Tuesday. “You can feel the wind as
their wings are flapping around you.” She said
their echolocation - the ability to use sound to
locate objects - is so precise that they easily go
around her. The animals in the Criaturas de la
Noche (Creatures of the Night) Bat House all
are from Central and South America. 

The building’s interior simulates an aban-
doned warehouse set up to protect Mayan arti-
facts during a dig. One wall is painted with
maps of the supposed site and its general area.
Tiles, plates and other “artifacts” hang on other
walls or sit on shelves. Near one end of the
flight cage is a giant simulated carving of a man
with loudspeakers for earrings, topped by a
movie projection of a speaking, sculpted face.

“Push my buttons. I dare you,” it says at
intervals. “I’d do it myself but I have no arms.
I’m just a giant button-head.” Pressing the but-
tons elicits messages such as “Some bats live by
themselves, while others live in caves with
thousands of other bats. 

The largest bat colony in the world is found
in Texas, at the Bracken Cave.” A much smaller
colony - eight vampire bats - lives in one of a
half-dozen exhibit cases set up as if a visitor

were looking through a broken wall into the
jungle. Their home is made to imitate a tropical
ceiba-tree’s buttress-like roots with cup-like
green lichen growing from it. During the pre-
view, a half-dozen bats hung together from one
such cup, forming a clump that could fit easily

into one hand, while a seventh lapped cow’s
blood from a small bowl on the ground.

Other cases hold giant cave cockroaches,
reddish poison dart frogs with creamy white
stripes, two kinds of tarantulas and thumb-sized
green tree frogs. At each end are two more
elaborate displays, one for the Nancy Ma’s
night owl monkeys, or douroucoulis, and the
other for a ring-tailed cat - actually related to
raccoons. The roaches’ home is made to imitate
a huge football-shaped termite mound formed
around several branches and later slashed open
by an anteater. A half-dozen 3-inch-long  cock-
roaches were aligned along one branch, just
hanging out. “They’re creepy. Super creepy,”
said Ashley McClaran, vice president for con-
struction and exhibits. “They hiss at you and
they’re giant. My son is going to love them. He’s
7.” The ring-tailed cat and douroucoulis were

wary of the strangers tromping near the quar-
ters they’d just moved into. Ignoring a slanted
climbing wall designed to look like part of an
intricately carved Mayan ball court, the ring-
tailed cat occasionally left the shelter of a crate
at one side.

The arboreal douroucoulis’ exhibit, created
to look as if thick ropes were being used to
haul up an intricately decorated 2-foot-wide
(0.6-meter-wide) pottery circle, has lots of
places for above-ground clambering. But the
monkeys were sitting on a shelf at the exhibit’s
top left corner and could barely be seen.

“We’re going to move that little shelf today,”
to a much lower spot below the entrance to
their sleeping quarters, on the other side of the
enclosure, McClaran said. “It will give them an
easy way to get into the back-of-house, and a
platform to see them.” — AP

Creatures of the night inhabit 
Audubon Zoo’s newest building

A vampire bat drinks bovine blood in the Criaturas de la Noche Bat House, the
Audubon Zoo’s new night house in New Orleans.— AP photos

A Ring-Tailed CatA Costa Rican Zebra Tarantula crawls inside the Bat House.

“ “They’re creepy. 
Super creepy

Contemporary artists have drawn
upon everything from comic books
to Campbell’s soup cans for inspira-

tion in recent years, but New York artist
Scooter LaForge has drawn his from an
altogether grander source, with a new
exhibition based on Homer’s classic poem
“The Odyssey.” The exhibition, hosted in
London’s Jealous Gallery and curated by
DJ Seth Troxler, features paintings, prints
and wall murals that blend imagery from
Greek mythology with elements of the gay
scene of 1980s New York.

Some of the artworks depict what
Troxler describes as “sexy boys and sub-
versive fairies masquerading and trans-
forming into cyclops, nymphs, magical
creatures, angels and monsters.” “It was
very sexy to me and then the violence in
there was appealing to me, and I thought it

was very visual,” LaForge said. LaForge’s
artworks include depictions of Odysseus
and the goddess Circe, who turned the
hero’s men into pigs, and Odysseus’ con-
frontation with the cyclops Polyphemus.
LaForge said he feels that there is room for
artistic interpretation in “The Odyssey”,
allowing him to incorporate his own uncon-
ventional elements into the classic tale.

“It’s a poem by Homer who was blind,
written in 800 B.C., so who even knows if
this story is what he recited? I’m sure it’s
been interpreted a billion times. So this is
my version of it.” 

The Odyssey is not the only literary
classic that LaForge is interested in adapt-
ing. Inspired by his time in Britain, he also
hopes to tackle Chaucer’s “Canterbury
Tales”. “The Odyssey,” runs at London’s
Jealous Gallery until April 10. —Reuters

Homer’s Odyssey gets 
modern art treatment 
at London exhibition

The co-owner of a dinosaur-themed park
in southern Colorado thinks an electrical
malfunction caused a life-size animatron-

ic Tyrannosaurus Rex to burst into flames. Zach
Reynolds says the T-Rex at the Royal Gorge
Dinosaur Experience smoldered for about 10
minutes before it caught fire Thursday morning.
Visitors watched as the inferno spread through
the dinosaur, which appeared at times to be

breathing flames.
Reynolds joked, “We knew he had a temper,

but today he blew his top.” The 24-foot-tall T-
Rex, which moved and made sounds, was one of
16 dinosaurs that line the park’s Wild Walk
exhibit. Reynolds says it was a total loss but at
least “it made for some spectacular imagery
along the way.” He hopes to have a replacement
T-Rex installed by the summer. —AP

Gone extinct: Animatronic 
T-Rex bursts into flames

In this photo, a life-sized animatronic Tyrannosaurus Rex at the Royal Gorge Dinosaur Experience in
Canon City, Colo., is ablaze after an electrical issue, according to Royal Gorge Dinosaur Experience
personnel. — AP

Whether Royal, Charlie or Salem,
Skyler, Justice or Oakley, unisex
names for babies are on the rise

among parents more willing than ever to
embrace the possibility of gender fluidity in
their children and attempt to head off sexism
on their behalf. “We’re definitely seeing more
conversation today around the distinction of a
truly gender-neutral name,” said Linda Murray,
global editor-in-chief of BabyCenter.com. “This
generation is truly interested in gender neutral
names.”

The Social Security Administration puts out
a top 10 list of popular baby names every year
based on its registrations, but it also keeps
track of names on the rise in its top 1,000.
Name-watchers said crossovers and more neu-
tral names haven’t overtaken the top spots but
are more heavily represented in the broader
ranking, especially among millennial parents.

Pop culture and honoring family or religious
history are important in baby naming, as is the
cool factor. But more names are being used for
either sex regardless of which gender they
were originally associated with, and neutral
naming has become a flashpoint for debate.

“We chose a gender-neutral name, Riley, for
my daughter,” said Lori Kinkler, a psychologist
in San Antonio, Texas. “We knew her sex, but
gender is fluid and yet to be determined. Of all
the difficulties faced by those who live beyond,
or across, the binary, we didn’t want name-
changing to be one of them. ... I like that she
feels she has options and knows she’ll be
accepted by us no matter what.” Riley is 3.

Gender neutrality
Pamela Redmond Satran, co-writer of “The

Baby Name Bible” and “Cool Names for
Babies,” blogs about baby-naming and is also
co-founder of the baby name site
Nameberry.com, which crunches about 50,000
names every which way. Satran says the inter-
est in embracing potential gender fluidity is “an
important reason but it’s not the only reason. 

In fact, a lot of people choose unisex names
because they think they’re cool or they’re
meaningful to themselves but they raise their
kids in a very gender-specific way.” Millennials
aren’t the only ones to give their kids gender-
neutral names. Kyle Good grew up in the 1950s,
the middle of five children and the only sibling
with a gender-crossing name, based on a per-
former her father liked. “My partner is named
Jerry, for Gerald, so when we get introduced as
‘Kyle and Jerry’ most people think I’m Jerry and
he’s Kyle,” she said.

Kirsten Hammann, 45, in the San Francisco
Bay area, and her husband named their daugh-
ters Teagan and Sigrid. She considers both
names gender neutral. “Sigrid is technically a
girl’s name but because it’s so uncommon in the
US it reads as gender neutral to most people,”
she said. 

“The gender neutrality was not something
my husband and I discussed explicitly and I
would say it was more in my mind knowing
firsthand the hurdles women face across so
many areas of life. Whether we like it or not,
names that skew a little masculine, or less femi-
nine, are perceived as stronger, and I wanted
that for my girls.”

Satran said some gender neutral-names fol-
low other trends, such as choosing traditional
last names as first names (hello, Madison) or
bits of geography and nature: Lake, Blue,
Dakota. And spellings have long signaled gen-
der in names that sound the same: Yves vs. Eve.

In a few countries, unisex names are forbidden
by law: Portugal, Denmark and Iceland. Local
registrars decide in Germany if an unusual
name would negatively impact a child.

Sorry, Harper, but it’s unclear where those
rules would leave you. Harper is the 10th most
popular female name in the Social Security
Administration’s 2016 rankings, the latest avail-
able. It ranked 793 among boys that year. The
top female name was Emma, followed by Olivia,
Ava, Sophia, Isabella, Mia, Charlotte, Abigail
and Emily. For boys, Noah was tops, with Liam,
William, Mason, James, Benjamin, Jacob,
Michael, Elijah and Ethan rounding out the top
10. “We named our baby Avery Morgann. The
intention was to give them more room to define
themselves as they get older. Also, name
changes are expensive and frustrating,” said
Portland, Oregon, parent C.J. Alicandro, who
strives for gender neutrality in all ways for the 2
1/2-year-old. “We wanted to set up Avery with
an opportunity to not be limited as much as
possible by a name and be able to choose an
identity as much as possible, given the confines
that are forced upon them,” said Alicandro, a
31-year-old social worker.

Nothing inferior about women
Nameberry analyzed the 2016 Social

Security Administration data into a top 50
androgynous name list focused on those with
heavy gender splits. Charlie came in at 50-50,
followed by Finley at 58 percent for girls and
42 percent for boys. Skyler was in third place

(54-46), Justice was fourth (52-48) and Royal
was fifth (42-58).

Rounding out the Top 10 were Lennon (50-
41), Oakley (52-48), Armani (46-54), Azariah
(55-45) and Landry (53-47).

Rebecca Connolly, 29, in the western New
York town of Castile, said she and her guitar-
playing husband chose Lennon Wallace for
their 2 1/2-year-old son. Both she and her hus-
band are fans of the late John Lennon, for his
music and activism.

“I wouldn’t say I intentionally gave my son a
unisex name,” Connolly said. “As a child I felt
bad for all the Taylor, Jordan and Jamies I knew
whose names didn’t identify their sex. By the
time I was having kids, 50 percent of the little
girls I met were named Riley, Avery, Logan, etc.
And I realized all soft-sounding boy names are
now considered unisex. 

I hate the double standard that giving a girl
a boy name is spunky and strong but giving
your boy a name used by girls will get him bul-
lied and called a sissy at school.” Connolly also
has a daughter, Lucille Beatrice, and is preg-
nant with a second son. 

The current front-runner name for him is
considered masculine, she said, declining to
reveal it, “though with the boy name on girls
trend going strong, maybe it’ll be considered
unisex by the time he’s in school.” That’s fine
with her. “I plan to teach them there is nothing
inferior about women so sharing a name with
them is not a big deal. Being called a girl is not
an insult.”— AP 

Gender-neutral baby 
names are on the rise

What’s in a name

This screen grab released by Nameberry shows their homepage. — AP
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Models presents
creations by
fashion designer
Dimuthu
Sahabandu 
during the
Colombo 
fashion week.
— AFP photos

Models present creations by fashion
designer Buddhi Batiks during the
Colombo fashion week.
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Nouf Alosaimi, a 29-year-old female Saudi dive instructor, waits in the water for Tamer Nasr, an Egyptian diving instructor to explore the waters off a sandy island in the Red Sea near King Abdullah Economic City, Saudi Arabia. — AP photos

Saudi Arabia’s Red Sea divers 
explore freedoms off the coast

The sky is clear, the sun is shining, and the
sea is a glimmering turquoise. Nouf
Alosaimi is on a discovery dive around a

small, sandy island in the Red Sea that’s home
to busy crabs and a few seagulls. Jellyfish float
near the edge of the boat in waters so translu-
cent the fish are visible deep below. 

The 29-year-old Saudi woman is wearing a
diving suit and a necklace with a silver charm in
the shape of shark’s tooth, a nod to her nick-
name, “Sharky.” In the water, she wears a swim
cap, but on the boat - the sole woman diver
among a group of men - she goes bareheaded.

Out here in the Red Sea, it’s
easy to forget this is Saudi
Arabia, a conservative Muslim
country where the vast majori-
ty of women cover their hair
and face with black veils, wear
long, loose robes, known as
abayas, in public, are largely
segregated from men and can-
not travel abroad without the
permission of a male relative.

Untouched coastline
The serene waters north of

the bustling city of Jiddah are
the scene of a dramatic experi-
ment to encourage tourism in the reserved and
traditionally closed kingdom. It’s exciting for
Alosaimi on multiple levels. It’s bringing new
opportunities for women, as a corner of the
country is carved out with somewhat relaxed
rules. And it’s opening up miles of untouched
coastline teeming with unexplored seascapes
for her and other divers. “We are here on an
island in middle of the Red Sea. We want to dis-
cover this place,” Alosaimi said before her dive.
“We may find this island beautiful for a picnic.
We are creating a diving product here.”

Alosaimi, a PADI Master Scuba Diver Trainer, is
a pioneer in her field, holding a local record for
the deepest dive by a Saudi female at 345 feet.
The technical dive required five tanks and last-
ed more than 70 minutes.

Her passion for diving takes her on an hour-
long bus ride to work each day from Jiddah to
King Abdullah Economic City. There, she works
at a dive center recently opened at the Bay La
Sun Marina and Yacht Club in preparation for
the kingdom’s plans to open up to tourists later
this year. For decades, visitors to Saudi Arabia
have largely either been pilgrims heading to

Mecca and Medina or business
travelers heading to the capital,
Riyadh, or other major cities
like Jiddah and Dammam.

Select tour groups
Saudi Arabia’s 32-year-old

heir to the throne, Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman,
is trying to change that with
the introduction of tourist
visas. It’s part of a much larger
plan to overhaul the economy
in the face of sustained lower
oil prices. Tourism is being
promoted as a way to create

more jobs for Saudis, attract foreign investment,
boost the economy and improve the country’s
image abroad. Tourism official Salah Altaleb
said the country isn’t targeting mass tourism,
but select tour groups interested in nature, div-
ing, hiking and cultural sites. “Saudi Arabia is a
Muslim country that hosts the two holiest sites
in Islam and these facts need to be respected
whenever (tourists) travel around, enjoy them-
selves and engage with people,” he said.

The government’s sovereign wealth fund,
which the crown prince oversees, has identified

a 125-mile stretch of Red Sea coastline that it
plans to transform into a global luxury travel
destination with diving attractions and a nature
reserve. The fund says the area will be a semi-
autonomous destination “governed by laws on
par with international standards,” suggesting
veils and abayas won’t be required for women.

The Red Sea is also the site of an ambitious
$500 billion project called “Neom” - an inde-
pendent economic zone in a corner of the
country near Egypt and Jordan that sits on
10,230 square miles of untouched land, an area
bigger than the US state of Maryland. Prince
Mohammed has said he envisions it as a hub for
technological innovation that will create jobs
and attract investment.

Pink Bubbles Divers
The prince is trying to shake off Saudi

Arabia’s reputation as an austere country gov-
erned by a conservative interpretation of Islam
known as Wahhabism. He’s brought back musi-
cal concerts after a two-decade ban, he’s prom-
ised the return of movie theaters and he’s
behind the decision to lift the ban on women
driving this June. Opposition has so far been
muted, but dozens of critics of the prince’s
moves to consolidate power have been
detained.

One lesser-known change has already had a
huge impact on Alosaimi’s life. She says the
Saudi Coast Guard no longer stops women
from going out on boats without a male
guardian, such as a husband, father or brother.
Rather than do shore dives, she can now
explore the waters freely.

Egyptian diver Tamer Nasr, who worked in
Egypt’s Red Sea resort city of Sharm el-Sheikh

for more than 20 years, said it could take divers
years to map out Saudi Arabia’s nearly 1,200
miles of Red Sea coastline. “They have here a
huge area to discover,” he said, adding that
divers from Bay La Sun Marina have already
found a number of underwater wrecks and dive
sites that could draw tourists.

Diving remains rare among Saudis. To con-
nect with other female divers in Saudi Arabia,
Alosaimi created a group called “Pink Bubbles
Divers” and organized a day in Jiddah last year
for women to dive together and enjoy a private
day at the beach. Once the ban on women driv-
ing is lifted this summer, Alosaimi plans to take a
road trip with friends to discover new dive sites
further north. “I used to feel bad because I know
the Red Sea in Egypt more than the Red Sea in
Saudi,” Alosaimi said. “Now, I have the opportu-
nity to see all these places, the reefs.” — AP

“ “They have here 
a huge area 
to discover

Nouf Alosaimi prepares to dive with Tamer Nasr. Fish swim on a virgin coral reef near a sandy island in the Red Sea.

Nouf Alosaimi films
natural life on a
sandy island in the
Red Sea.
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